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PART ONE - INTRODUCTION

1

Kode di Dona, Ano Nobu & the Sao Domingos Batuko
Ensemble July 1991.

Statement Of Subject And Dissertation Overview
"Batuko and Funana: Musical Traditions of Santiago, Cape
Verde Islands" is primarily based on an ethnographic survey
emphasizing music and culture I conducted with a people of
African descent living in Santiago, one of the Cape Verdean
islands.

This group of people is informally referred to as

the Badius.

I undertook the field research for the project

in Cape Verde in June and July, 1991 and from October 1992
through August 1993.

Before, between, and after those trips

I did additional field research with people from Santiago
living in the extensive Cape Verdean communities of Southern
New England.
Under Portuguese rule (1460-1975), Badiu music and dance
traditions were alternately ignored, discouraged, and
forbidden by government and religious leaders, and were often
held in contempt by the mestizo majority of the Krioulol
population.

In newly independent Cape Verde, these

traditions are integral to Cape Verde's national identity as
many of its racially mixed people reclaim the African
l Krioulo

(also spelled Crioulo, Kriolu) can refer to the
language spoken in Cape Verde, to an individual from Cape
Verde, or to Cape Verdean culture in general.
3

heritage they once ignored.

As I developed an interest and

appreciation for the musical traditions from Santiago, I
learned that they had as yet not received much scholarly
attention--no extensive ethnomusicological study or
description of the music-culture existed.

Consequently I

chose this music-culture for my dissertation research.
In this research, I focused on the traditional Badiu
genres batuko and funana.

Batuko is a music and dance genre

performed by women's groups in Santiago. One woman (or
occasionally a man) leads the ensemble in a song with a call
and-response structure. The women accompany themselves by
beating duple and triple rhythms on rolled-up cloths held
between their mid-thighs. The combined effect of the patterns
produces a composite polyrhythm which is characteristic of
batuko. As the group sings, one or more individuals dance in
the center of the circle.
Funana is an accordion-based dance music associated with
the badius which exists in both folk and popular versions.
Funana is characterized by the use of the diatonic button
accordion and a homemade iron scraper.

Funana is typically

played in a fast, quadratic meter. Two men play the
instruments and one of them usually doubles as a singer,
presenting songs of topical interest. People dance in pairs
to funana, holding each other closely and moving in a style
broadly similar to many Afro-Caribbean dances, especially
folk merengue from the Dominican Republic.

While funana and

batuko are by no means the only musical genres to be found in
4

Santiago, they are the ones which are most strongly
associated with the Badius and their African origins2 .
During my graduate studies at Brown University, there
was much debate about how musical ethnography should be done,
if at all.

The prevalent atmosphere of postmodernism led us

to critique the work of nearly all the important contributors
to the field and left some of us wondering if there was, in
fact, an ethical way to do ethnography.

After much soul

searching, my answer to the dilemma can be found in the
approach presented in this dissertation--I felt that the
reservations I had over the practice of ethnomusicology were
outweighed by the positive contribution that I could make to
the sparse body of knowledge about music in Cape Verde.

I

consequently made documentation and ethnographic detail my
primary task.

In this dissertation, I strive to describe the

primary musical genres of the Badius both in musicological
terms and as human activity through such means as musical
analysis, narrative descriptions of music-making, and
sections focusing on Badiu ideas about themselves, their
history, and their music.

I have a fascination with the

different ways that people live starting at the most basic
level--who they are as individuals, what they eat, what their
2Finason (or fina9on), a genre somewhat similar to batuko but
with an emphasis on extended oral recitations is also
strongly associated with the Badius. I have chosen not to
focus on finason in depth because it is primarily an oral
poetry genre, rather than a musical one, requiring subtle and
highly specific language interpretation skills beyond my
present abilities.
5

houses are like, how they dress, and what they do to earn
their money, for example, and my descriptions tend to include
this type of fundamental ethnographic detail along with
specific details about music-making.

It is my hope that

readers will not consider this detail irrelevant to a study
of the music-culture but will come away with a more complete,
holistic picture of the role of music-making in the lives of
Santiago musicians through it.
The dissertation is organized into three primary parts.
Part One is a general introduction to Cape Verde and its
music-cultures.

It contains basic information about Cape

Verde's physical features, its history and Krioulo culture
(with a concentration on the island of Santiago and the
Badius), and includes a detailed section on Cape Verdean
musical traditions from all the islands.

This is followed by

an explanation of the project history including a description
of the personal circumstances of the field research and the
methodology used.

Part One ends with a survey and discussion

of existing relevant scholarly literature pertaining to Cape
Verdean music-cultures.
Part Two focuses on batuko.

Its first section is a

narrative description of a batuko performance I attended.
The second section is an ethnography of batuko--it describes
and analyzes the basic features of batuko, providing answers
to questions about its structure, context, performers, and
means of transmission.

This is followed by a third section

which discusses the historical documentation and folk beliefs
6

concerning batuko.

The fourth section works outward from the

life story of a batuko performer, explaining the
circumstances of her life and music-making, and looking in
detail at some of her batuko songs.

This is followed by a

brief musical analysis of a cross-section of batuko songs as
part of a discussion of batuko melodic characteristics and
ends with some thoughts on the Cape Verdean environment,
relations between the sexes, single-mother households, and
batuko.

The final section on batuko deals with the affect of

batuko with a particular emphasis on the role of sexuality
and sensuality in performances.
Part Three focuses on the funana tradition.

It begins

once again with a narrative description of funana and then
moves to the life history of a rather typical funana
performer.

This is followed by a general ethnographic

description of funana which describes its basic features.
This is followed by a more detailed descriptions of funana
musical structure, performance contexts, and an overview of
selected funana players of Santiago and where they are to be
found.

The next section focuses on two of the most important

funana performers and includes interpretations of some of
their songs, leading to a discussion of reoccurring themes in
funana songs.

Part Three ends with a focus on the popular

funana movement since 1975, identifying its leading figures,
discussing how the music has changed in its new electronic
version, and evaluating the ways in which it has remained
true to its roots.
7

The dissertation comes to a close with conclusions and
summary thoughts on the themes that run through it.

In all,

"Batuko and Funana: Musical Traditions of Santiago, Cape
Verde Islands" is meant to serve as an introduction to
selected musical traditions of Santiago--it is a descriptive
survey of Badiu music-culture rather than an exhaustive
study.

There are many fascinating details about the musical

culture that I was not able to pursue simply because I did
not have an opportunity to follow them up in the field.

I

hope that the work I was able to do will provide a starting
point for all who wish to become familiar with the wonderful
music of Santiago and the people who make it.

8
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Introduction To The Republic Of Cape Verde
Cape Verde, an island nation situated on an archipelago
of volcano islands which emerge from the Atlantic Ocean
several hundred miles west of the Senegalese coast, is a
place that is often overlooked.

A surprising number of world

maps and, more specifically, maps of the African continent
omit the Cape Verdean Islands.

Moreover, the Republic is

often not included in cultural or geographical surveys of
West Africa or any other part of the world.

There are

several possible reasons for these oversights.
to do with Cape Verde's physical size.

The first has

The islands are not

large: the total land mass is comparable with that of Rhode
Island (approximately 40 33 sq.km).

Another possible reason

is that Cape Verde can not be neatly and accurately put into
any geographical or cultural category without creating some
contradictions3.

Located several hundred miles from the

3 For

example, in George P. Murdock's World Map of Culture
Regions and Areas ("Ethnographic Atlas 1962 -1967,"
Ethnology, Vol. 1-5), he grouped Cape Verde with Mediterrean
Europe rather than Africa. This was in some ways justified
because at the time of his study Cape Verde was not yet an
independent country but a Portuguese possession.
Nevertheless, in grouping it with Mediterrean cultures,
Murdock disregarded the islands' proximity to the African
coast and the presence of many cultural traditions with
African origins. Some library classification systems who use
Murdock's atlas as a basis for its broad cultural groupings
(including the Koetting Archive for Ethnomusicology in Orwig
10

continental coast, they occupy a marginal, yet at times
strategic position--they are both geographically and
culturally not quite African, not quite European (although
they were part of Portugal until 1975), not quite Caribbean,
and not quite Latin American.

Cape Verde is exclusively

associated with none of the above but shares vital cultural
and historical elements with people from all of those parts
of the world, as well as persistent cultural and economic
links to North America, particularly Southern New England.
Even though Cape Verde is small and lacking in valuable
natural resources, the islands have a rich culture and
history which deserve more attention than they have received
in the past.
Cape Verde is indeed a place of dualities, stark
contrasts, and contradictions: barrenness and fertility,
drought and deluge, a majority living in poverty and a small
elite class of the wealthy, isolation and internationalism,
Africanisms and Europeanisms.

These ambiguities are some of

its most distinctive and appealing characteristics.

Krioulo

culture is made up of people, ideas, and things that are
transnational, multicultural, and multiracial, and which
blend together to result in something uniquely Cape Verdean.
Like the culture, the land itself is full of vivid contrasts.
It is a place of vast moon-like landscapes--rubble-covered
hills which cannot support any type of agriculture but which
Music Library, Brown University) still put Cape Verdean
materials with Southern European holdings, although Cape
Verde is an independent African country.
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may, however, have fertile, lush micro-environments just out
of sight in the next valley.

It is a place surrounded by

nothing but water that lacks sufficient fresh water to drink.
A land of extremes, Cape Verde may have 360 days of drought
followed by a few days of torrential rain which sweeps
everything in its path down the rocky slopes into the sea,
washing away with it the farmers' hopes that the seeds they
planted will sprout.
The islands occupy an isolated part of the Atlantic, yet
they are not insignificant in world affairs.

They have a

surprisingly strong net of international connections
extending out in all directions.

This extensive net exists

because of the large number of people who are forced by lack
of economic opportunity to leave Cape Verde to make their
livings elsewhere.

Nearly all Cape Verdeans have extended

family members living away from the islands.
forget the family that they left behind.

They do not

In fact, the

largest portion of Cape Verde's gross national product comes
from money sent back to the islands by individuals living
abroad and by their investments in recent years.
Although it is possible to briefly forget Cape Verde's
close links to immigrant communities when immersed in the
island culture, unexpected objects from daily life in America
or Europe can serve as sudden reminders of their close
cultural and economic connections.

For me, it came in a

flash of recognition when I encountered a discarded plastic
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bag with a Shawmut Bank 4 emblem as it shuffled along the
ground with the wind.

In downtown Praia I had a similar

reality shock when I passed a new Jeep Cherokee with its
Pawtucket, Rhode Island dealer's name on the spare wheel
cover and a Brown University Student Parking sticker on its
window--not what you might expect to see on an island in the
middle of the Atlantic Ocean.

My Dutch friends had similar

jolts of recognition when they unexpectedly encountered such
things as Oranjebaum brand beer (from a small brewer
virtually unknown outside Holland) at a local bar and a
familiar brand of canned Dutch butter and dried milk in the
stores.

Cape Verde's international connections cannot be

underestimated.

Nearly everyone I spoke with in Cape Verde

had family living in America, Europe, or Africa and the Cape
Verdean extended communities are very close, although
physically far apart.

One cannot begin to understand life in

Cape Verde without taking these sometimes tangible
connections into account.

Although Cape Verde has cultural

expressions unique to the islands, a steady stream of
influences from the outside world make and have always made a
significant contribution to these forms.

Here more than many

places, the traditional is closely intertwined with the new.
Closely tied to the Cape Verde's international
connections is the issue of emigration and all that it brings
with it.
4A

It is another of the extreme choices that the

well-known Boston-based bank.
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uncompromising physical environment forces upon its people:
either you stay in Cape Verde and suffer the consequences or
you find a way to leave.
forever.

If and when you leave, it is often

Emigration is a defining fact of life in Cape

Verde, although it is not always easy to arrange or finance.
The disruptive experience of widespread emigration sets up
For example, it leaves both

some unique social conditions.

the ones who leave Cape Verde and the ones who stay behind
with a more or less permanent sense of sadness or nostalgia
(in Krioulo, sodadi, in Portuguese, saudade): a longing for
familiar faces and beloved things lost.

The concept of

sodadi is a theme that runs throughout Cape Verdean cultural
expressions, especially in its music.
Emigration also demands that Cape Verdeans live with the
duality of two extremely different ways of life.

Many Cape

Verdeans grow up in a world that utilizes the most basic of
agricultural technologies for low yield subsistence farming
and where people have historically starved to death in times
of drought and famine.

Electricity, plumbing, and telephones

are not available to most families.

Educational

opportunities are limited, but improving in Cape Verde.
Still, some people have not learned to read or write
Portuguese, much less learn the other languages that they may
need in their new home countries.

Even the poorest Cape

Verdeans from the countryside are not naive, however.
are quite worldly in their outlooks.

They

Most know much about

life outside Cape Verde from their relatives living abroad
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and from other sources available to them.

It is not an

unrealistic dream for many that they may also emigrate and
finish life in a totally different world.

The culture shock

resulting from a switch from life in rural Cape Verde to that
in Europe or America can be profoundly disturbing to some.
For example, a Cape Verdean-American immigrant has explained
that he has experienced so many profound changes during his
lifetime that he is no longer surprised or shocked by
anything.

He feels rather numb now, especially when he

contrasts his current comfortable but emotionally somewhat
unfulfilling lifestyle with his boyhood in rural Santiago
when even receiving a pair of new shoes was the source of
much joy and pride.
How does the duality of living between two cultures,
one which is traditional and rather provincial and another
which is international and technologically advanced, affect
Cape Verdeans' relationship to music? Perhaps because it
represents the epitome of Western progress and sophistication
and their aspirations to emigrate, many Cape Verdeans readily
embrace music from the outside world and dismiss native Cape
Verdean acoustic musical traditions as obsolete.

It is

especially the young listeners who prefer drum machine and
synthesizer to acoustic accordion: electronically-produced
music seems to have become the national aesthetic at the
expense of acoustic instrumentation.

Cape Verdean recording

artists who do not use sophisticated electronic production
methods are likely to be abruptly dismissed by their public.
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Many Cape Verdean youths learn to value these "modern" things
through members of internationally-connected households and
from the international media and prefer American, Caribbean,
European, and African popular musics to the indigenous musics
of their home country.
Despite the trend towards electronic instrumentation and
imported musical styles, the traditional musics of Cape Verde
continue to survive, if not exactly prosper.

Like all

traditional artforms, however, they do not exist in a vacuum.
There is an active give and take between traditional Cape
Verdean folk genres, pop versions of these genres (especially
funana), and international musical genres.

Consequently, the

musicians are continually evolving their styles over time.
Like the music it makes, Cape Verdean culture does not
exist as an isolated island despite its location, but is
hooked to the pulse of the modern world.

The islands may be

easily overlooked by outsiders but they are not a land that
time has forgotten.

I maintain that Cape Verde is the

radical opposite of the hypothetical model of a complete,
closed system operating without outside influences, the type
which anthropologists of earlier generations might have
imagined they would find in a remote and inhospitable corner
of the world.

My study of the musical traditions of Santiago

is consequently situated within a context that is complex,
open, and under constant change.
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Physical Features
Cape Verde consists of 21 islands and islets which begin
about 300 miles west of the coast of Senegal and extend out
into the Atlantic in a V-shaped pattern.

Nine of the islands

are inhabited, combining to form a total population of
approximately 350,000.

The islands making up the northern or

right side of the V are called the Barlavento (windward)
islands and include Santo Antao, Sao Vicente, Santa Luzia,
Sao Nicolau, Sal, and Boa Vista.

The left or southern

islands are called the Sotovento (leeward) islands.

They

include the major islands of Brava, Fogo, Maio, and Santiago,
as well as several islets.

The islands can be grouped into

one of two geological categories: they are mountainous and
rocky (Santiago, Fogo, Santo Antao, Brava, Sao Nicolau, and
Sao Vicente) or they are flat and low in elevation with sandy
beaches (Sal, Maio, Boa Vista).

The islands with higher

elevations are able to support more extensive agricultural
production than the lower ones because they have better water
resources and are able to pull moisture down from low-lying
clouds.

The most productive islands for agriculture are

Santiago, Santo Antao, Sao Nicolau, and Fogo.

Crops include

cane sugar, bananas, papayas, beans, corn, sweet potatoes,
manioc, squash, pineapples, and peanuts.

The lower islands

can support limited animal husbandry, especially goat herds.
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Overgrazing by goat herds and indiscriminate agricultural
practices have caused extensive environmental damage on all
of the islands over the years, however, leading to severe
erosion and deforestation.

Projects involving extensive tree

planting, catchment dams and terrace building, and controlled
land use are now in progress to try to correct the erosion
and water shortage problems.
Life in Cape Verde has been strongly shaped by one
defining factor--the islands' unreliable rainfall patterns.
Even in a good year, Santiago rarely receives more than 25
centimeters of rain (Lobban & Lopes 1995:2).
rain may fall at all.

In bad years no

Winds originating in the Sahara region

to the north blow dry air across Cape Verde in the winter.
In the summer, winds generally shift and bring warm, moist
air from the south.

But not always, and then drought

conditions result.

These droughts have been occurring

intermittently since the 16th century or even earlier and
have caused widespread suffering and loss of life.
Historically, the death toll from drought and famine has
routinely reached 10-40 percent of the total population
(Lobban & Lopes 1995:82).
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Detailed map of Cape Verde Islands from a travel
brochure.
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House in crater, Fogo circa 1888 (Doelter 1888: 257).
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Although one might expect the islands to have a low
humidity level, the higher islands are rescued from total
dryness by their high altitude, which allows them to pull
down some moisture from passing clouds, and by their
proximity to the sea.

It is indeed not unusual for Santiago

to be hazy or even overcast with clouds, although it seldom
rains.

The temperatures in Cape Verde are moderated by the

ocean and the constant sea breezes.

It remains between about

60 degrees and the mid-80 degrees Fahrenheit year round, with
the coolest temperatures occurring between November and
April.
There are no naturally occurring fresh water ponds or
Some fresh water is available

lakes any where in Cape Verde.

from deep wells and from mountain streams.

In general the

fresh water supply is insufficient to meet the demands of the
population and extensive agriculture, and this has severely
limited development in Cape Verde.
do exist are often contaminated.

Fresh water sources which
Many local people do not

have the resources to boil water long enough to sterilize it.
Gastro-intestinal infections and even cholera can run rampant
through the population, causing particularly serious problems
in children.

Desalinization plants exist on some islands and

they offer hope for solving water shortage problems in the
future, if they can be run economically.
Each of the Cape Verdean islands has its own distinctive
character.

Brava, the western-most island, is the place of

origin for many of the New England Cape Verdean-Americans, a
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settlement pattern that was established by the days of the
whaling industry.

Cape Verdeans living in New Bedford,

Massachusetts were sometimes called "Bravas" because so many
of them were from that island.

Although it is tiny, Brava is

an island of great beauty with misty peaks, small harbors,
and an abundance of flowers.

The ethnic composition of Brava

is predominantly, but not exclusively, European.
Consequently people from Brava tend to have more European
like physical features than islanders from Santiago or Fogo,
who have extensive African ancestry from the days that slaves
were brought to islands to work on plantations.

Because of

Brava's close historical links to Europe and America, the
music and dance styles from Brava tend to have a strong
relationship to European folk forms.

The musical traditions

associated with Cape Verdean communities in New England
often have a strong Brava influence because of the high
percentage of Brava immigrants there.
Although all of the islands are volcanic in origin, only
Fogo (whose name means fire) currently has an active volcano.
It has erupted around 30 times in recorded history, most
recently in 1995 when lava flow destroyed many villages and
cropland.

Although few people were injured, hundreds lost

their homes and had to be evacuated.
Santiago is the largest of the islands (851 sq. km) and
Praia, located on its southern shore, is the nation's capital
and largest city.

It is a modern harbor city with

electricity, schools, city buses, social services, paved
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roads, an airport, and a limited fresh water and sewer
system.

Praia is growing rapidly but is still a safe,

pleasant place to live.

Some international organizations

have chosen Praia for the seat of their African headquarters
because of its temperate and relatively healthy climate, good
medical facilities, and

its strategic location with air and

sea links to Europe, the Americas, and Africa 5 .
Mindelo, situated on the island of Sao Vicente, is the
most important city of the Barlovento islands.
foremost Cape Verdean international port.
population of about

5 0,000

It is the

Mindelo has a

and has at times rivaled Praia as

the cultural center of Cape Verde.

The city is built around

an excellent harbor which has historically been used for a
supply stop by ships from many countries, especially England
and Portugal.

Aside from the harbor, Sao Vicente has few

natural resources and has traditionally had to import water
from neighboring Santo Antao to meet its needs, although it
now has a desalinization plant.
The island of Sal is the site of the international
airport and large-scale hotel developments catering to
tourists who want to enjoy Sal's beautiful beaches.

Like

Sal, Boa Vista has extensive sandy beaches and is also slated
for development by the tourism industry.

However, almost all

international flights arrive and depart from Sal, not Boa
5 por example, the United Nations was building a large new
administrative complex in Praia while I was there. The Peace
Corps also uses Santiago as a training center before sending
its volunteers on to locations in continental Africa.
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Vista 6 , giving it an advantage as a tourist center.

Smaller

aircraft serve the other major islands with flights several
times per day: the flight from Sal to Santiago takes about 50
minutes.

The distances between the islands are larger than

one might expect from a glance at a map.

For example, Fogo

is too far from Santiago to be seen except in particularly
clear weather, although its volcanic summit rises 2,831
meters above sea level.

The sea passages between the islands

are notorious for their roughness and travel by ferry boat is
not for the faint-hearted, although it can be done.

Travel

by ship or air between the islands by most Cape Verdeans is
not done on a regular basis: many people never travel by sea
to neighboring islands.

The relative isolation of the

individual islands has led to the rise of nine unique Cape
Verdean identities and passionate loyalties to each island
culture.

The first question that unfamiliar Cape Verdeans

tend to ask each other when they meet is, inevitably, "Which
island are you from?", followed by "Who is your family?"

A

national rather than an island-specific ethnicity has begun
to strengthen since the beginning of the struggle for
independence from Portugal.

6 some flights to Dakar, Senegal depart directly from Praia's
airport but most travelers must first fly to Sal for
international connections.
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Brief History Of Cape Verde
Before Portuguese explorers navigating the West Coast of
Africa first visited the Cape Verdean Islands between 1455
and 1460, the islands were uninhabited, although it is likely
that they were known to various early maritime travelers
including Arabs, Phoenicians, and coastal African fishermen
(Lobban & Lopes 1995:2-3).

Within a few years, the islands

were being used as a base for Portuguese trading along the
coast, a growing industry based primarily in slaves.
Compared to the wet coastal climate, the dry Cape Verdean
Islands were a healthier place to live and provided good
harbors save from threats from man or nature.

Santiago (or

Sao Tiago), the largest of the islands, was the first to be
permanently settled and organized into plantations.
first town was called Ribeira Grande.

The

It grew to a city of

1,500 by 1572 and was the official residence of the Cape
Verdean Bishop.

A cathedral was even built in Ribeira Grande

beginning around 1556, making it the oldest Catholic
cathedral in Africa.

After numerous looting attacks by

pirates in the 16th and 17th centuries, the capital seat was
officially moved from Ribeira Grande to the location of the
present city of Praia in 1652 (Lobban & Lopes 1995:xxvii).
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Within the first decade of settlement African slaves
bought from coastal traders were arriving in Santiago on a
regular basis.

These slaves were not all from the same

ethnic groups, although most came from the coastal areas
stretching between what is now Senegal down to Sierra Leone
{a region called the Upper Guinea Coast).

Upon arrival they

worked on the newly established plantations and provided
household labor for the Portuguese.

In the beginning,

European women in the colonies were a rarity and it was
common practice for Portuguese men to take African
mistresses.

These unions produced a population of mulatto

offspring which formed the beginnings of the Krioulo
population and culture now characteristic of the islands.
People living in Cape Verde were forced to depend on each
other to survive and Europeans and Africans learned much of
each other's customs by living together so closely.

In

subsequent generations the boundaries between what was
originally European and what was African became increasingly
blurred and irrelevant in the new racially mixed population,
although some distinctions continue to exist.
Of all of the islands, Santiago received the largest
number of Africans and is considered the most African of the
Cape Verde Islands.

From virtually the beginning of

colonization, slaves utilized times of drought, famine, and
pirates' raid to escape from their masters.

They fled to the

rough, mountainous, but fertile interior of island and set up
subsistence farms for themselves.
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This is not to say that

Santiago's interior was devoid of Europeans: by 1572 Santa
Caterina had a larger population than the capital town of
Ribeira Grande (pop. 1500) and the surrounding area was
divided into plantations owned by whites and mestizos,
although often run by "free Africans." (Lobban & Lopes
1995:185).

The escaped slaves could lose themselves in this

remote area and were able to live with little Portuguese
contact or influence.

The Portuguese called these escaped

slaves Badius, from the verb vadiar, meaning to vagabond: to
loaf, to idle, to laze.

When some Cape Verdeans refer to

this group of people with strong African roots using the term
Badiu, the name can carry the negative associations and
stereotypes similar to a American's racist use of "gypsy,
injun, or nigger."

Historically, it has been a derogatory

term, although today group members may use it with affection
and as symbol of defiant pride.7.
Although the Badius were Portuguese subjects, they
adopted the Portuguese language, religion (Catholicism), and
government regulations with great reluctance, preferring to
live as independently of Portuguese influence as possible.
The Badiu way of life has many of its roots in the earliest
7The continued use of the term Badiu is a point of some
uncertainty in my own work. When I initially began working
with musicians from Santiago, they described themselves as
"Badiu" and I accepted this name for the ethnic sub-group
without question and used it in my writings. I later learned
that its connotation is not quite as simple as I first
thought. Although I am not altogether comfortable with this
term, I will follow the academic precedent and continue to
use it. It is not meant to carry any derogatory associations
in my use.
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history of Cape Verde and looks back to origins in Africa.
For example, the people of the interior speak their own
version of Krioulo

(Krioulo fundo or "deep Krioulo").

The

language used by the country people of Santiago is considered
to be closest to the original form of Krioulo.

It contains

more words of African origin and has less Portuguese
influence than the dialects spoken on other islands.
The Badius have traditionally built round, stone houses

(funcas) with thatched roofs constructed in a style similar
to that found in Africa.

They have maintained some of their

African-influenced customs and musical traditions.

Batuko,

funana, finason (a performed oral poetry genre), and tabanka
(a mutual aid society with elaborate musical processions on
saint's days and for funerals) are four of the performance
genres commonly associated with the Badius.

They are

considered to have strong African origins by Cape Verdeans.
Batuko, funana, and finason will be described in detail later
in this work.
Along with the rest of Portugal's African colonies,
Cape Verde won its struggle for independence, after an
extended war {1963-1974) fought primarily on its main ally,
Guinea-Bissau's, soil.

Amilcar Cabral, a Cape Verdean

educated in Portugal, was the intellectual and spiritual
leader of the independence movement.

He was assassinated in

1973, shortly before independence was won.
Badius have been viewed differently by the Cape Verdean
population since the push for independence from Portugal.
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Historically, Portuguese tried to suppress the Badius and
their cultural traditions, yet they were never particularly
successful.

In the 1970s the Cape Verdean intellectual and

revolutionary leaders began to evoke the image of the Badiu
as a symbol of defiance, portraying it as the foremost
example of strong, proud and independent Cape Verdeans.

This

was a major shift in perception to acknowledge African
cultural influences on Cape Verdean culture as positive ones.
Under Portuguese rule, Cape Verdeans tended to value the
European aspects of their dual heritage at the expense of
their African roots, although nearly all Cape Verdeans have
some African ancestry.

Since Cape Verde became independent,

a new appreciation for the African-influenced art forms has
developed which can be observed in new government policies
giving greater voice to the African part of the culture and
in the popularity of pop funana and batuko with the youth of
the entire Krioulo population.
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Krioulo Culture
In understanding Cape Verdean's mixed ethnic and
racial heritage, it is important to note that Catholic
Portuguese were not the sole Europeans to contribute to the
Krioulo mix, just as no one group made up the African
component.

For example, Portuguese Jews settled in Cape

Verde early to escape persecution at home, and gradually
assimilated into the general population.

Other early

settlers were Italians, Lebanese, Chinese, and Moroccan Jews.
Men from England, France (especially in Fogo, according to
local legend), the Netherlands, America, Spain and Brazil who
visited Cape Verde on their way elsewhere or came on a more
permanent basis.

Often they left behind their cultural

and/or genetic legacies (Lobban & Lopes 1995:65-66).

After

centuries of intermarriages, it is safe to say that almost no
Cape Verdean has ancestors from exclusively one region.
includes the Badius.

This

Virtually all settlers have made

contributions to Cape Verde's unique culture.
The Cape Verdean language, Krioulo, developed from a
Portuguese-based pidgin whose rudiments were taught to all
slaves as a basic means of communicating with people from
various linguistic stocks.

Krioulo became the first language

of subsequent generations of slaves born in Cape Verde and
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was widely used in Guinea-Bissau, as well.

Some linguistic

scholars maintain that Krioulo is the root of all Creole
languages found in the Caribbean, because many of the slaves
that were eventually sent to the West were first "broken-in"
by Krioulo-speaking middlemen in Cape Verde or the West
African coastal areas.

Krioulo was likely the language that

the slaves were forced to learn and use with their captors.
Most of Krioulo's vocabulary is based on Portuguese, but its
grammar system reflects Mandingo and Senegambian influence
(Lobban

&

Lopes 1995:67).

Although it was long considered a

bastardized dialect of Portuguese, Krioulo is a distinct
language which does not follow the rules of Portuguese
grammar and can not be understood by most native Portuguese
speakers.

It is one of the most persistent and important

markers of Cape Verdean ethnicity, and it is the language of
the island's songs, stories, jokes, and everyday
communication.
It is difficult to say why a culture will develop some
traditions and art forms and will pass over others.

Perhaps

it is related to the resources that are at the peoples'
disposal.

In the case of Cape Verde, aural- and language

based forms of expression are its strongest traditions and
include storytelling, singing, and oral poetry forms such as
finason.

Although folk arts exist in the forms of pottery

making, textile and lace making, toy making, hat weaving,
boat building, and fishnet weaving, Cape Verdeans have not
pursued and refined these crafts to the extent that they have
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their musical and oral traditions, with the possible
exception of art of panos weaving (handloomed textile
strips) 8.
Cape Verdeans have a particularly rich storytelling
tradition which includes tales of lazy Nho Lobo (Mr. Wolf)
and his clever nephew, the stories of three brothers, Pedru

ku Palu ku Manel (Pedra, Paul, and Manuel), and various
accounts of Omi ku Mujer (Man and his wife).
Although Krioulo, the language used in storytelling, is
not taught in the schools as a written language, a movement
was established in the 1930s to encourage and publish writers
who use Krioulo, instead of Portuguese, and who write to
reflect upon, and encourage, Krioulo culture.

The writings

were published in a literary review called Claridade.

The

writers who became associated with this movement are known as

Claridosos.

Since independence there has once again been

strengthened interest in developing Krioulo as a written
language.

Spearheading the current movement, the Cape

Verdean Institute of Books has published a fine series of
publications in Krioulo, including collections of folktales
and life histories of significant culture bearers 9 .

There is

also a strong push by Cape Verdean intellectuals to
standardize the spelling of Krioulo, advocating a phonetic
8see section in Part Two on the history of the pano in Cape
Verde.
9For example, the works of Tome Varela di Silva. See more on
his works in the following review of scholarly literature.
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system rather than one based on Portuguese spellings.

Some

of these people encourage the use of Krioulo as a written
language in the schools, at least part of the time.
In addition to language-based traditions, some foods and
drinks serve as markers of Cape Verdean identity.

Foremost

among them is cachupa (or manchupa, depending on the island
of origin).

A national dish of Cape Verde, it is hearty

mixture made of cracked whole corn, beans, onions, garlic,
olive oil, bay leaves, water, and meat or fish, depending
upon what is available.

"Rich" cachupa has

cachupa consists of corn and beans.

meat and "poor"

The corn for cachupa

traditionally is cracked or ground with a large wooden mortar
and pestle called a pilao, and then soaked in water a day or
so before it is to be eaten.

The cachupa ingredients are

combined in a big pot and they must simmer together over a
slow flame for many hours until the beans and corn are done.
Cape Verdeans are also known for their consumption of a
rum-like drink called grog or groggo.
from distilled sugar cane mash.

It is produced locally

It has a very high alcohol

content and is generally served in small shot glasses.

There

are vast differences in the quality of the grog available.
Some is quite good, especially that from Santo Antao, and
some is poisonous.

Although both men and women drink groggo,

many women prefer punch, a mixture of fruit juice, sugar, and
spirits.

Red and white wine imported from Portugal is

relatively inexpensive and widely consumed.

Beer and soft

drinks are produced in Praia (Ceris brand) for local
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consumption.

The quality is high but, at 80 cents (U.S.) per

bottle, they are too expensive for many people.
Other characteristic Cape Verdean food dishes include
djagacida (or jag), a mixture made from chicken and rice,
appetizers made from deep-fried batter with a fish filling,

gufong, a corn bread, and kus-kus, a baked grain loaf quite
different from the couscous from North Africa.

Bread comes

in the form of long loaves and large, oval-shaped yeast rolls
made from processed white flour (about 5 cents [U.S.] each).
They are made in central bakeries and must be bought daily as
they quickly become stale and hard.

Milk is most often

bought in the form of imported powdered milk which must be
mixed with water.

Much money in Cape Verde is spent by more

affluent consumers purchasing plastic bottles of drinking
water imported from Portugal because of the poor quality of
the local fresh water.

The typical diet in Cape Verde is

high in grains (especially corn and rice, most of which is
imported), legumes of all types, tubers, fruits, olive oil,
and home grown garden vegetables.

Pork, chicken, fish, beef,

eggs, and goat meat are available but are not necessarily
eaten on a daily basis because of cost.

Dairy products do

not seem to contribute significantly to the diets of adults,
although cheese made from goat"s milk can be bought at local
markets or made at home and one can

purchase fresh yogurt.

Cheese made from cow's milk is imported, and is quite
expensive.
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Sugarcane press used for groggo production in Santiago,
circa 1888 (Doelter 1888:61).

ZU<lcnobrprt-,�c.

Market at Assomada circa 1888 (Doelter 1888:26).
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Typical house exterior, rural Santiago
·/

Typical house interior, rural Santiago
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Grinding corn with a pilao for a festa in Sao Domingos.

Hairbraiding by village women from Sao Domingos in
preparation for a batuko session.
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Cape verdean culture is marked by games (especially ouri,
a board game similar to backgammon found throughout the
African continent, and by various card games), as well as by
its saints' day festivals.

The festival of St. John is one

of the most important and is celebrated in different ways on
the various islands.

The tradition of carrying and raising a

decorated ship's mast (masta) is part of the celebration on
many of the islands.

Carnival or Mardi Gras is also

celebrated in Cape Verde, especially in Mindelo.
Cape Verde has what might be considered a national
costume, although people working in the larger towns have
largely abandoned this way of dressing.

Traditionally,

peasant women wear a kerchief on their heads called a len90.
It can be tied in many different ways according to local
custom.

Women wear blouses and nearly knee-length skirts

which are cinched at the waist with a wide sash or pano lO .
Historically, these sashes were handwoven from dyed cotton on
small looms but women today substitute commercially made
cloth in all types of prints and colors.
Of all the markers of Cape Verdean ethnicity, I maintain
that, along with the Krioulo language, music and dance
traditions are its strongest.

Cape Verdeans and Cape

Verdean-Americans would most likely agree these three are the
most important and most persistent markers of Cape Verdean
ethnicity.

As a people, many Cape Verdeans tend to define

l0see section in Part Two on the history of the pano in Cape
Verde.
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themselves in terms of their musical traditions instead of,
say, their sports teams, handicrafts, or fishing industry.
My assertion that Cape Verdeans place music and dance
traditions among the highest positions in a hierarchy of
cultural preferences is based on many observations.

It was

clearly observable during the program planning for the
Smithsonian Festival of American Folklife held in Washington,
DC in June and July 1995.

The festival featured Cape Verdean

and Cape Verdean-American folk arts, along with those from
several other cultures.

Folk art forms such as painting,

basketry, textile weaving, fishnet weaving, and toy making
can be found in Cape Verde, but they are remarkably few in
number compared to the rich offerings in musical and oral
traditions.

The overwhelming number of proposals

recommending musicians and dancers for the festival and the
disproportionate length of time devoted to the (at times)
heated discussion of these artists and their traditions
sustains the idea that musical traditions are especially
important to Cape Verdean communities.

At the planning

meetings and at the festival, other folk arts were neither as
prominently featured nor as passionately debated.

It was

apparent that Cape Verdeans care about their music and dance
traditions above all.
It is important to note, however, that Badiu culture
with its African-influenced musics is just one subset of Cape
Verdean culture.

Island-specific traditions such as those of
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the Badius are often rejected as national symbols by Cape
Verdean culture as a whole.11
Cape Verdean social life in the islands and the
immigrant communities is centered on music and dance events
and transcontinental musical traditions flourish.

The Cape

Verdean love for music and dance was a topic that often came
up in discussions with Norberto Tavares, a recording artist
from Santiago who now lives in New Bedford, Massachusetts.
When I asked about some of the differences between the
activities of typical Americans and Cape Verdeans (including
Cape Verdean-Americans), he answered:
I guess Cape Verdeans primarily like parties.

A lot

of Americans like to do different things like going
fishing or going camping--but usually Cape Verdeans like
to be in a place where they can see other Cape Verdeans,
you know? To meet with others and dance all night.

In

Cape Verde, for example, they start a dance at 10:00 and
it goes until 6:00 in the morning--dancing all night!
Incredible! The musicians get very tired because

11For example, I understand that some Cape Verdean-Americans
expressed their dissatisfaction with a prominently placed
photograph of Badiu women included in the program booklet for
the Festival of American Folklife. They objected to it
because they resented being represented as Badius. The
cultural contributions of the Badius have received only a
measure of acceptance from the extended Cape Verdean
community since independence.
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sometimes they don't want them to even take a break, but
to play the whole night l2.
Norberto explained to me that his people love to dance
and that it is not unusual for some from the Cape Verdean
American community to go to several dances in one weekend,
even if they have to work the next day.

He told me that

older Cape Verdeans, especially women living in New Bedford,
maintain a krioulo sense of joy in life: they love to dress
up in their best clothes, to talk and laugh with other Cape
Verdeans, and above all, to dance to their music.

Their

philosophy maintains that life is too short to skip an
opportunity to dance, even if it means being tired at work
the next day.
My experiences in Santiago and the Southern New England
Cape Verdean communities have confirmed that music and dance
are essential aspects of Cape Verdean culture.
take music and dance seriously.

Even children

It is common to see children

practicing dance moves with great seriousness.

They seem to

realize at an early age the importance of dance as a social
skill and an expression of individuality.
The following excerpt from my fieldnotes l3 serves as a
point of departure for further discussion of the prominent
role of music and dance in Santiago culture.

It describes my

12From an interview held at Norberto Tavares's home in New
Bedford in February, 1990.
13 The described event took place on Saturday, May 15, 1993 .
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experiences as I negotiated a large and rather disorderly
crowd gathered for a public concert by the popular band Os
Tubaroes on a Praia beach and joined others in waiting for
the concert which was scheduled to begin at eight P.M.

It

was delayed for many hours because of technical problems with
the sound system.

Although I am including the passage for

the description of an informal dance session I observed, it
also expresses some of the difficulties faced by
fieldworkers, especially but not exclusively female, in some
public situations.

I normally tried to attend such events

with another person, but on this occasion my desire to hear
the band was stronger than my concerns about attending the
public concert by myself14.

Although I eventually went home

before the music finally began around 2 A.M., the evening
solidified some of the ideas that I had formed about Cape
Verdeans and their love for dance.
I walked down from the main road to the Gamboa, the
fishing beach area just west of the city center, around
8:00 PM.

The public concert was supposed to start at 7

14This particular event makes the problems of male harassment
of foreign females in Santiago sound worse that they in fact
are. This concert situation was particularly problematic
because 1) it was very dark and the crowd was so large that
it created a sense of anonymity in some people, spurring
unusually irresponsible behavior, 2) the number of police was
not enough to control the crowd, and 3) the crowd waited so
long for the music to begin that people were consequently
impatient and rowdy, as well as drunk in many instances. I
almost never had problems with unwanted attention from men in
village settings or in the expensive clubs where bands play
in Praia.
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or maybe at 8, I wasn't exactly sure.

I walked to the

beach area close to Club Nautico, near the old customs
house.

There were refreshment stands set up in a long

row about 50 feet from the water's edge.

People were

grilling pork pinchos on skewers over little fires and
selling them to the crowd.

It was a wondrous scene with

all the small lights and bustle of activity against the
pitch black sky and nearby ocean.

I could see many

people milling around in front of me as I approached the
concert area but it was too dark to get a sense of the
crowd size.

As I walked along the outside of the row of

vending stands, a large, drunken man suddenly emerged
He stood in front of me and started

from the darkness.

making grotesque faces and blocking my way.

Every time

I tried to move away from him, he would stick his face
in front of mine, extend his arms like a net, and stop
me from passing.

Although I saw he was drunk and

probably just wanted to have some fun teasing me, I
became angry and a little frightened.
to him, telling him to leave me alone.

I spoke sharply
Luckily, a

nearby man told him to stop bothering me and I passed
through the area as quickly as I could.

I arrived close

to the band stand and went to the right hand side of the
crowd.

I saw a Swedish woman I knew standing with a

group of friends and briefly talked to her.
very friendly to me.

She was not

I was hoping to get a little

shelter from the crowd by associating myself with the
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Swedish group.

Females moving around alone in this big

unruly crowd, especially white ones, were routinely
It seemed that every man I

singled out by men.

encountered felt obliged to make an advance to me or to
try to engage me in conversation, even if I kept my eyes
down and tried not to invite attention.

I decided to

sit down and try to keep out somewhat out of sight.

I

saw a well-dressed mulatto woman sitting with another
woman and four children and I sat down on the ground
near them.

I gradually began to talk to them after the

woman looked at me in a sympathetic way.

She saw that I

was alone and told me to sit closer to them so I
wouldn't be bothered by men.

We were all waiting for

the music to begin but the technical workers were having
trouble with the band's sound system.

The huge wooden

stage, set well-up from the ground on scaffolding, had
an elaborate canvas cloth along the back of it showing a
painting with a ship and a shark on it.
I sat on the ground with these people as we waited
several hours for the music to begin.

The woman's

little boys were attractive, creamy-skinned, well
groomed children, dressed in the most expensive Euro
American fashions.

They seemed to be the children of an

elite Cape Verdean family.
excellent dancers.

The older boys were

One boy about 10 years old was

fascinating to watch.

French Caribbean Zouk music was

playing over the loudspeakers and this little boy could
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not remain seated while it played.
to move to it.

He got up and began

As he danced he worked in Hip-hop moves

and some footwork that reminded me of Michael Jackson.
He had obviously watched MTV or other music videos
because his dancing reflected so many different styles,
especially popular African-American dances.

The boy was

He closed his eyes when he danced and put his

superb.

heart into what he was doing.

I was captivated and so

were the other people around us.

They opened up a

circle in the crowd to make room for the dancing boy,
who was joined by his brothers.

Other young boys who

had been watching from nearby entered the circle and
began to dance, too.
were not rich.

Their clothes indicated that they

There was one little boy, quite dark

skinned, barefoot, and probably poor, who I couldn't
help noticing because of his dancing talent and personal
flair.

He borrowed one of the light brown felt berets

that many people were wearing from a young man in the
crowd, placing it on his head so that it hung down over
one eye.

He seemed to know even at age 8, that he had

style and looked good when he danced.

As the music

switched from Zouk to Cape Verdean-style music, he moved
towards the rich boy and they began to dance a coladeira
together.
for awhile.

The crowd parted and everyone watched them
I thought it was amusing to see two boys

dancing together, especially since they were earnestly
struggling to coordinate their moves and dance together.
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Same sex dancing is something one often sees, both in
Cape Verde and in the Cape Verdean-American communities,
but it is usually females who dance together.

The only

other time I saw males dance together was when two drunk
men danced to funana during the Folk Festival in Sao
Domingos.

In that incidence, they made a parody with

one playing the male and the other the reluctant female.
In the case of these boys, it didn't seem to be a
parody--they seemed to be genuinely trying to dance
together as well as they could.

The young children in

Cape Verde all seem to feel it is important to be able
to dance well.

The crowd, rather than laughing, seemed

to respect their honest efforts to practice the dance.
Later in the evening a woman entered the empty
space directly in front of the stage.

The policemen had

kept the space clear through the wait, but they let this
woman through and into the spotlights.

She was a Badiu

wearing a white kerchief on her head and an African
print dress like those available at the market.

She did

not dance in what I understand to be a typical batuko or
funana style, but improvised a very individual dance,
swinging her rounded buttocks to the music as she swayed
her upper body and rotated in slow circles with her arms
held high.

Her head was back and her eyes were closed.

As she danced, she was very beautiful.

People seemed to

recognize the importance and heartfeltness of her dance
and watched her solo in the lights with appreciation.
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She continued dancing in the center for a long time
I

until another woman finally came and stopped her.

don't know why the police let this woman dance in the
open space when they prohibited everyone else.
I finally left for home at 12:15 AM, before the band
began to play.

Although I didn't hear any live music that

night, I felt I learned many things from the evening.

The

rather rowdy audience's indulgent reception of young dancers
and the female soloist pointed out to me once again of the
notion that dance is very important to Cape Verdeans.

It

seems that they believe that everybody is capable of doing a
beautiful dance and everyone should patiently be given a
chance to perform.
valued.

The ability to dance well is highly

Young children work hard to learn new dances, and I

observed that they can command the attention of others by
dancing well.

Dance is a way of communicating (everyone

seems to have had something to say through their movements).
It is expression of individuality.

The audience clearly

understood the dancers and gave them rapt attention; that
message was clear, even if the subtleties of the
communicative exchange were lost on me as an outsider.
The idea that individuality is expressed through dance
can be observed in a pattern of Cape Verdean dance behavior
manifested in many different contexts.

The pattern takes the

form of dancing circle of participants in which one member
after the next "takes center stage" for a few moments and
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demonstrates an interpretation of the dance before rejoining
the circle.

This is the basic structure of batuko but it is

also a pattern that I have seen in a mixed sex groups
informally dancing to funana in a village setting.

I

observed this also in a mixed group of adults who were
dancing to recordings at a New Year's Eve party for upper
class Cape Verdeans.
you are.

Dance is a means of showing others who

It is a disappointment to group members if someone

does not share in dancing by taking a solo.
I am not the first to comment on the prominent role of
music and dance in Cape Verdean culture.
examples illustrating this notion.

There are numerous

I ask that this assertion

be accepted as a given, allowing me to turn now from a
general appreciation for music and dance in Cape Verdean
culture to details about the traditions.
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An Overview Of Music In Cape Verde 15
Dancing and music-making are an important part of daily
life in Cape Verde for people of all ages.

The blend of

African and European traditions has resulted in a music
culture like no other, and one of special pride to Cape
Verdeans.

It is common to see young children earnestly

practicing the dance steps that elders perform.
or celebration always has music and dancing.

A good festa

Although people

have often little spare money, there are many festas in Cape
Verde.

Typical occasions for them are Christian celebrations

including saint's days, weddings, baptisms, Christmas, and
Easter.

In the country, music is often made by impromptu

ensembles of family members and neighbors who get together
for a night of singing and dancing accompanied by acoustic
instruments.

If the spirit moves someone to sing a favorite

morna or coladeira, he or she is welcomed to join the
musicians for the song.

For some important occasions, local

musicians are hired to play for the event.

In Santiago, a

batuko group may assemble and sing and dance the whole night.
15 This

section on the music of Cape Verde was published in a
slightly different version in the Historical Dictionary of
the Republic of Cape Verde, by Richard Lobban & Marlene
Lopes, 1995 , under the entry, Music (p. 1 48- 15 4). I am the
author of the entry.
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Other times, music is played on a battery powered cassette
deck or radio (prized possessions of most families).

No

matter how provided, music and an opportunity to dance must
be present if a festa is to be a success.
On weekends in larger towns, dance clubs with popular
bands fill up around 11 P.M. and are full of enthusiastic
dancers until the wee hours of the morning, even when
admission prices seem too high for many people to afford.
Whether in the country or in towns, dressing up in one's
finest and dancing is a favorite entertainment in Cape Verde
because it allows people to forget for awhile the
difficulties that life in the islands regularly brings.

When

Cape Verdeans emigrate, their music remains an important
symbol of ethnic identity in the new country, persisting
longer than the active use of Krioulo language.

Social clubs

and night clubs with Cape Verdean music open wherever there
is a substantial immigrant population 16 •
The traditional musics of Cape Verde can be viewed as
existing along a continuum with European influences on one
end and African influences on the other.

While all of the

traditional musics are unique forms that have evolved over
the five hundred years that Cape Verde has been inhabited,
the musics from Santiago and Fogo have a stronger African
16cape Verdean musical communities abroad have their own
musical histories, albeit often closely linked to the
motherland. This overview will not attempt to identify the
leading figures in the Diaspora communities, although there
are many noteworthy musicians.
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influence while the musics from the Barlavento islands and
Brava have more resemblance to Portuguese folk musics.

For

example, the traditional folk music of the Barlavento islands
is played on the violin (rabeca), ten and six string guitars,
the cavaquinho (a small four string instrument like a
ukelele)--all of which are stringed instruments common to
Portugal.

The musicians generally emphasize melody more than

rhythm and the vocal style and harmonies are similar to those
found in Portugal.

The primary musical genres are the morna

and coladeira 17 , although forms found in European dance
musics such as mazurka, waltz, march, and contradance exist
as well.

The morna has several distinctive characteristics:

a moderate tempo in quadratic time; characteristic arm and
hand gestures done by the singers during a performance; a
sustained, legato melody sung by a soloist; syncopated
rhythmic accompaniment figures played by the cavaquinho and
sometimes by added percussion instruments; melodic variations
and rhythmic support played on the violin and guitar; and a
bass line played on the guitar.

Mornas are usually in minor

keys and utilize chord progression based on variations on
patterns similar to the following: i-iv-i-V7-i, i-v7 -i-iv-i
V 7 -i, or i-I7 -iv-VII7 -i-VI-V 7 -i (Martins

1 988: 143- 144).

The

morna is thought to have derived in the nineteenth century
from fado, a folk tradition from Portugal, and the modinha, a
folk music from Brazil--it shares traits with both of them -17 Also

spelled coladera or koladera.
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but has evolved into an independent Cape Verdean form.
Typical morna song themes are serious and sorrowful.

They

speak in highly refined and poetic terms of such things as
the pain of leaving loved ones, the beauty of a love object,
the cruelty of destiny, the isolation of the islander, and
the nostalgia for places left behind.

One of the most famous

mornas is called "Hora di Bai" (Hour of Departure), referring
to the inevitable final moments when loved ones must part
company, typically for places abroad.

It was written by the

most famous of morna composers, Eugenio Tavares (1867-1930)
from Brava.

His songs, along with those of J6tamont (Jorge

Monteiro, born in 1913), B. Leza (Francisco Xavier da Cruz,
1905-1958), and others form the core repertoire of "classic"
mornas performed today.

The style is not stagnant, however;

young Cape Verde composers continue to create new mornas.
In contrast to the morna, the coladeira is faster and
lighter-hearted in its subject matters.

The songs are often

about love, desire, and infidelities, but they approach these
subjects in a humorous or ironic rather than tragic way.

The

coladeira is less harmonically complex than the morna,
generally using just the tonic, sub-tonic, and dominant
chords in major or minor keys.

Both of these genres have

been adapted for popular dance band instrumentation, although
the acoustic traditions continue to exist.
In Santiago and Fogo, islands where there has
historically been a large population of Africans brought to
Cape Verde as slaves, the music and dance traditions have
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more resemblance to African musical forms.

As in other parts

of the African diaspora, the slave population did not
originate from just one ethnic group but from many, resulting
in a music-culture that draws from diverse African
traditions.

The degree to which these traditions reflect any

specific African music-culture is perhaps less significant
than the fact that many of the descendents of slaves believe
that their traditions come from Africa and tend to see
themselves as Africans.

The primary African-influenced

genres of Santiago today include batuko, finason, funana, and
tabanka.

All of these emphasize rhythm more than melody,

feature call-and-response structures, much repetition, simple
harmonies, and an open, loud, singing style without the use
of vibrato.

The dances have more in common with African and

Afro-Caribbean traditions than European ones, especially the
batuko style of dancing called torno.
Unlike the refined and highly literary morna texts,
these genres have songs that are sometimes created on the
spot through improvisation.

That is not to say that the song

texts are simplistic in any way: they are frequently full of
subtle symbolism, parables, and folk wisdom.

Singers tell

stories that provide social commentary and express the
concerns of people living in the villages and countryside of
Santiago.

During performances of these African-influenced

genres, there is often no sharp definition between the
musicians and the public, since anyone may participate in the
musical event by singing, clapping, and dancing.
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Rather than

using instruments from the string family, batuko and finason
performers traditionally beat surrogate drums in the form of
rolled-up lengths of cloth covered with plastic bags and held
between thighs just above the knees.

Tabanka members use

conch shell horns, drums and include batuko ensembles at
various times in their rituals.

Musicians play funana on the

gaita, a two-row diatonic button accordion, and the ferrinho,
a scraper made of iron used as a percussive accompaniment
instrument.

In the past, a one-stringed bowed fiddle called

the cimboa was used as a solo instrument in Santiago, but it
has all but disappeared from popular use in the folk
tradition.

It had a strong resemblance to instruments found

in West Africa and probably originated from there rather than
from Europe.
As in Santiago, the people from other islands have their
own special dances and festivals: Fogo has pilao, a musical
genre somewhat similar to batuko which accompanies the
grinding of corn with pestles in large wooden mortars in
preparation for various feast days.

Sao Vincent and Santo

Antao have a processional dance and vocal music called cola,
led by a woman called a coladeira, which is performed on
their special feast days.

The cola singing and dancing is

accompanied by snare-type drums.
Although there are differences in the folk traditions
from the various islands, the morna and coladeira are widely
The morna is often said to

popular on all of the islands.

express the essence of the Cape Verdean soul.
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In contrast,

the musics of the Badius had limited appeal to Cape Verdeans
from other islands before independence and were often
considered coarse and primitive when Cape Verde was governed
by Portugal.

Since independence, funana and other musics

from Santiago have become symbols of the Cape Verdean
resistence to Portuguese domination and have become widely
popular, especially in the the commercial form popularized by
bands such as Bulimundo and Finayon.
In the past, the limited recordings of Cape Verdean
music featured the morna and coladeira.

The history of

recorded Cape Verdean music is difficult to reconstruct
because Cape Verde lacked the facilities to produce its own
recordings and thus Cape Verdean artists were forced to
record and produce their works in Europe or the United
States.

Recordings were usually made and distributed in

small batches at the expense of the musicians.
record was sold, no more were manufactured.

When the last

With no written

transcripts or master recordings, historical knowledge is
sketchy 18 •
While a few rare early-20th century recordings exist of
mornas and coladeiras played by Cape Verdean-American
acoustic string ensembles, the recordings of the singer Bana
and the group Voz di Cabo Verde were the first to became
18Joli Gonsalves, Ronald Barboza, and Dan Kahn of New
Bedford, Massachusetts have been researching and collecting
early recordings of Cape Verdean musicians in America in
recent years. It is likely that publications and/or
recordings on this topic may be released by them in the near
future.
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widely popular--this was in the 1960s attracting a degree of
interest in Europe as well as in Cape Verde.

Bana (or

Adriano GonGalves) is one of the best known recording artists
from Cape Verde.

Born March 11, 1932 in Mindelo, Sao

Vicente, he has been singing for fifty years.

Since 1959 he

has been featured in forty-five recordings, six compact
discs, and four films.

A giant of a man at nearly two meters

tall, he has a deep, resonant voice that is much admired and
imitated and his interpretations of mornas and coladeiras
have become classics.

Bana has lived and worked in France

and Holland after 1959, moving to Portugal in the 1970's.
Over the years, he opened several clubs in Lisbon that became
Cape Verdean meeting points with music and cuisine from the
islands.

In semi-retirement now, Bana has finally moved back

to Mindelo and has opened a nightclub there where he and
others regularly perform Cape Verdean music.
The recordings made by Bana and Voz di Cabo Verde in the
1960s were influenced by Latin American and Brazilian rhythms
and styles, particularly cu.mbia.

The works of these

musicians and other fine morna and coladeira composers and
interpreters established Mindelo as the musical center of
Cape Verde.

Somewhat earlier, the instrumentation in some

Cape Verdean ensembles gradually changed from acoustic
instruments to that similar to dance bands in Europe and
America which featured electric guitar, drum set, congas and
claves, and woodwinds.

The violin as the lead instrument was

sometimes replaced by clarinet or saxophone, and this is
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represented most clearly in the music of the band leader,
composer, and arranger Luis Morais.

He has produced high

quality recordings with his ensemble from Mindelo for
decades.

Manuel d'Novas (born in 1938 in Santo Antao as

Manuel Jesus Lopes) is another outstanding composer/performer
associated with the contemporary morna tradition of Sao
Vicente.
Mindelo was not the only source of fine Cape Verdean
recording artists in the years before independence, however.
In Praia the band Os Tuboroes has also played an important
role in the musical developments of recent decades.

The band

was established in 1969 and has been one of the most popular
bands in Cape Verde since then, producing five albums since
1976 and two compact discs which will soon be released.

The

band has changed personnel over the years but since 1973 has
been closely identified with the distinctive voice of lead
singer, Ildo Lobo.

Although Os Tuboroes is based in Praia,

Santiago, its members have striven for a national rather than
regional sound.

For example, they are not particularly known

for playing funana, although they may include some songs in
their performance repertoire in recent years.

One of their

goals as a band is to try to remain close to the acoustic
origins of the mornas and coladeiras they play.

They

accomplish this in part by using drum set and saxophone
instead of electronic instrumentation.
Since the mid-1970's, Praia has been firmly established
as Mindelo's rival for the musical capitol of Cape Verde.
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The local Badiu musical genres of funana and to a lesser
degree, batuko, provided inspiration for musicians including
Norberto Tavares and the members of Bulimundo and Fina�on,
among others.

These musicians adapted the accordion-based

funana genre into a high energy dance music that created a
mini-revolution in the world of Cape Verdean popular music.
The funana movement will be discussed at length in Part 3 of
this work.
The first superstar of the Cape Verdean music industry
is uncontestably Cesaria Evora.

She is an interpreter of

mornas and coladeiras with an unforgettable deep, rich
contralto voice and and silky smooth singing style.
Born in Sao Vincent in 1941, Cesaria Evora, nicknamed
Cize, has had significant international success with her
recordings.

She often sings the songs of B. Leza, a family

friend and important Cape Verdean composer, although her
repertoire is by no means limited to his songs.

Cesaria's

recent successes are a strong contrast to the struggles she
experienced in earlier life.
palatable in her voice.

These hardships seem almost

Struggling simply to survive in her

earlier years, Cesaria did not begin to sing professionally
until she was selected by the Organization of Cape Verdean
Women to be sent to Portugal to record several songs for a
compilation in 1986.

In Portugal, she met the musician Bana,

who recognized her talent and arranged a U.S. tour for her.
Her public grew larger in France and she was offered a
recording contract there.

Since 1989, she has produced
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several highly esteemed recordings including the compact
disc, Miss Perfumada (Lusafrica/Melodie CD 79 540-2) which has
sold over

100,000

She has

copies, 70,000 just in France.

toured Europe and North America extensively in recent years
and is now known to many people who were unfamiliar with Cape
Verdean musicians before her successes 19 .

The current

success of her works are in part the result of her
collaboration with several fine Cape Verdean composers and
arrangers, including Paulino Vieira and Ramiro Mendes.
of these musicians were born in the
training in music and arranging.
in Lisbon.

19 50s

Both

and received formal

Vieira now lives and works

Mendes studied at the Berklee School of Music in

Boston and now lives in Brockton, Massachusetts.

Although

they have recently become associated with Cesaria, they are
both important musicians in their own right.

Cesaria's

recent successes have focused international attention on Cape
Verde and because of her popularity, more of the country's
fine musicians may have an opportunity to reach a wider
audience than in the past.

19 Many American and international magazines and programs
including National Public Radio's "Morning Magazine" featured
stories on Cesaria in 199 5.
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Advertisement for a Cesaria Evora concert
held in West Hollywood,California, October 1995.

WARNER NONESVCH RECORDINCi ARTIST

THE BAREFOOT DIVA or·tAPE VERDE ISLANDS
THE TRVE VOICE OF MORNA �D MA(ilC OF THE BLVES

LUll.A. ♦ PARK..

NIGHTCLUB- RESTAURANT -PARKING
665 N.ROBERTSON - W.HOLLYWOOD

TICKETS:$ 20 AVAILABLE IN ADVANCE
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Despite the new attention focused on it, the future of
traditional Cape Verdean music is uncertain because Cape
Verdeans often value diverse types of music, especially
reggae, zouk, soukous, and other popular musics from Africa,
Brazil, Portugal, and America, at the expense of their own.
In a search for the new and modern, traditional Cape Verdean
musical forms are pushed aside and replaced by musics from
other countries.

Fewer young people are learning to play

acoustic instruments in the Cape Verdean style, and genres
like batuko, finason, and tabanka seem to be gradually
disappearing.
however.

This course may be changed by recent events,

The folk arts of Cape Verde and Cape Verdean

American communities were featured at the Festival of America
Folklife held in Washington, DC in June and July, 1995.
Artists from both countries were invited to present their
crafts.

Perhaps the international interest in the folk arts

of Cape Verde will encourage local people to uphold their
traditions.

They should not expect much financial support

from the government, however.

In a country that is

struggling to meet the basic needs of its population, there
is little money for programs supporting the arts.

Formal

musical training is indeed the exception in Cape Verde, but a
few talented composer/scholars including Vasco Martins and
Eutroppio Lima da Cruz (a scholar and former priest who is
now the current mayor of Boa Vista) are taking Cape Verdean
music in new directions by using folk melodies for their
inspiration for compositions in the Western art music
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tradition.

It remains to be seen whether the music that

helps the next generations of Cape Verdeans to define
themselves will still be the morna, coladeira, or funana.
What seems certain is that music and dance will continue to
be important to Cape Verdean self-identity, as their love for
these traditions runs deep.
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PART TWO - BATUKO
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Woman doing torno,
Batuko Ensemble of Sao Domingos, June 1993.
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Balila in front of her house
with her granddaughter.
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Segisnando (Chinando) Rodrigues,
my research assistant.
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"Batuko Makes The Whole World Shake"--A Narrative
Description Of A Batuko Performance"
I met Chinando, a young man from Santiago who was working
as my research assistant, on Sunday the sixth of June, 1993
at the Luar restaurant and bakery in the outskirts of Praia,
as we had arranged to do the day before.

At 3:30 in the

afternoon, it is the warmest time of the day and the sky is a
little hazy, as it often is in Santiago this time of year.
There is a fine dust blowing in the ever-present wind that
will make its way

into my clothes, hair and even my ears by

the end of the day.

It is said that the dust travels in the

upper atmosphere across the ocean from the Sahara desert
before it comes to earth here in the middle of the Atlantic.
It is downright hot in the tropical sun as we begin to walk
towards Tira-Chapeu.

We are headed that way because we are

invited to a community meeting of the National Cape Verdean
Organization of Women

(OMCV: Organizayao das Mulheres di

Cabo Verde), a meeting which will include a batuko session.
We were asked to come by Balila, a highly respected performer
of batuko and a community leader.

We are joining her at her

house before going together to the meeting place.

Her

neighborhood, Tira-Chapeu, is located to the north of Praia,
the capital city of the Republic of Cape Verde.
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Like other

areas around Praia, Tira-Chapeu has been expanding with new
houses faster than the urban planners can control, as more
and more people leave the countryside to seek work in the
city.
As we walk the half mile or so on the road to Cidade
Velha before turning left towards Tira-Chapeu, we can see the
high peaks of the island's interior to our right.

The green

vegetation on the mountain tops adds some color to the
monotony of the grayish brown, volcanic rubble-strewn terrain
that dominates the landscape in all other directions.
Looking back down towards the sea, the city of Praia can be
seen in its entirety.

The city center called the Plato,

which is the oldest part of the city, sits on a high, narrow
bluff--a natural fortress that was used to good advantage by
the early settlers who were routinely attacked by pirates.
Where Praia ends, the water begins, continuing on to the
horizon where dark blue water meets hazy light blue sky.
Chinando tells me of his Saturday night adventures,
which are almost always entertaining to hear about, if one
likes to relive one's youth vicariously.

Chinando is a

lively, intelligent 21 year old from Praia who has finished
his schooling and is trying to decide where to continue his
education--to follow the path of his father and brothers and
study in Portugal or to join his older sister in Brazil.

He

is from a respected local family which has put an emphasis on
education and the acquisition of foreign language skills.
Consequently, his English and French are quite good, although
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he has never left Cape Verde.

While Chinando decides what to

do in the long term, he works part-time for his father doing
word processing and helps me with my research.

He has been a

real help to my work, in part because he is able to cross
considerable class and education barriers to relate well with
The older female musicians are

the musicians we have met.

especially fond of him because of his mixture of proper
respect and impertinent male charm.

Chinando is about 5'8"

with a wiry, athletic build, soft light brown skin and dark
eyes, and dark hair that he has cropped very short.

With his

coloring and features, he would look in place most anywhere
in Latin America or the Mediterrean.

Like many Cape

Verdeans, Chinando is a sharp dresser.

He always turns up in

fashionable freshly ironed and laundered clothes in the
latest Euro-International casual styles.

On this occasion,

he wears yellow, green, and black baggy drawstring pants, the
kind that are imported from mainland Africa and can be bought
at the Sucupira, Praia's main outdoor market.

With these

pants, Chinando wears a white sleeveless tee shirt, pristine
white Nike running shoes, and a white baseball cap, turned
backwards.

He has a silver chain with a religious medallion

around his neck and he wears a nice electronic watch on one
wrist.

Sometimes Chinando arrives with his earphones in,

listening to his Walkman.

When we make appointments to meet

for work, he often keeps me waiting for him for fifteen
minutes or more--Cape Verdean time runs a little slower than
I am used to--but he always

quickly makes me forget my
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impatience with him after a few moments of his humorous
banter.

Like Chinando, I have also thought a bit about how

to dress for this occasion.

I wear a roomy cotton skirt

because I hope to be performing batuko myself and a skirt is
preferable to shorts in such a situation.
sleeve tee shirt with it.

I wear a short

On my feet are my ever-present

Birkenstock sandals, ugly but comfortable.

I hope that I am

not underdressed or overdressed for the event.
We pass a small neighborhood marketplace on the left as
we leave the Praia Luar intersection.

There is not much

activity on a Sunday at this time of day: most people are
home out of the heat.
route passes by.

An occasional car or a city bus on its

Six or seven market women rest on small

stools in the shade under a wooden framed shelter covered
with palm fronds, brushing away the flies and talking and
laughing among themselves.

The little brown toes of an

infant peek around the sides of one mother's middle as he
snoozes, securely tied around his mama's back with a length
of cloth fastened at the waist and upper chest.

On the

tables under the sun shelter, the women display the usual,
rather Spartan offerings to be found at markets such as this
one: a few little potatoes, onions, garlic, small red and
green tomatoes, bundles of salad greens in plastic buckets of
water, tins of imported Portuguese olive oil, bananas, long
mandioca roots, hard candies imported from Europe, aluminum
baking pans filled with squares of sticky-looking brown
confections, small plastic bags of rice, big baskets full of
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rolls that they buy from the bakery and sell for a penny or
so profit, and large red plastic bowls full of small silvery
fish that are kept in water until they are sold.

The women

notice us as we pass but quickly rule us out as potential
customers.

Chinando surprises them by turning back to buy

some hard fruit-flavored candies.

He pays with escudo coins

and the merchant woman finds change for him in the sash or
pano around her waist, where she stores her money.

He

catches back up with me and we continue.
As we turn off the main road and pass a newly-built
church, we enter into Tira-Chapeu proper.

We walk down the

unpaved, rubble road

between rows of newly-built houses on

our way to Balila's.

The houses are for the most part

constructed from gray cinder blocks made from a mixture of
cement, water, local sand, and volcanic rubble which is put
into rough molds and then left to dry in the sun.

In new

areas at the outskirts of Praia such as Tira-Chapeu, such
houses spring up almost overnight, often filling in empty
spaces with little regard to the actual owner of the
property.

Although authorities try to control enthusiastic

impulses to build, they lag far behind the demands for
issuing building permits and construction of houses by
squatters is consequently rampant.

Sometimes the government

has no choice but to destroy illegally built houses,
bulldozing down the structures despite the occupant' pleas to
spare them.

These new barrios

(neighborhoods) are for the

most part not hooked up to water or electrical lines.
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Fresh

water and sanitary toilet facilities are, in fact, in short
supply throughout the islands, creating an ever present
health hazard30.

As in many parts of Cape Verde, a large

amount of time is spent each day waiting in line to fill
containers with water from public water sources.
As we walk along towards Balila's, we are quickly
surrounded by a crowd of curious small children -- dusty
brown children with long legs, bare feet, curious eyes, and
big smiles.

Most of the little girls wear their hair braided

close to their heads and wear colorful loose-fitting dresses
made of cotton in African prints.
and tee shirts.

The boys have on shorts

They want to know who we are and whom we are

visiting and we joke around with them as we continue.
Chinando adopts

the role of the responsible adult,

reprimanding children that he sees doing things that are
unsafe or unsanitary.

We arrive at Balila's house to find

out that the afternoon's events are not yet very far along.
Balila greets us warmly, touching our faces and hair and
saying that she had been waiting for us.

She arranges for us

to sit down outside the house on four-legged wooden stools.
She is wearing a fresh white handkerchief (called len90 in
Krioulo) on her head, gold filigree earrings, a cotton
blouse, dress shoes, a cloth sash (or pano), and a solid
color skirt that ends just above her knees.

At age 67,

30During 1994-1995, after I left the islands, there was a
serious outbreak of cholera in Santiago which killed many
people in Praia and in villages in the interior.
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Balila's strong-looking arms and solid build give the
impression of a woman in her prime--someone who is still
capable of a long day of physical work.

She stands tall and

straight, giving the impression of being even bigger than
5'6".

Although Balila is blind, when she appears in public

she sometimes wears a pair of glasses with thick lenses.

She

gets around extremely well despite her lack of sight, moving
without hesitation when she is on familiar turf.

Balila was

born with sight and gradually became blind when she was a
young girl because of a problem with the optic nerve.
Balila's medium brown face is a handsome one, smooth and
unlined.
smile.

She is quick to break into a wide, contagious
Like many older Cape Verdeans, she has lost a few of

her teeth through the years.

Balila's voice is pitched quite

low but she uses a wide vocal range when she speaks,
sometimes squealing in delight when she is excited.
Altogether Balila's wisdom, her obvious enthusiasm for life,
her warmth, and her almost childlike delight in the world,
especially for music and dance, have made her a very popular
person and an important community leader.

She is at the

center of a batuko group in Tira-Chapeu, an ensemble that is
associated with the National Women's group, a government
supported movement that attempts to understand and meet the
special needs of women in Cape Verde.

On this particular

day, the group is getting together to meet with a government
spokeswoman and to choose new representatives to attend
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meetings concerning women's' needs in legislative sessions.
A new leader of the batuko group is also being sought.
As we wait for Balila while she gets ready to leave,
several of her neighbors come over from across the street to
meet us.

The women are also members of the batuko group and

heard we would be coming.

They have on good clothes for the

occasion--like Balila, they wear white len9os over their
hair, just above knee-length skirts belted with a sash,
short-sleeve tops, and shoes--slide-on dress shoes with a
very small heel worn without socks.

As we wait, they tell us

of relatives that they have in the United States and want to
know where I am from.

They also talk of the sickness that

has been going around the barrio and how they have family
that is suffering because of it.
Balila finally comes out of her house and we start
through the streets to the meeting center.

One of the

neighbors leads Balila by the arm and we take a shortcut
between houses and through passageways until we come out in
front of the meeting house a few minutes later.

In Cape

Verde, most daily activities take place outdoors rather than
in the small, rather dark houses.

We pass sisters sitting on

stools in front of their house braiding each other's hair,
men playing ouri (an ancient African board game similar to
backgammon), people feeding their chicken and pigs, and boys
listening to a soccer game on the radio.

As Balila passes

by, more people begin to head to the meeting house.
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From the outside, the meeting house does not distinguish
itself from any of the other buildings around it.

It

consists of a large rectangular room with a tin ceiling
connected to an open porch in the front and a large open
kintal (courtyard) in the back.
small store to its left.

It shares a side wall with a

I go into the store to purchase a

bottle of wine for the occasion.

It is a typical store--it

sells some of the same things offered at the market, but has
less fresh produce and more manufactured staples such as
canned tuna, noodles, powdered milk, canned butter, bottled
drinking water, and cleaning supplies.

The refrigerator

powered by a generator contains bottles of chilled Portuguese
white wine, as well as beer and soft drinks made by Ceris,
the local brewing company which desalinizes brackish water
for its beverages.

A small metal scale for weighing rice and

grains sits on the bar.

Although I brought one bottle of

wine with me, I purchase a second one to be sure to have
enough.

As a guest from America, I feel that it is

appropriate for me to help provide the refreshments.
We are among the first to arrive and Balila is quickly
dragged away by other women to discuss the preparations.
Chinando and I enter the house, which is quite dark and cool
after the bright afternoon sunlight.

We are drawn into the

house by the sound of an accordion being played inside.

In

the back left corner, two young men sit playing funana.

The

gaita (button accordion) player, whose name I later found out
was Catuta, has an instrument which was decorated with pieces
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Catuta is a

of mirrored glass cut into geometric patterns.

handsome, slender man of about thirty who has black-framed
glasses in the 1960's style recently re-popularized as a
result of renewed interest in the black American civil rights
leader, Malcolm X, who wore glasses of that type.

Catuta's

choice of glasses give him a rather intellectual look and
make a statement to me at least about his identification with
this particular civil rights hero and his causes.

His

companion, a dark-skinned man wearing trousers and an open
shirt, sits next to him playing the ferrinho, a homemade
percussion instrument made from a length of iron and scraped
with a kitchen knife.

Balila's neighbors and a few small

children are the only others in the room at first.

The women

start individually dancing to the music until they are
finally motioned to help set up benches in a rough circle for
Other women

the meeting in the far right side of the room.

gradually enter the room from the street and take their
places on the benches.

At Balila's insistence, I join them.

The meeting begins with a song.

A large, plump woman in

her mid-thirties with a powerful voice leads it.

She begins

by taking a length of cloth that she brought with her out of
a bag, rolling it into a ball and then tightly wrapping it
once again in several plastic shopping bags.

She then

positions this bundle between her legs at about mid-thigh
level and straightens her legs out in front of her, crossing
her ankles to keep the bundle in place.

She begins slapping

the bag with open palms, beating a slow two pattern on it.
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On the upstroke, she lets her arms swing high, all the way up
to face level, before letting them drop to her thighs again-
a relaxed motion that uses the weight of the arms to produce
the slap rather than a deliberately forceful effort.

The

other women quickly pick up this rhythm and begin keeping
time on these rolled-up panos held between their legs just
above the knees in the same manner.

The first woman begins

singing a long descending phrase in a loud, open voice.

As

soon as she finishes, the group picks up her melody and
repeats it as a group, while keeping time on their bundles.
Some begin beating a second rhythm, a three against the
original two.

The soloist sings new words to the same melody

and is joined once again by the group.

The batuko begins to

pick up in intensity--in volume and speed and the faces
around the circle look increasingly happy and lively.
Although the women have a wide range of features and skin
shades, many members of the group would not look out of place
in mainland West Africa.

The faces and body types of people

from Santiago often show their strong West African
heritage 31 .

To excited cheers, a woman stands up from the

3 lrn Santiago, the island with the largest population of
descendents from West Africa and consequently, the darkest
skin colors on the average, one sees every imaginable
phenotype. For example, one can find people with very dark
skin paired with startlingly blue eyes, mulattos with creamy
brown-colored skin and golden eye color, and light-skinned
people with the wiry hair texture and features commonly found
in people from continental Africa. As in Brazil, it seems
that every possible combination of skin color and features is
to be found in Santiago, sometimes even within the same
family. The mixing of peoples in Cape Verde over the
centuries has resulted in many remarkably-looking people, an
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bench and moves towards the middle of the circle.

She is

around thirty and is about 8 months pregnant--it looks as if
she has a beach ball under her dress.

She unrolls her sash

and stretches it out behind her back and then wraps it around
her hips underneath her swollen belly, tucking the end of the
sash back under itself.

The image of the dancing woman with

her protruding belly is rather ridiculous and everyone cheers
and laughs, including the dancer herself, that she is the one
to begin the dancing.

At the urging of the ensemble, she

begins to move her feet and body from side to side in time
with the music.

Gradually picking up the energy of the

dance, she begins to move her hips more and more, asking the
group for more volume and speed with beckoning motions from
her hands.

When she is satisfied with the group's response,

she finally raises the intensity of the dance to a high point
by stretching her hands high above her head, tilting her head
back, and in rapid staccato movements gyrating her hips
rapidly from side to side, keeping this up for about 30
seconds.

As sound and motion near a climax, group members

beating time add more rapid rhythmic patterns.
Sitting in the middle of the group, the sound produced by
the pounding arms and loud singing is overwhelming and the
urge to pound my thighs as hard and fast as possible is
irresistible.

For a few moments I lose all sense of myself

as an individual and become part of a huge musical instrument
observation that has been made by outsiders in their writings
time and time again.
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producing a collective of surge of energy, motion, and sound.
The frenzied motion of the dancer and the cascade of pounding
arms moving through the air dominate the senses of all in the
Onlookers clap along, stamp their feet, and yell out

room.

their approval, adding to the deafening wall of sound
produced by the batukaderas as it leads to a climax of
intensity.

The benches, the walls, and even the dirt floor

under our feet seem to vibrate in sympathy with the
performance.
When the moment of peak energy is over, the pregnant
woman abruptly finishes her solo dance, as if she is no
longer interested in the whole thing, and passes the pano on
to another woman while receiving applause and cheers from the
ensemble and the onlookers.

In this crowd made up

predominantly of women, it seems as if there is a tremendous
outpouring of support for this woman, dancing in spite of the
uncomfortable burden of late pregnancy, a condition that many
of the women in the crowd have undoubtedly experienced many
times.

Giving birth to ten or twelve children during the

course of a lifetime is not unusual for women in Cape Verde.
There was a palpable feeling of syrr�athetic understanding and
support for this woman, who especially in her swollen state
seemed to express both her joy in being alive and a vibrant
sexuality through her movement.

Her dance and the reaction

of the ensemble to her felt like an affirmation of positive
female energy and life-giving forces, a celebration of the
wonders of the female body, beautiful even when it is
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stretched to extremes with a developing child.

With my own

pregnancy and childbirth experience in Cape Verde only a few
months behind me, I feel swept up in this demonstration of
support and a part of a larger group united by our sex and
the considerable problems in life that are common to all of
us.
The batuko ensemble's thundering music begin to attract
more and more people from the neighborhood.

The dark room is

packed full with around 70 people, including the 20 or so
members of the batuko ensemble.

Faces are looking in from

outside as well, as people struggle for an advantageous
position.

Their bodies block out much of the available

sunlight coming in from the windows.

As more women get up

one by one to dance, men try to force their way into the room
to watch.

When it gets too crowded, some of the women from

the ensemble drive people back out outside, calling them
party crashers.
A little girl whom I had danced around with during the
funana music before the batuko started finds a bit of space
at my feet and affectionately holds onto my ankles while
sitting on the inside of the dancing circle.

Although I am a

little surprised by her spontaneous affection, I realize that
children here are used to being admired and cuddled by most
of the adults they meet and I do not check my impulse to
stroke her hair during a lull in the music.

I like this

social contact, as a stranger in the midst of a crowd of
friends, neighbors, and family, although I am a little
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uncomfortable about showing affection for someone else's
child.

People don't touch other's children often in America,

although it seems common here.

I realize that the big woman

sitting next to me is her mother.

I learn a lot from

following her example during the music.
singer.

She is a very strong

Sitting on the bench next to her in the middle of

the group, I gradually begin clapping and singing along with
the rest.

I don't have a pano and my thighs become red and

hot from slapping them.

I begin to get a feel for the

dynamics of the event: when people are singing songs with
important words, the clapping and slapping is quieter and in
2's or ones.

As the pace picks up, so does the speed and

intensity of the clapping.

I am able to sing the refrains

pretty well, although I don't understand all of the words.
For a few minutes, I am confused by the different rhythms
happening simultaneously in the hands and in the refrain but
when I relax, I begin to get the feel for it.
After the ensemble sings several songs--each lasts from
5 to ten minutes--Balila takes over as the group leader.

She

leads a song she composed about a white horse who loves to
play and another about a woman who becomes separated from her
little girl during a terrible famine but is finally reunited
with her years later.

Balila dances batuko herself and knows

exactly where she is in relationship to the circle of women
despite her blindness.
Chinando explains to me that this is a day when they are
opening the ensemble up to new members, although I don't know
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on what basis they evaluate the new women.

Balila seems to

know everyone and welcomes newcomers warmly to the group.
The presence of one woman whom I couldn't help but notice
seems to make Balila particularly happy.

The woman is

severely physically handicapped, being unable to use her legs
from the knees down.

Because her lower legs are thin,

crooked and consequently incapable of bearing any weight, she
bends them up and walks on her knees so that she is only
waist high compared to the other women.

She has a pretty,

bright face and obviously loves singing and doing batuko.
She leads several of the songs with great enthusiasm,
although her voice isn't as strong as some of the other
women.
way.

Later in the afternoon she dances funana, in her own
People seem to accept her although she has physical

handicaps.

Because of Cape Verde's history of limited

medical resources, it is common to see people living active
lives despite handicaps which would rarely be left untreated
in the Western world.

In this particular instance, it seems

that the woman's joy in music and dance is able to transcend
what I perceive as handicaps, radiating a surge of positive
energy to the ensemble.

Her enthusiasm for the music is an

inspiration to others.
After about 30 minutes or so of batuko, the bottles of
white wine are brought out from a corner for distribution to
the ensemble members.

Catuta, the button accordion player,

does the honors--he stands in the center of the circle and
carefully pours wine into a small glass which he then offers
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to each woman in turn with great ceremony.

He rinses the

glass after each woman by splashing a little wine in it and
then dumping it out onto the dirt floor.

When I see that my

turn was coming up, I have a moment of hesitation in deciding
whether to take a drink from the rather dirty-looking
communal cup, but I am thirsty and caught up in the group
dynamics so I drink some, with no repercussions later on.
Shortly afterwards, a spokeswoman from the local
government addresses the group.

She is an attractive young

woman dressed in modern Western clothes.

The representative

gives the impression of being well-educated and financially
comfortable.

She tells the women that the National

Organization of Women will continue to receive support from
the newly elected government but that it is important that
this group select delegates to attend the parliamentary
meetings.

She speaks for ten minutes or so about the

concerns that many of the women have including plans for more
medical clinics offering immunizations, pre- and postnatal
care, contraceptives and family planning counseling, and
general medical care.

While she talks, I stop trying to

follow her and let my mind wander back to the music-making we
had just done.

When the spokeswoman finally finishes, the

women nominate candidates for delegates from the group and
the selected ones leave the meeting house while the others
vote on them by show of hands.
When several women have been selected, the singing and
dancing resumes and lasts for another hour or so.
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Eventually, the song leaders change again.

The solo dancer

switches at the end of each song, passing a pano to the next
dancer.
once.

Nearly every women stands up and dances at least
When the groups members are tired and everyone has

gotten up from the circle to talk and move around,
seeks me out and asks if I like doing batuko.
think that it makes the world shake.

Balila

She asks if I

I answer yes, that this

is an excellent way to describe just how it feels to be in
the middle of a batuko ensemble when the music is building

up--batuko makes the whole world shake.
Balila goes on to say that she can arrange to have the
group play another time without all the outsiders so that I
can get a good tape recording.

I say that this would be

nice, although I am happy that everyone in the neighborhood
had an opportunity to enjoy the music.
As we are getting ready to leave (it is about 7:30 and I
am beginning to worry about how my baby, Philip, and my
husband are doing at home without me), the funana musicians
start to play again.

I begin to dance to the accordion music

with Balila and we do funny jitterbug moves and the close
funana dance.

It is fun.

People are amused by us, and if

they have a laugh at my expense, that is fine with me.

I

leave in an extremely exhilarated mood and the memory of the
session, as I keep replaying it in my head, makes me feel
happy inside for the next couple of days.
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An Ethnography of Batuko
The preceding chapter was a description of an event that
I attended where batuko was performed.

While working with

batuko ensemble members in Cape Verde and later, in Cape
Verdean communities in New England, my initial research
objective was to begin to answer some of the most basic
questions about this musical genre: who performs batuko?,
where is it done?, when is it done?, what are its origins?,
what makes up this thing called batuko?--what does it consist
of?

Along with coming to an understanding of batuko's basis

features, I hoped to get a sense of why performers play
batuko and what it means to them.

In all, I strove to study

batuko as a sound product, as a cultural phenomenon with a
long history in the islands, and as the musical activity of a
specific group of people in a specific ecological
environment.

The following chapters on batuko focus on some

of these issues.
General Description of Batuko
Batuko is a music and dance genre performed by women of
Badiu communities of Santiago, especially those living in
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rural areas in the interior of the island32.

Of all the

musics of Cape Verde, batuko has the strongest resemblance to
traditions from mainland Africa in its dance style,
polyrhythmic organization, and call-and-response structure.
Like many other traditions originating in Africa, the name of
the genre (in this case, batuko) refers to all of the
activities that make it up including singing, dancing,
beating time, clapping hands, getting together for a social
event, and more.

Each is part of doing batuko and is

essential to the total experience.
Batuko is generally performed by a group of women

(batukaderas--women who do batuko) who sit in a circle or
semi-circle with rolled-up panos33 held between their mid
thighs.

These lengths of cloth are rolled into a ball and in

32cape Verde has urbanized in recent years. Many people from
the interior of Santiago have left their villages and sought
work in Praia. They have brought their musical traditions
with them and, consequently, there are many batuko groups in
Praia, although the musical activity originates in the rural
interior.
33woven lengths of cloth usually worn wrapped around the
waist as a sash. They are part of the traditional clothing
worn by peasant women in Cape Verde. Traditionally woven
from cotton on narrow hand looms of Mande origin, these black
or dark blue and white cloths with intricate patterns have
played an important economic role at various times in the
history of trade in Cape Verde and West Africa. They were
used as the equivalent of currency in 17th century trade. In
recent years, many women have begun to wear sashes made from
colorful printed cotton cloth instead of the traditional
woven pano, in part because the weaving tradition is no
longer widely practiced and the sashes are now scarce and
expensive. Women substitute sashes made from "African print"
material that is imported from the mainland and sold in local
marketplaces. Both types of panos are used by batukaderas
when they perform.
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recent times, wrapped in plastic bags to produce as loud a
sound as possible when they are stuck.

The batukaderas beat

contrasting rhythmic patterns on these panos, creating a
polyrhythmic texture through the juxtaposition of various
patterns of twos performed by some members against the threes
beat out by others.

Audience members or batukaderas without

panos contribute to the mix by clapping their hands and
singing.
During each song, one person acts as the leader.

She

(or sometimes he) will set the basic tempo and will begin
singing the song--usually the equivalent of 8 bars of 2/4 or
6/8.

The rhythm that she initially beats on her pano to

establish the tempo, the equivalent of either half notes or
two quarters per bar of 2/4, is called pam-pam or bam-bam,
depending on

local tradition.

This is notated in Musical

Example 1 using a song that I learned from a batuko leader in
Providence, Rhode Island, Mrs. Palmira Makhlouf.

I chose

this example to notate because of its relative simplicity.
Batuko songs tend to have either a 2/4 or 6/8 feel.

This one

is most easily felt in 2/4 and I have notated it in that
form.

In it, the leader begins by singing: "Cabral

Si dineru

e

e

bunitu,

bunitu, Na Banku Kabu Verde, Si dineru ten

valor." The text refers to Amilcar Cabral, the key figure in
the movement for independence from Portugal and to the new
paper money that was issued in the newly established Republic
of Cape Verde with his image on it: "Cabral is beautiful
(good), his money is beautiful, in the Bank of Cape Verde,
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his money has value."

The basic idea expressed in the song

in one of respect for the national hero, Cabral, and an
assertion of trust in the new national currency which
replaced Portuguese money following independence.

After the

leader sings the song through once and establishes a tempo,
the entire group repeats what she performed, as illustrated
in the following transcription:
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Musical.Example 1--"Cabral

e
Panos:

bu - ni- tu Si di-

e- ru

e

e

Bunitu."

bu- ni -tu

Barn-barn
Entire Ensemble sings:

8

14

•
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Batuko song structures always follow the same basic
pattern.

A solo verse is sung by the leader and then

repeated by the entire group.

Although I have not notated

any variations in the melody, a good batuko leader will
subtly change the melody, text, and rhythm that she sings
during the repetitions to keep the song exciting as it
continues.

Early on in the song, the group will double the

basic beat if the leader began by beating the equivalent of
half notes as indicated in the following example.

Some

ensemble members will switch from a two pattern to a three
pattern; in effect, adding a quarter note triple figure to
the rhythmic mix, as illustrated in the next example.
this rhythm creates the polyrhythmic effect that is so
characteristic of batuko.
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Adding

Musical Example 2--Typical batuko polyrhythms.
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The group leaders generally sing with a loud, relaxed
voice quality.

Many of the group leaders I heard were mature

women with quite deeply pitched, husky voices.

Younger women

in the ensembles sometimes sing an octave higher than the
After

leaders using a rather piercing and direct tone color.

several minutes of basic repetitions of the song text, the
song moves to an ending section during which there is no solo
verse but everyone repeats one short musical phrase over and
over.

This part of song is called the rapica or "turn

around" section and is the point of highest energy in the
performance.

The rapica section is characterized by the

repetition of a short melodic fragment (chorus), a faster
tempo, louder dynamic level, and the addition of many complex
rhythmic patterns called chabeta34 .

When the leader changes

the song pattern so that it begins to "turn around,"

the

tempo and volume markedly pick up and some ensemble members
switch to rapidly performed chabeta variations.

Ensemble

members beat as loud and quickly as they can on their pano.
They sometimes get so carried away by the rhythms that they
stop singing altogether.

Some typical variations are shown

in the following transcription of the chabeta section of the
same song about Cabral.

34Also spelled tchabeta. Some people consider all of the
panos slapping and hand clapping to be chabeta; others use
the term to refer to the moments of greatest intensity during
a batuko song.
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Musical Example 3--Chabeta variations35

"Rapica" section
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351 have notated the rapica section in 2/4 to show its
relationship as the continuation of the melody shown in
Musical Example 2. During the rapica section, the music has
a strong 6/8 feel and could also be notated in that meter
(see Musical Example 15, p. 241).
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When an ensemble is doing batuko, group members beat
rhythms on their panos, take turns as solo dancers, and sing
the song responses.

After a song is well-established by the

leader, one woman 36 stands up, move to the middle of the
circle, wraps her sash around her hips, and begins to dance
by moving slowly to the music, gradually picking up energy
and speed.

This dance is called torno 37: it is a dance that

is done only to batuko music in Cape Verde--it is not done in
any other contexts on the islands.

It is a dance style which

has a marked resemblance to dances found throughout West
Africa and the African Diaspora, however.

The batuko style

dance is a very old Cape Verdean tradition and has been
described by many visitors to Santiago through the centuries.
Earlier in this century, Armando Napoleao Fernandes, a Cape
Verdean author from Santiago, defined the dance in the
following manner in his Portugeuse-Crioulo dictionary:
Torno; dar co torno, to shake or wiggle the
hips, par na torno,

to wiggle

[the hips] with the

skirts gathered at the waist in order to produce
a better effect or a different way of responding
to the sound of batuko (Fernandes 1941:158,
translated by the author and Chris Dunn).

36 sometimes

more than one woman or man. Dancing in pairs in
quite common.
37or da cu torno, meaning literally "give with turns."
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The dance is concentrated in the lower torso and legs-
the back, shoulders, and head remain almost motionless and
detached from the dance.

The dancer gives a small step

sideways accompanied by a bend at the knees and allows the
motion to carry through to the hips in a snap as her weight
is exchanged from side to side.

Learning to dance well does

not come quickly or easily and girls are introduced to it
a young age.

at

Experienced dancers perform variations to the

basic dance and are respected and acknowledged for their
skills and interpretations.

Onlookers may reward a good

dancer with cheers or with money showing their approval.
During the dance, attention is focused on the hips which are
accentuated by a low-slung pano wrapped around them.

When

the song "turns around" and chabeta patterns are added, the
dancer's hips gyrate in rapid, staccato movements with
concentration of activity almost as if the dancer were
possessed or in a trance38 .

The dance climax is accompanied

38 r

have heard mixed explanations for this trance-like state.
Some women have said that dancers, especially girls in their
early teens, do indeed reach a state of trance when they
dance. When I broached this subject with others, especially
men, they dismissed the idea of trance. From my own
observations, it seemed that on several occasions young
dancers reached a state of deep spirituality, concentration,
and detachment that appeared to be trance while dancing
batuko. Their eyes rolled back into their heads, their heads
tilted back, their arms were wide apart and stretching and
black oral sermonsupwards, and they moved their hips and legs
with an almost frightening intensity before gradually coming
out of this state again. Others have considered the
relationship between dancing batuko and trance. In an
article by Semedo and Turano {Palaver 1991, p.99), they note
that "the movement of the hips-the torno-the convulsive
aspect [of the batuko dance) that was considered lascivious
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and encouraged by the strong singing and energetic pounding
on the panos by the rest of the group.

Leading up to the

climax of activity, the tempo of the song rapidly accelerates
and the entire group helps to build towards the climax of the
rapica section.

Enthusiastic onlookers and participants help

to add to the joy and excitement of the moment with their
cheers and shouts.

After the peak of energy begins to

subside and the song winds down, the woman in the center of
the circle often indicates the next dancer by giving her the
pano or placing it around her.

As the rapica section "runs

out of steam," ensemble members beating on their pano may
switch from highly energetic variations to simpler 2 and 3
beat rhythms and the tempo and volume of the singing and
accompaniment may decrease.

A typical song lasts about ten

minutes from beginning to end.

A typical batuko session may

continue for hours--even from dusk to dawn.

Although batuko

is extremely demanding physically, ensemble members can and
do go on for hours.

I have been told that although it is

tiring to do batuko, women come away from a long session
feeling rejuvenated and refreshingly alive.
Batuko song lyrics cover a wide range of topics but are
usually limited to only a few phrases that are repeated at
length by the leader and chorus.

I was told that songs can

be either improvised on the spot by the group leader or have
a fixed melody and text.

Although I did not attempt to

in the eyes of European observers, can sometimes bring on a
state of trance." (translated from Portuguese by the author).
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ascertain the boundaries of the repertories of either
individual batuko leaders or ensembles, I believe that there
is a large number of distinctive batuko melodies; perhaps
hundreds.

In Cape Verde, I never heard a song performed by

one group sung by one from another community. However, when I
participated in a batuko group in Providence, Rhode Island
comprised of Cape Verdean immigrants from various parts of
Santa Caterina, the individuals discovered numerous batuko
songs that they all knew.

This suggests that there is a

shared repertorie of batuko songs between groups.

I have

been told by batuko leaders that they set new words to old
tunes when making a new song and a core repertorie of
melodies to borrow from undoubtably exists.

At this early

phase of my research on batuko, however, I am loath to
estimate the size or the taxonomy of the repertoire.
Although most batuko performers are women, batuko is not
performed in a context without men.
women dance and sing.

Men often watch the

In addition, males occasionally

participate in batuko performances as dancers, song leaders,
chorus members, and instrumentalists accompanying ensembles
on guitar or other instruments.
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Dona Ina Perreira & the Sao Domingos batuko ensemble,
June, 1993.
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Young batuko soloist dancing with the batuko
ensemble of Sao Domingos, June, 1993.
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Two photographs of a dancing batukadera, batuko ensemble
of Sao Domingos, June, 1993.
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Finason

Many of the most famous batuko ensemble leaders also
perform finason, a genre closely related to batuko.

Norberto

Tavares has often called finason "Cape Verdean Rap" and has
pointed out that he sees similarities between the two musical
genres.

Like rap music found in the United States, finason

is a genre based on rhythmic spoken text.

The similarities

between the genres are not surprising: they are in effect
"long lost cousins."

Both are rooted in African musical

traditions and aesthetics which manifest themselves in
similar ways throughout the African Diaspora.

In addition to

American rap, finason reminds me of the musical, rhythmic
preaching style associated with Black (and some White)
American churches.

Titon has identified and discussed some

of the similarities between black oral sermons and Downhome
blues:
Downhome blues and black oral sermons share structural
features: formulaic composition and improvisation;
repetition of small textual units in parallel form;
ideas that cohere associatively instead of logically or
chronologically; and an expressive tone of voice-
raspiness--to signify emotion.

Many of these common

features, including call and response, are so apparent,
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also, in ordinary black conversation, that oral sermons
and blues songs may be considered as increasingly
ritualized versions of their source, black speaking
(1977:19-20).
Most of these same features are also apply to Badiu
traditions, especially to the speech-base finason.
The word finason means "to get in tune, to warm-up39 .

"

Batuko leaders may begin a batuko session with finason to get
into the mood for batuko--to warm themselves and the ensemble
up--and they may intersperse occasional finason performances
with batuko later in the session.

There are many specific

similarities between the batuko and finason.

Both genres

have a group leader and an ensemble of women who beat panos.
The primary differences between finason and batuko are that:
1) finason features one person who relates an extended solo
narrative in a rhythmic fashion while an ensemble backs up
the soloist with a steady rhythmic accompaniment on the panos
and by hand clapping, and 2) finason generally has no dancing
accompanying it.

Many variations occur in individual

performances and the boundaries between the two genres are
sometimes unclear: even people from Santiago were not always
sure when the event was finason and when it was batuko.
Finason may occasionally have solo dancers and sung choruses.
The defining difference is that finason performers always
tell an extended story--the genre is text-driven rather than
39As explained to me by Norberto Tavares.
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melody-driven.

While the leader is doing finason, the group

beats time softly so as not to miss a word that the soloist
says.

Some sources state that finason performances would

formerly take the form of a competition between two women
(Lobban 1988:51), although I did not personally observe this
in Santiago.

Generally speaking, one can still find some

older women who perform finason, but there are not very many
-the tradition may vanish entirely in coming years as the
oldest generation gradually dies and is not replaced by new
leaders.

Finason performers often use parables to make a

statement about issues of topical interest or norms of
behavior or work allegoric motives into their songs.

They

also function as informal oral historians, keeping the memory
of events, people, and families alive through their stories.
In this way, finason resembles other traditions rooted in
West Africa, especially those with professional praise
singers or griots.

Finason performers are often in great

demand for wedding celebrations where they are hired at
considerable expense to sing the praises of the newlyweds and
their families.

Although finason is an improvisational art,

its contents are not entirely new during each performance.
Rather, it consists of a repertoire of counsels and proverbs
chosen by each performer which are strung together in a way
that is most appropriate to each occasion.

The reowned

finason performer Nasia Gomi 4 0 from Ribeira Seca near Pedra
4 0Born

Maria Inacia Gomes Correia in Tarrafal, Santiago, Cape
Verde in 1925.
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Badejo cites the church as being one of her strongest
influences, not only in her delivery style but in the
stimulation it provided to express the mystical and spiritual
through her performances 41 .

A sermon-like, preaching quality

can indeed be found in her finasons.

Her grand and imposing

physical gestures as she performs also call to my mind a
religious evangelist in their drama and power.

I find the

parallels between finason to American downhome preaching
styles to be striking.

Titon writes:

The downhome preachers did not rely upon manuscripts for
their sermons; rather, they worked out the basic topic
in advance, than relied upon memory and the spirit of
the Lord to fill their tongues with speech at the proper
moment.

Most preachers had a repertoire of subjects and

a storehouse of illustrative examples on which they drew
freely; in short, they repeated themselves, with
variations, over the course of the years.

After several

minutes of speeech cadence, the preacher moved his
sermon into a hoarse, tonal chant, the lines of which
came out in two- or three-second bursts.

If the spoken

part had concentrated rationally upon works, now the
doctrine shifted to the chanted promise of salvation for
those who called upon Jesus.

41 From

an interview on May 29,
home in Ribeira Seca.

1 993

1 36

By the end of the chant--

with Nasia Gomi at her

which could last for ten or fifteen minutes--preacher
and congregation were locked in an emotional, rhythmic
communion (1977:20).
Although finasons tend to be secular in subject, the way that
these two performances genres are structured by the leader
and the relationship between leader and ensemble are
remarkable similar and show their common roots in African
traditions.
Some of the finasons of Bibinha Kabral (1900-85) and
Nasia Gomi have been transcribed and discussed in the works
by T.V.

da Silva (1985, 1988).

A characteristic example of

finason was preserved on film in a performance by Bibinha
Kabral in Songs of Badius (Zantzinger 1986).

Because finason

is an oral genre which is highly language and culture
specific, it is an especially difficult one for a non-native
speaker to satisfactorily

explore.

For this reason, I have

chosen not to analyze it in this work.
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Nasia Gomi, batuko and finason leader, in front of her
home in Ribera Seca, Santiago, May, 1993.
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Batuko ensemble members
Generally speaking, the women that make up a batuko
ensemble are family members or neighbors from Badiu
communities that informally get together to celebrate life
events by doing batuko.

In recent years, though, a small

number of formally organized ensembles meet regularly to
rehearse and perform for festivals and state-organized
celebrations.

Batuko ensemble members reflect the entire

female community in the sense that they can include
participants from age 8 or so until age 80 or more.

The song

leaders are generally mature women--the best song composers
are often wise old women in their 60s or 70s, particularly
the batuko leaders who perform finason as well as batuko.

In

some communities, there are ensembles for children under 12
or 13, the age when they are most often considered mature
enough to join the adult group 42 .

Young girls are often

highly respected dancers, although youth has no monopoly on
good performances.

For the most part, everyone in the group

gives dancing a try when their turn comes no matter what
their age.

The average size of a typical group, whether it

be a "pick-up group" or an established ensemble, is 6 to 15.
Although women usually do the singing and dancing in a
42 cidade

Velha, for example.
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batuko ensemble, it is not unusual for men to participate in
this musical activity.
around a male leader4 3.

There are even ensembles organized
More often a man will dance for a

short time as a soloist in the center of the batuko circle or
assist the ensemble by clapping along44.

It is rare,

however, to see a man beating time on a woven sash worn by
women.

He may dance using a pano when his turn comes up but

there are some women who do not think that it is fitting for
men to use a pano at a114 5.

In some ensembles in recent

4 3Antonio

Dente d'Oro (born Antonio Vaz Cabral)from Sao
Domingos is the most well-known example. Men sometimes join
the group as song leaders for a while with out being true
members of the ensemble, for example, a singer in Praia named
Antoninho joined the group of Tchin Tabari (Tavares) from
Achada di St. Antonio at the Festival for Traditional Music
in Sao Domingos on May 2, 1993 and sang several songs before
leaving the stage once again.

4 4During a performance of the batuko group, Capella, led by
Liandra Pereira Leal (Ina) in Antonio Dente d'Oro's absence
on June 23, 1992, a man named Francisco Borges was the
featured solo dancer. He wore a traditional pano around his
hips and danced in a dignified, almost Flamenco-like fashion
with stiff, abrupt movements and his head held high. His
style reminded me of Hispanic dancers. On another occasion, I
saw a man in his 30's from Achada di St.Antonio perform as a
solo dancer with the batuko ensemble led by Tchin Tabari. He
danced with an pano made of colorful printed material from
Senegal and his body movements were much more evocative of
West African dances then Borges. His movements were fluid,
smooth, and perhaps less stylized.
4 5I

observed an interesting situation where a young man
wanted to perform with the batuko group from Achada di St.
Antonio. When he began to beat time on a pano, some of the
group members objected and took it away from him. They also
did not let him take center stage as a solo dancer, although
he wanted to. This same individual appeared with the group
during tabanka festivities and ended up being the cause of a
fight. My assistant felt that there "was something wrong with
this guy "--that he was a homosexual or a transvestite. Some
female batuko performers also indicated to me that they
thought that the dancer, Francisco Borges, was a little crazy
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times, men accompany the ensemble with guitar or mandolin 46 .
Although batuko is predominantly done by women, this does not
mean that it is performed in a context without men--it is not
a secret society-like, for-women-only event.

Some say that

the sexually charged tension between the female performers
and predominantly male audience is critically important to
good batuko performances--it adds energy and excitment.

When

women dance batuko, men take their places around the outer
edges of the dance circle and watch and listen to the
batukaderas with great interest and enthusiasm.

In some

communities, it is a tradition to give money to performers
who are particularly good.

Men (and women) on-lookers reward

inspired performances with a few coins to show their
approva1 4 7.
or 'queer' to perform with the group. He is the father of
several beautiful boys who watched their father dance with
beaming faces, which suggests to me that the women may
misjudge him. Antonio Dente d'Oro, the well-known male batuko
leader who is also sometimes assumed to be a homosexual
because of his association with the genre and his unusual
mannerisms, talks some about how some people have questioned
his sexual identity but points out in his defense that doing
batuko never stopped anyone from marrying and having a
family. He explains that batuko is his thing for life, no
matter what anyone says or thinks about him (Zantzinger
198 6 ).
46 There are early references to batuko performances being
accompanied by instrumentalists playing the cimboa (one
string fiddle) or drums that will be discussed in the section
on the origins of batuko.
4 7At

a private party I attended during my first visit to Cape
Verde before I was aware of the tradition of giving coins to
dancers, a little boy of about 4 or 5 stood in front of me
and danced. I was pleased and smiled and clapped my hands and
he continued to dance some more. After a long time, he
finally stopped dancing, looking quite annoyed with me and
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In Santiago, there are many different types of batuko
ensembles with various degrees of formality.

Some groups are

organized for a single occasion and gather to celebrate a
community or family event but they are not an officially
established ensemble.

Other groups meet regularly and have a

leader and fixed members.

Since independence, the official

government policy has been to encourage batuko groups in
Santiago.

Folk festivals are held from time to time 48 and

ensembles representing the villages of Santiago perform on
stage at these events.

Although the groups may informally

try to outperform each other, they do not officially compete
for any type of prize.

said to one of the others, something to the effect of "What's
the matter with that crazy Branca? I danced my heart out for
a long time and she still didn't give me any money!"
4 8 por example, in Sao Domingos, Cidade Velha, and Praia on
May 2, May 9, and May 15 of 1993.
14 2

Dona Ina, Leader of the batuko ensemble of Sao Domingos,
June, 1991.
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Specific batuko groups and their leaders
In Santiago in 1992-93, several batuko ensembles from
various communities were recognized as established groups.
One of the oldest and best known batuko groups in Santiago is
led by Antonio Dente d'Oro, who formed an ensemble in Sao
Domingos.

Dente d'Oro and his ensemble are featured in the

1986 film, Songs of the Badius, by Gei Zantzinger.

Since

around 1990, Dente d'Oro has been living in Portugal because
his wife has needed special medical care.

Until his return

(which was thought to be imminent when I was there in 1993),
the ensemble has been led by Leandra (Ina) Pereira Leal, a
capable women of about fifty from Sao Domingos.

The ensemble

continues to perform occasionally but has suffered somewhat
in Dente d'Oro's absence.
Located in the far northwest corner of Santiago, Tarrafal
has had a long tradition of excellent batuko ensembles.
Although I did not have an opportunity to see a group from
that community, Songs of the Badius includes an exciting
performance of an ensemble from Tarrafal when it was still
led by the highly acclaimed batuko and finason performer,
Bibinha Kabral.

This highly influential woman who continued

to perform into her late eighties is now deceased but her
biography and some of her songs are preserved in a book about
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her written by T.V. da Silva, as well as in Zantzinger's
film.

Well-known group leaders such as Bibinha Kabral were

often hired by families or cornrnrnunities to perform at
celebrations, and their presence could help to insure that a
festa would be a success.
There are groups (an adult and a children's group in
particular) from Cidade Velha that are very active and
perform at folk festivals regularly.
Baixo has also been recorded.

A group from Praia

In the agricultural valley of

Santa Cruz near Pedra Badejo, there is an active group
centered around the highly acclaimed batuko and finason
leader Nasia Gorni and to a certain extent the funana player,
Serna Lopi (born Simao Lopes).

Nasia Gorni is arguably the

greatest living finason leader.
In the Sao Francisco area about 15 kilometers northeast
of Praia, a batuko ensemble is loosely associated with the
funana musician, Kode di Dona (born Gregorio Vaz), although
he does not lead it directly.

This group performs for

private parties and family gatherings.

In the Praia area,

there are many groups including one from Achada di St.
Antonio led by Tchin Tabari (Tavares) and a group from Tira
Chapeu associated with Balila, whose life and work is
discussed at length in this study.

I have been told of a

good group from Joao Teves led by Nene Bala.

There are

undoubtably more groups, perhaps as many as 40, spread across
the countryside and in the major towns of Santiago that I am
leaving out which are fine examples of the traditional art of
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batuko but who do not care to perform outside of their
original community context.

I am only mentioning the primary

groups that were brought to my attention.
In New England, the majority of emigrants from Cape Verde
has traditionally not been from Santiago and batuko was not a
musical tradition that was familiar to many in communities
there.

In recent years, the number of people arriving from

Santiago has increased and batuko performances in Rhode
Island and Massachusetts are also on the rise.

One extended

family from Santa Caterina, Santiago, now based on Rhodes
Street in Providence, has become known in the Cape Verdean
communities of New England for their batuko performances.
This family has at least three generations who get together
to do batuko for both private celebrations and (less often)
for public celebrations, such as the annual Cape Verdean
Independence Day event held in India Point Park each July or
music and dance demonstrations at University of Rhode Island.
Central to this group is Maria Concepsao di Silva, her
mother, sisters, and daughters.

Her teenage daughters have

proven themselves to be particularly fine batuko dancers and
performers.

Another group based on Rhodes Street led by

Maria's aunt, Palmira Makhlouf, also performs and provides a
training ensemble for young children who want to learn to do
batuko.
The brothers Manuel and Ulisses GonGalves, who teach
bilingual education and other subjects in high schools around
Boston, Massachusetts, have also organized student batuko and
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dance groups to preserve traditions and promote pride in Cape
Verdean culture.

They are both very knowledgable about all

manners of cultural traditions from the Cape Verde Islands.
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Map showing location of Santiago batuko groups
{Village names with ensembles are circled)
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Batuko settings
The locations of most of the groups that were just
mentioned are indicated on the preceding map.

In a more

general sense, the physical area where batuko is performed is
called the terreiro or terero, meaning the ground (courtyard,
place) where batuko is done.

The terrero can be most

anywhere--the town square, a community center, a level area
just outside the town, or just someone's frontyard to
celebrate a family event.

One batuko I attended was held in

front of the school in Sao Domingos to celebrate parent's
day.

The area where batuko is done has to be clear of

debris, large enough to accommodate a circle of women, and
flat enough to easily facilitate dancing.

Although batuko

has traditionally been performed by and for members of a
local community, the batuko terrero now takes the form of the
performance stage upon occasion, complete with microphones
and television cameras at popular folklore festivals.
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Batuko performances
Batuko is done as a part of many different events
including family parties and celebrations, public festivals,
and occasions linked to church events.

Traditionally batuko

and finason ensembles perform at parties celebrating and
honoring religious events such as saints days, christenings,
weddings.

Nowadays, ensembles also perform for secular

regional folk festivals, tourist events, and municipal
celebrations.

Batuko is primarily performed to honor someone

or to celebrate a special ocassion, mostly at events that
might be considered rites of passage.

For example, a batuko

is often held to honor a new bride on the night before her
wedding.

A batuko may be held to celebrate the birth of a

new baby or to honor someone on their naming saint's day.

A

godmother might throw a batuko for a godchild at the time of
their christianing or at their departure from the islands.
People in Santiago often offer their prayers and devotion
to a particular saint in the hope of assistance from him or
her.

Ordinarily, if you make a promise of devotion to a

saint, you must repay it with a batuko, ladainha (the
reciting of the litany), and mass.

Batuko precedes ladainha.

Families often take on the responsibility for organizing and
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financing a batuko, ladainha, and mass

as a repayment to the

saint.
A funeral is not an occasion for batuko.

For at least

seven days after a death, there should be no music-making or
dancing by relatives of the deceased.

People from Cape Verde

say that batuko is never played for bad reasons, only for
good ones (Hagedorn 1990:33)--in other words, it is always
done to celebrate and never to mourn.
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Learning batuko
As in many types of musical communities the basic
principles of music and dance are learned by Badiu children
primarily through watching and imitating adults.

They are

exposed to adult performances from birth and quite naturally
learn to imitate what they see.
dance by older people

Children are encouraged to

and the positive reinforcement at

their attempts helps along the learning process.
children as young as 3 or

4

Some

do their version of the torno, as

well as attempting to dance to funanas and coladeiras.
Children are exposed to the rhythms of Cape Verdean music 49
from infancy not only through indirect means but through a
method that is used to soothe and entertain babies.

Adults

often pick up a baby under the arms and hold it with the open
palms of their hands resting on the baby's back.

As they

hold the baby in either a face to face position or against
their upper bodies, they sing and talk to the baby while
gently beating rhythms on the baby's back 5 0_

They sometimes

support the baby so that its feet can bounce off their thighs
49 Although

I often observed this practice in Santiago, my
observations lead me to believe that it is not island
specific, but something done throughout Cape Verde.
5 0Katherine Hagedorn observed the same practice in her
fieldwork with a family from Santiago who now does batuko in
Providence, Rhode Island (Hagedorn 19 9 0:31).
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and they encourage the baby to "dance" (bounce up and down)
in this way to the music.

Children almost inevitably respond

to this combination of movement, sound, and close attention.
They stop fussing and beam with delight 51 .

It is not

improbable that this type of early exposure to music and
rhythm creates a lasting impression on children.
Although little girls (and some boys) mimic the batuko
moves of their mothers, they still must be formally taught
the correct way to do batuko when they are old enough to be
considered for the adult group.
Badius (Zantzinger

1 986)

In the film Songs of the

the batukadera Bibinha Kabral

explains how young girls around the age of 8 or 9 are taken
aside and taught the rules of batuko, including correct
behavior, before they join the adult group.

They are taught

that batuko is something to be taken very seriously and they
must consequently behave appropriately when they join the
group.

Kabral taught the young girls to dance by wrapping a

stone in their panos before putting it around the hips.

The

shifting weight of the stone as the hips are snapped from
side to side apparently helps the girls to feel and learn the
correct way to move during the dance.

After a few practice

sessions the young girls are allowed to join the adult group
and to participate actively in the batuko sessions.
5 lwhile

I have no scientific evidence that this has a long
term affect on child development, this type of musical
comforting never failed to work with my son. At two and a
half, he still has a strong affinity for Cape Verde music and
any type of Latin rhythm!
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Although Kabral mentioned working with girls of 8 or 9,
most of women I spoke with began formally doing batuko a
little later--when they were ten or older.

Many groups

feature young dancers around the age of 12 or 13 as solo
dancers in public performances, suggesting at times that a
public appearance functions as a sort of informal rite of
passage for girls, signaling that they have come into sexual
maturity and have joined the ranks of adult females.

On the

other hand the girls may be featured simply because they
often dance so well.

The young girls are sometimes

spectacular performers, dancing with an intensity,
earnestness, and concentration rarely seen with older women.
Not all young girls learn to dance quickly and easily,
however.

I have seen some that were obviously struggling to

"get the hang" of the dance moves and seemed to feel self
conscious and discouraged about their less-than-perfect
attempts.
Although Kabral spoke of teaching girls to dance using a
stone in the panos, some batukaderas have other teaching
techniques.

For example, Tchin Tabari of Achada di St.

Antoine, Praia said that she learned to dance using a chair
as a teaching aid.

She recommends holding onto the back of a

large chair as you practice dancing.
support your weight on the chair.

Lean forward and

As you straighten and

unstraighten your knees, keep your hips loose and allow them
to naturally respond to the knee motion.

If you move your

knees, the hips should automatically swivel in the correct
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fashion.
do batuko.

Tchin feels that she was born with the ability to
She says that it is a natural thing and that all

women are born with the knowledge of how to dance but many
must be reminded how to do it through techniques such as the
chair exercise.

She also believes that although all women

can do batuko, only a few can develop batuko dancing and
singing to a fine art.52
In some communities such as Cidade Velha, there is a
separate batuko group for young girls who are not yet old
enough to join the adults 53 _

They presumably have an adult

leader who works with the group.

Ina Perreira, the leader of

the batuko group from Sao Domingos in Antoni Dente d'Oro's
absence told me that strong adult group in her community
exists today in part because many years before, Dente d'Oro
organized and taught a children's group.

Many members of the

present adult group performed in his original children's
ensemble.

This account suggests that prior to Dente d'Oro

there was little or no opportunity to do batuko in that
community.

This raises some general questions about how

groups come into existence.

It also leads one to wonder how

and why a male became a batuko group leader.

Unfortunately

Dente d'Oro was not in Cape Verde when I was there and so I
could not learn more of the details of his history in the Sao
52This

resonates with the concept of music-making and talent
expressed by musicians from Ghana (Koetting, in Titon
1992:70).
53 This ensemble performed at the Festival of Traditional
Music held in Cidade Velha on May 9, 1993 .
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Domingos community.

I did learn that he was the "buyer 11 of

the saint in a tabanka ritual and consequently hosted an
entire tabanka organization for parties at his home for seven
years.

His life would make a fascinating study for a future

researcher documenting culture bearers of Santiago.
Although young girls are allowed to join the adult
batuko ensemble when they have demonstrated a degree of
musical competency and know the proper etiquette, this does
not mean that their development as batukaderas end.

It can

take a lifetime to refine one's dancing and singing skills.
Older performers, who form the core of most ensembles, are
appreciated and encouraged for their expertise.

Most

ensembles are led by older women who have the life experience
to make up songs with profound texts and
structures.

1

1

classic" melodic

Finason, in particular, is only done by mature

women who have developed insight over the years on issues of
concern to the community and who know the family histories of
community members.

Although young dancers may be popular

with onlookers because of their limber bodies, enthusiasm,
and energy, dancers of all ages take their turns at the
center of the terrero and show the ensemble "what they can
do." The learning process continues until participants are
too old to continue.
In summary, the preceding section was intended to convey
the basic features of batuko--to serve as an ethnographic
description of the genre.

It began with an overview of the

batuko, noting its social organization and its characteristic
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musical structure with its polyrhythms and call-and-response
melodic form.

Musical examples were provided to illustrate

its structure.

The general description of batuko was

followed by a section introducing finason, genre which is
closely related to batuko but whose emphasis is on extended
oral narratives rather than song and dance.

The next section

described the make up of typical batuko ensembles, followed
by the identification and discussion of specific groups in
Santiago and New England.

The context and settings of batuko

performances were then described.

The ethnography closes

with a description of how batuko is learned in typical
community settings.
The next sections in Part 2 will examine the history of
batuko and discuss specific details about the tradition which
emerge from an analysis of the life, thoughts, and songs of a
batukadera.

The final section on batuko will end with

observations on the genre's role in Santiago culture and its
relationship to sexuality, sensuality and affect.
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Historical Documentation And Folk Beliefs
Concerning Batuko And Its Origins
As with most folk traditions, it is not known exactly
when batuko began to be performed in Santiago or who created
it.

However, it is highly probable that something similar to

batuko may have been performed by slave groups in Santiago as
far back as the earliest years of the colony.
Characteristics of the batuko tradition are broadly
similar to many other music and dance traditions in West
African and the African Diaspora.

To look for the exact

African source of any of the Afro-Cape Verdean traditions is
probably futile because they are a synthesis of many
different traditions: their creators did not come from just
one ethnic group but from many different ones.
I would like to nevertheless speculate a bit about the
development of musical genres in Cape Verde.

Allow me to

assume that music and dance played an important role in the
daily lives of West Africans in the fifteenth century.

It

follows that in the early days of the Cape Verdean colony,
the African slaves who were thrown together in Santiago
plantations must have wanted to continue doing musical
activities to the extent that they were allowed in their new
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living environment.

Perhaps members of the same ethnic

groups, bonded by their language and customs, initially
continued to practice the traditions they brought with them.
They spoke to other slaves using the pidgin Portuguese they
were taught in Cape Verde and spoke their tribal language
among themselves.

Over time, their children and

grandchildren used that pidgin as their primary language and
it was gradually transformed in Krioulo.

It is likely that a

similar creolization process happened with music-making.

The

traditions from the Senegambian coastal regions had some
similarities to begin with and over time, the slaves sought
out the common grounds in their musical activities.

The

result was batuko, a syncretic tradition which is a
combination of predominantly African musical traits with a
lesser degree of European traditions.

Batuko's call and

response song structure, dance style, emphasis on rhythm,
rhythmic organization (polyrhythms), and voice qualities call
to mind African traditions.

Its melodic structure, tonality,

and some of its accompaniment instruments are arguably
European-influenced54.

What is most important in this study

is that batuko evolved into a uniquely Cape Verde musical
activity.

The majority of this work will attempt to

54some of these musical traits could be argued as having
origins in either culture area--they could be seen as either
West African or Iberian characteristics. The Moorish
influences on both areas cause overlaps so that "European"
and "African" musical boundaries can not be clearly drawn.
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understand batuko in its own terms, rather than looking for
specific ties to other traditions.
Before departing from the subject of batuko's African
origins altogether, however, one can locate where the early
inhabitants of Cape Verde came from and make a few comments
on the subject.

There is little doubt that the slaves

brought to Cape Verde were from the coastal regions of West
Africa closest to the islands.

The noted Cape Verdean

historian Antonio Carreira documents the details of the Cape
Verdean-West Africa connection during the slave trade
(1983a), (1983b), and (1968).

In concordance with the

findings of Carreira, Richard Lobban spells out the specific
African origins of Cape Verdean slaves with great clarity:
"The majority of African slaves were brought from Guinea in
particular, and Senegambia in general" (Lobban
1995:190).

&

Lopes

Elsewhere Lobban elaborates on this subject,

writing:
II

it is mainly the "Guinea Rivers," from

Cap Vert in Senegal to Sierra Leone, also known as the
Upper Guinea coast, that was the origin of the slaves
arriving in and exported from Cape Verde.

The still

extant slave registers document the specific ethnic
origins of these mostly coastal Senegambians and some
Mandingos and Fulas. (Lobban & Lopes 1995:66)
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Although I recognize batuko as a uniquely Cape Verdean
musical activity, I have a strong interest in the
relationship between Senegambian traditions and Cape Verdean
batuko.

In the course of another research project, I read

ethnographic descriptions of musical practices in Guinea
Bissau.

Although my primary research objective was not to

locate traditions similar to batuko, I was curious to see if
I would uncover any activities close to Cape Verdean batuko
and paid particular attention to the descriptions with this
in mind.

I did not find any tradition that was extremely

similar to batuko, although I do not doubt that there are
many traditions that are generally similar.

When people who

are familiar with various West African dance forms see the
batuko dance performed, they often respond with a type of
recognition55 .

The essence of the dance with its tightly

controlled hip movements and almost motionless upper body is
apparently a familiar posture for many dances.

People often

point out the similarities between batuko and and other music
and dance traditions with which they are familiar.

For

example, I have heard of a tradition in Guinea-Bissau, the
source of many Cape Verde slaves, called ledjo which is
practiced by the Mandinga.

The primary differences between

it and Cape Verdean batuko is that in Guinea-Bissau, it is
5 5For

example, when I showed Martin Obeng, the leader of the
Ghanaian drumming ensemble at Brown University, footage I had
filmed of batuko, he immediately recognized the essence of
the dance and was able to reproduce the basic moves. He said
he could do the dance because it was similar to dance styles
he had encountered in West Africa.
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performed with drums and other percussion instruments and men
regularly take part in the dancing.

Other people have

mentioned similarities between Cape Verdean batuko and dance
traditions in Surinam, where there is also a large population
of people with African slave origins.
Elsewhere in South America, there is a tradition with
virtually the same name that is, however, quite different
than Cape Verdean batuko.

To begin this discussion, it is

useful to establish that the term batuko originates from the
Portuguese verb bater, to beat: it follows that a musical
activity based on the root of that verb will have some sort
of beating or pounding.

In Brazil, the term batuque (an
there

alternate spelling that is also used in Cape Verde

is no fixed spelling for batuko in Krioulo) refers to a
tradition that is quite different from Cape Verdean batuko as
they both exist today, although they have do a few
similarities 56 .

Batuque in Brazil is sometimes associated

with specific possession cults.

A possession ceremony with

batuque is described in Leacock and Leacok (1972).

In this

context, batuque includes group dancing by both sexes,
trance, spirit possession, and food offerings to spirits.
Although the names most probably have a common origin in that
they both are 1) Luso-African traditions based on musical
traditions brought to new countries by slaves and 2) musical
56 Brazilian

batuque was first brought to my attention in
Katherine Hagedorn's unpublished manuscript, "Cape Verdean
Batuko: Tradition and Identity" (1991).
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activities that involve rhythmic beating, dancing,
singing, and perhaps trance, the two have evolved into
traditions with only a vague resemblance to each other.
seems likely that many Luso-African

11 drumming 11

It

traditions may

have been assigned the generic term, batuko or batuque, as a
descriptive title for the event.
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Historical Continuity
of Batuko Performance Practice
Have batuko performances remained consistent over the
centuries, or have they changed considerably over time, and
if so, in what ways? This is an issue that can be explored by
looking at some of the historical descriptions of batuko that
have been published over the years.

Cape Verdean historical

sources, especially travel logs from the 19th century,
frequently mention batuko-like singing and dancing in
Santiago and can be used for the information that they
provide.

In a definitive article on tabanka and its

relationship to batuko, Jose Maria Semedo and Maria R.
Turano (1991) note that the historical descriptions of batuko
are quite consistent with themselves and with the modern
practice of batuko--that the descriptions of batuko have not
changed much over time, although accounts do vary in small
details, such as whether accompanying instruments are
mentioned.
It may be valuable to look in detail at several of the
more elaborate historical accounts in order to independently
assess some of the similarities and differences between
batuko performance practices at various points in time.
now discuss several translated historical descriptions of
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I

batuko, beginning with the description of batuko made by the
Austrian naturalist and ethnographer, Dr. C. Doelter 57 , who
was in the Cape Verdean islands for an extended visit on his
way to the Guinea Coast in 1880-81.

Written in German, his

262 page book is full of careful descriptions and
illustrations of the natural and physical phenomena that came
to his attention during his stay, including descriptions of
the musicians and dancers he saw in Santiago and elsewhere.
The book is not only filled with factual detail but is well
written and was quite amusing to me, especially when I read
of the frustrations of his Cape Verdean experiences.

These

still ring true nearly one hundred and fifteen years later.
As with many of the these historical descriptions, one must
look past the author's judgment of the musical genre and the
racial prejudices so common to his times and focus instead on
the content of his ethnographic descriptions:
As far as the customs and traditions are concerned,
on S. Thiago and Mayo we often meet up with those of the
African continent, which contrast sharply with the
dances of the northern islands which are almost entirely
European.

On the island of S. Thiago, for example, the

most popular dance is batuko, a dance reminiscent of the
African dances found among the Papels, Mandingas, etc.
Batuko consists of participants who form a wide circle.
57He also published under the name Cornelio August Doelter y
Cisterich.
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To the sound of loud yells, a man and a woman 58 emerge
from the midst of the circle whose dance consists of
wild contortions which are accompanied by such extreme
gestures that they can hardly be described with words.
At the same time, the other participants beat the rhythm
with their hands and feet while singing monotonous
chants.

As on the mainland, such dances can last for

hours, through the whole night.

Even during weddings

and burial rituals, such African customs prevail without
having had much influence by Christianity.

The other

ceremonies, particularly those which take place during
the evening are better not described (1888:54) 59•
Of particular note is the fact that Doelter does not
associate the practice of batuko with women: the music is
perform by a circle of participants (no specific gender
mentioned) and the solo dancers are a mixed sex couple.

Was

this an oversight or was this one of the ways that batuko was
performed in 1880-81?

I think that it is likely that it was

indeed a mixed sex ensemble and a male and female pair of
solo dancers.

If it were not, I believe he would have

described the event in quite a different way.

58rn German, a paar, which most certainly refers to two
people of the opposite sex in this context.
59All translations of Doelter from German to English were
done by the author and Josef Glowa.
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Also of interest are Doelter"s attempts to link the
batuko style to specific ethnic groups in West Africa: namely
those of the Papels and Mandingas.

As an ethnographer, he

was particularly interested in the origins of Cape Verdean
cultural practices.

He is one of the only writers that I

have come across to discuss the relationship between specific
Cape Verdean practices and specific ethnic groups in West
Africa.

Elsewhere in his book, Doelter again mentions that

he believes that the inhabitants of Santiago are a mixture of
Senegambian and Guinean people brought to the islands as
slaves (1888:54).
Although Doelter does not mention any instruments
accompanying batuko, in another context he provides a
valuable description of the musical instrument known in
Santiago as the cimboa (also spelled cimb6a, cimb6, or
cimbo).

Although this instrument is rarely to be found in

Cape Verde today 60 , it was used as both a solo instrument and
to accompany batuko in the past.

In this entry, he not only

confirms that the cimboa was being used at that time in
Santiago, he also recognizes its similarity to [Muslim]
instruments used in West Africa.
60 The

He writes:

only cimboa I saw during my fieldwork was one that was
hanging on the wall of the batuko leader, Antonio Dente
d'Oro"s house in Sao Domingos. Apparently he and some of his
family members play the instrument but I did not hear anyone
perform on it. Some people from the interior undoubtably
still do, however. For more on the cimboa, see the article
by Joao Lopes Filho called "Berimbau e cimb6: dois
instrumentos musicais em vias de desaparecimento no
arquipelago de Cabo Verde" in Caba Verde: apontamentos
etn6graficos. Lisbon: [n.p.] 197 6. p.45-54.
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As a rarity one sometimes encounters a primitive
violin, similar to the ones used by the Griots in
Senegambia.

It is readily apparent that the customs of

the homeland have survived for a long time despite of
years of persistent contact with the Whites (1888: 6 0).
In all, Doelter's accounts not only raise some questions
about batuko performance practice at the time of his visit,
but provide some valuable insights on the relationship
between Cape Verdean traditions and those of mainland Africa,
as they were seen at that time.
The Portuguese-Crioulo Dictionary by Armando Napoleao
Fernandes (1943,

1 991)

provides descriptions of batuko that

are particularly useful because of their detail and his
intimate knowledge of local traditions.

Although one cannot

be certain of the reliability of his descriptions, so many of
his observations "ring true" to me that they warrant careful
scrutiny and can give us an idea of batuko performance
practice in the early decades of this century.
Fernandes was born on July
Santiago in

196 9.

1,

1 889

in Brava and died in

His father was from Santiago and his

mother was from Guinea61.

He moved to Santa Caterina

(Assomada), Santiago as a young man and spent the rest of his
6 1From

the biographical notes by Ivone Aida L. R. Fernandes
Ramos (daughter of the author) included at the beginning of
the reprint of A. Fernandes' book (1991).
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life there.

He had a passion for Krioulo culture and

language and spent more than 30 years researching and writing
entries for his 1013 page Portuguese-Crioulo dictionary.

His

book has served as an impetus towards the acknowledgment of
Krioulo as a legitimate language with its own grammatical
rules and vocabulary, rather than just a bastardized version
of Portuguese.

Fernandes was interested in many aspects of

Cape Verdean culture and included detailed entries in his
book on Santiago musical traditions.

His descriptions seem

accurate and provide some intriguing clues to the batuko
performance practices of his time.

The following are some of

his definitions (translated from Portuguese by the author and
Chris Dunn).
The verb, batuca(r: Singing the traditional ia

ia, accompanied by clapping and measured beats, which is
sometimes wild, on a rolled cloth--the kind that is
usually placed under an object carried on the head but
that is used instead between the legs whenever doing
batuko--with the objective of producing the maximum
amount of noise, the point [in the batuko performance]
which is called the chabeta (1991:11).
There are several noteworthy comments to make on this
definition.

First, he notices that some participants clap

their hands while others beat the panos.

Although this is

something that I also observed, it is a detail often left out
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of descriptions.

Secondly, it is interesting that he notes

that the cloths used as panos are the same as those used to
support objects when they are carried on top of the head.

In

my experience, the pieces of cloth that women use under head
loads are much smaller than those used as sashes, the ones
that are usually thought to be used as panos.

For head

supports, women fold a length of cloth into a long strip,
form it into a circle, tucking the end of it back under
itself and place this on their heads to be used a stabilizing
support and cushion when carrying objects.

While Fernandes'

definition verifies the general importance of the pano to
batuko performance practice, it raises a small question about
the type of cloth that is used for panos in batuko, and makes
me question his reliability.

Perhaps there are no fixed

rules about which cloth is used--a cloth may be simply chosen
for its accessibility and for its volume potential.
Fernandes' definition of the noun, batuko, is rich in
detail and full of interesting ideas:
Batuco:

A ditty or small song accompanied by the

cimb6a, which sings, sobs, wails, groans, and cries,
depending on the song of the plucked guitar and the
chabeta (beating on panos and clapping), which follows
the rhythm, sometimes softly and cadenced and sometimes
strong and stacatto, accompanying the lyrics and the
cadence (finason), followed by the torno and ending with
the paga-biola.

These songs encompass jokes,
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criticisms, warnings, and jives--real satires--and at
other times, they are ballads with verses, playful free
verse, wisecracks, and competitions that sometimes end
in a fight or argument: batuko can take the form of a
challenging game in which one batucadera follows
another.

They do not dance (1991:11).

This definition is noteworthy because it is one of the
rare descriptions of batuko that mentions the cimboa as a
part of batuko performances--in this case, he describes it as
playing a central role in the performance.

Although some

accounts including this one mention the presence of guitar
players, few mention cimboa, although older living
batukaderas mention its use.

Fernandes provides us elsewhere

in his dictionary with a detailed definition and description
of the cimboa:
A musical instrument with only one horsehair string
which is made from the shell of a coconut with a
goatskin head.

It has a more or less flexible neck that

can produce both high and low notes because of this
flexibility.

This is the instrument that produces

"ai's," moans, and weeps, and gives encouragement during
the batuko (1991:34).
It is not surprising that the cimboa was used in Cape
Verde.

It is generally acknowledged to be found throughout
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West Africa, including Guinea-Bissau, although Cape Verde is
not included on maps showing its range of use.

Few clues are

given to help us understand exactly how the instrument was
used during batuko performances.

From the two descriptions,

it sounds as if the cimboa played a solo part independent of
the melody sung by the batukaderas during the performance.
The guitarists that I heard accompanying batuko ensembles
upon several occasions either played block chords supporting
the sung melody or elaborated upon the melody lines.

The one

recording that I heard of cimboa featured a very old
instrumentalist playing a simple melody over and over again.
The pitches of the melody were very imprecisely played, to my
ears, and it was difficult to judge whether the performance
was a lackluster one or whether the instrument is always
played in that manner.

It would be extremely interesting to

hear a performance of batuko with cimboa, but it would be a
rare occurence because the people who can still play this
instrument are few.
Returning to Fernandes' definition of batuko, it is
difficult to ascertain exactly what is meant by the sequence
of the batuko event that he describes.

When he writes that a

cadence (finason) comes just before the dancing, what does he
mean by that term?

A repeated section, what I have been

calling the "rapica" section, or something else?
that it is followed by dancing (torno).

He is clear

The term paga-bi6la

is not a familiar one to any of the people I asked.

Breaking

it down into its literal meaning, it means "pay guitar." I
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can only guess that this means giving the musicians and
dancers money in appreciation for their performances at the
completion of a song, but I have not been able to confirm
this.

His description of the nature of song texts is

particularly illuminating--he very well describes the
potential power of the singers to comment on and criticize
their own society through their songs.

When he describes a

contest between two singers who do not dance, however, it
sounds more like finason than batuko.

The boundaries between

the two genres are often fuzzy: this may be an example of
their overlapping nature.
One of the last definitions relating to batuko that
Fernandes includes in his dictionary is that of chabeta.

He

defines it in the following way:
Chabeta: The primary part of batuko which includes
beating the hands on a rolled-up cloth that is held
between the legs in such a way as to produce a deep
sound, "tum tum tum, " followed by the palms of the hands
in the air in a topsy-turvy but symmetrical rhythm in
the ensemble (1991:30).
This definition is amusing in the way that it provides
the rhythmic sound beat on the pano.

The topsy-turvy but

symmetrical rhythm that he refers to must be his impressions
of the cross rhythms that occur in batuko.

Because people

are beating contrasting patterns, their arms are flying into
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the air at differents times, creating a pattern that is aptly
described as "topsy-turvy."
After examining these and other historical accounts of
batuko, I agree for the most part with Semedo and Turino's
observation that most views of batuko are consistent with
each other, but some of the writings nevertheless raise some
issues to consider.

Could it be that men once played a

larger role in batuko than they do now?--more like the
description of ledjo in Guinea-Bissau with participation by
both sexes? Although Cape Verdean men do sometimes
participate, it is a genre primarily associated with women
today.

Could this be a relatively recent phenomenon, perhaps

associated with the widespread immigration of men as migrant
workers during the last centuries?

Or is batuko the

equivalent of female-only music and dance ensembles that can
also be found in West Africa?
Although batuko today is sometimes accompanied by guitar
or other instruments, this does not seem to be the norm.
Could it be that it was once much more common for batuko to
be accompanied by an instrument than it is today? What
musical role did the cimboa take in batuko performances? Was
it used similar to how the guitar is used or in another way
altogether? Valuable information on these issues is surely
within the living memories of older Cape Verdeans who grew up
with batuko and should be sought out.
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Beliefs About Batuko
As I learned more and more about batuko, I came to
recognize that there was a widespread set of beliefs about
the tradition.

There was, for instance, a consensus among

many people I talked to about the origins of batuko, as well
as several folk theories explaining how and why batuko
developed into a tradition in Cape Verde.

Some of these

beliefs, or underlying assumptions about batuko, will be
presented in the following section.

It is not my aim to

prove or disprove the plausibility of the beliefs but rather,
to present them as I understood them, followed in some cases
by an elaboration or discussion.
To begin with, there is an unanimous censensus that
batuko (as well as finason, tabanka, and funana) is
ultimately from Africa.

The cultural identity, or sense of

ethnicity of the people from the interior of Santiago is
strongly based on the idea of shared ancestry with people
from Africa.

Batuko is to them African music--Badiu music.

When a woman in Sao Domingos heard I was interested in
batuko, she said, "So you want to learn about African music!"
The concept of being "Badiu" is associated with a set of
characteristics attributed to the descendents of slaves in
Santiago; qualities such as self-reliance, independence,
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freedom of spirit and expression--especially as manifested in
music and dance, an unwillingness to conform to Portuguese
laws or ways of life--including a reluctance to whole
heartedly accept their religion, and an unabashed sexuality
and sensuality with no apologies.

Many people from Santiago

have internalized these characteristics and define themselves
in these terms.

The world view of the Badiu is one of pride

and independence of spirit combined with a strong sense of
sadness, or saudade.

This saudade or sense of longing has

its roots in a number of conditions including 1) the simple
misfortune to be born in Cape Verde, where people must
tolerate the inhospitability of the physical environment, one
which inflicts wide-scale suffering on its people, especially
its poorest, 2) the unforgettable conditions of slavery and
deep-rooted sense of displacement from their original homes,
and 3) the recognition of the Badiu's position at the bottom
of Cape Verde's socio-economic ladder, in part because of
racial descrimination, and a recognition of the difficulties
in upward mobility with the Badiu's limited resources.
Although Badius are considered to be at the bottom of
the social hierarchy, they have been admired for their
freedom and resolution at various time in the history of Cape
Verde, especially since the country became independent.
image of the Badiu as the spirit of independent Cape
Verdeans, actively defying the Portuguese, captured the
imagination and respect of the of post-revolutionary
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The

intellectuals.

This has led to a new interest in Badiu

cultural offerings, including musical activities.
Tied to the belief that batuko is an African tradition
and a symbol of defiance is the idea that batuko has been
forbidden in the past.

Many people, particularly the younger

generations who have been brought up with the post
revolutionary ideas about the Badius, believe that batuko was
viewed as a threat to the Portuguese government at the time
of the revolution and was made illegal.

They believe that

batuko and funana became part of the struggle against the
Portuguese--that they were subversive acts that had to be
practiced secretly and that their texts contained powerful
political messages in their parables.
While many people adhere to those beliefs, others take
the view that post-revolution intellectuals insisted so much
that batuko and funana were forbidden that everyone now
adheres to their rhetoric, resulting in the widespread belief
that they were forbidden.

As I mentioned earlier, I do not

privilege one view on this matter over the other.

I never

sought out legal documents to prove that musical activities
were illegal at any time and I still do not know the
definitive answer to this question.
knowing what is believed to be true.

I am interested in
For this reason, I

asked as many people as I could if they believed that batuko
and funana ever were forbidden.
In answering this question, the older generation of
batukaderas were more likely to reply that the repression of
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batuko was not from government policy but from the Catholic
church.

They believe that the priests objected to the open

expression of sexuality and the tone of defiance found in
batuko.

People have told me that batuko is always to a

certain extent about sex, often in an explicit way.

The

sensuality of the tradition disturbed the leaders of the
Catholic church and was discouraged for this reason.

Priests

preached against the practice of batuko and tried to convince
batukaderas to stop doing batuko and act "like good
Christians." Batuko was certainly considered by the Cape
Verdean upperclasses to be lewd, crude, and embarrassing.

To

them, all things African were considered of lesser value than
things European.
When I asked a 70 year old batuko leader 62 whether batuko
was ever forbidden, she replied that although the government
did not like batuko very much, they never stopped people from
doing batuko in their own neighborhoods.

She did say that no

batuko or tabanka was allowed on the Plato, Praia's town
center, however.
citizens.

The Plato was for the higher class

She explained that she could remember when the

esplanada or town center was even divided into two areas by
the authorities--one area for the wealthy and another for the
"people without shoes."

62 Tchin

Tabari (Tavares) from Achada di Santo Antonio, Praia.
From a taped interview on May 2 4th, 1993. Chinando Rodrigues
acted as a translator.
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Another source that I spoke with, a well-educated
professional with a long-standing interest in the traditions
of Santiago, had a more detailed account of the history of
batuko.

Paring it to its essentials, he said that the batuko

tradition was obliged to become one associated with Christian
celebrations because the slaves were given no other choice.
Portuguese slave owners forbade batuko at any time other than
their own holidays.

He believes that the rhythms and

instruments of batuko were from Africa--the music was played
originally on drums made of hollow wood (slit drums) and
other drums.

He believes that in the early days of the

colonies, an celebration of African origin was celebrated by
the slaves on each May 3rd.

In response to this celebration,

the slaves were tightly controlled by the Portuguese
colonialists and their instruments were taken away from them.
The panos used in batuko today are replacements for these
drums.
To bring this discussion to a close,

I did not find

documented evidence showing batuko to be legally forbidden,
although it may well exist.

I did find a prevailing folk

belief that it was prohibited.

To many Cape Verdeans, the

act of performing batuko has come to represent resistance to
colonial rascism.

To support batuko is to express pride in

Cape Verde's African heritage.
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Drumming Traditions in Cape Verde
The belief that the panos used in batuko are a
replacement for drums is a widespread one.

Although drums

are not usually used in Cape Verdean batuko,63 there is
reason to believe that African-style drums were once more
widespread on the island than they are now and may have been
used in batuko.

West African-style drums (for example,

carved wooden hourglass drums, slit drums, or cylindrical
wooden drums with skin heads) are a rarity in Cape Verde
today, although not entirely unknown.

Drums are used on many

occasions in Cape Verde including tabanka and saint's day
processions (for example, Cola S. Juan in S. Vincente), and
for official government functions.

Those drums, however, are

modeled on the European-style military snare drum, rather
than African forms.
From the historical record, there seems little doubt
that African-style drums were once much more prevalent in
Santiago than they are now.

In his book, Doelter describes

63An exception to this is a performance that was filmed for
local television in Praia featuring the ensemble led by Tchin
Tabari on June 1, 1993. A small snare-type rested on a block
near her feet during the batuko session and she and a woman
sitting next to her kept time with the drum, hitting it with
the fingertips. When I later asked her about the use of
drums in batuko, she said that it isn't uncommon for people
to add whatever instruments are available to the ensemble.
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at length a wake where drums were used and provides us with
an illustration of that event.

He writes that three drummers

took part in the wake, playing in the dead man's house
alongside his laid-out corpse.

One of the musicians played a

large barrel-shaped wooden drum with a stick and the other
two played hourglass-shaped wooden drums with their hands.
Illustration of men playing hourglass-shaped drums at
wake(Doelter 1888:56).

African-style drumming traditions have indeed nearly
vanished from Santiago during the last century.
exception to this trend.

Batuko is an

Although the musicians do not use
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drums per se, the panos that the performers hold between
their legs as they beat polyrhythmic patterns can be
conceived as a substitution for drums in these ensembles.
Why have African-style drums disappeared?

Most people

believe that drumming was replaced by beating on the panos
because drums were explicitly forbidden to the slaves by the
Portuguese.

This belief is similar to that used to explain

the weakness of drumming traditions in North America (as
compared to say, Cuba or Brazil)--drumming was forbidden
because the musical activities were viewed as a threat by
slave masters.

Slaves had to find other ways to express

their musical ideas.
repression?

Could there be other reasons besides

Perhaps a lack of suitable wood for drum

building, or a simple fall from fashion?
A rare specific example of the repression of batuko was
cited by the previously mentioned source.

He told of a time

between 1950-60 when there was a congregation of Jesuit monks
called The Holy Spirit (Spiritus Santus) in control in Cape
Verde.

They were led by a bishop named Don Faustinho.

He

wanted to separate animism from the Catholicism of Santiago
and felt that batuko was an animistic tradition that must be
abolished.

In particular, Don Faustinho tried to stop batuko

celebrations on the eve of saint's days.

Faustinho was able

to arrange an agreement between the Portuguese government and
the church in which they tried to separate any "pagan"
elements from Catholicism in Cape Verde.

The bishop tried to

stop many of the old traditions of the Badius, including
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batuko.

Catholics who broke the rules were forbidden to take

communion or were threatened with excommunication.

Because

of the arrangments with the church, batuko was sometimes
forbidden by administrators in the local governments.

My

source, however, never saw an official law strictly
prohibiting batuko that was written anywhere, he only heard
tell of it.

Rather than batuko being primarily an illegal

act, he saw it more as an example of an art form offensive to
the morals of the people of Cape Verde.
Concerning widespread beliefs about batuko, there are
prevailing several folk theories about the origins of the
tradition.

One begins with the idea that batuko done by

slaves in Santiago was originally discouraged by the
Portuguese colonialists, who feared that the musical
activities would incite the slaves to stage a revolt.

Their

attitudes towards the tradition changed as the slave owners
recognized the sensuality of the dance.

According to the

legend, the colonial lords would stage a batuko in order to
present their guests with their pick of female slaves for
sexual pleasure during a visit--batuko was a sort of musical
review showing off the master's harem.

The sexy batuko dance

was thought to be a way of displaying the charms of the
various women to aid the guests in making a selection.
A second folk theory maintains that batuko evolved as a
means for women to cope with the loss of their men--through
death, departure to work abroad, or simple desertation for
other women.

This theory is based on the idea that batuko is
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something that is done to help women: they find strength and
release through doing batuko as a group.

One woman told me

that Badiu women dance to purge themselves of their grief and
that a night of singing and dancing until dawn brings inner
peace and happiness.
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The Cape Verdean Panos Tradition
The pano has been an important part of Cape Verdean
material culture since the first centuries that the islands
were settled.

Panos are made from woven cotton.

This crop

was one of the first to be grown on Cape Verdean plantations.
It is likely that panos were being woven in Cape Verde,
predominantly Santiago and Fogo, as early as 1517 (Shaw
1992:151).

Concerning the role of panos in Cape Verdean

history, Shaw writes, "For the next 300 years or more Cape
Verde was to produce high-quality cloths, essentially as
currency in the slave trade of the Guinea coast" (1992:151).
Panos were indeed used as a form of currency in Cape Verdean
coastal exchanges.

Lobban writes,

Facing a relative scarcity of iron bars to exchange
in the slave trade, the panos came to be a measure of
value by the 16th century when they were used widely in
barter exchange as elsewhere in Africa such as for the
raffia clothes of the Congo.

The local economy of pano

production incorporated cotton growing, dyeing, spining
and weaving and there was a high price set for the sale
of slaves who were skilled in weaving.
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By 1680 two high quality panos were standardized in
value as equal to one standard iron bar (1995: 157-8).
Panos were woven on small hand looms into long strips of
These strips were then

cloth about a hand's width in size.

The

sewn together in groups of six to produce a wider cloth.

colors that were traditionally used by the weavers were the
natural white cotton color and a dark blue produced by indigo
grown in Cape Verde.

Panos were woven in many different

patterns, each with its own name.

Elaborate patterns were

Panos were worn tied around the waists of

highly valued.
women as sashes.

They were also spread wide and tied at the

chest and waist to support babies carried on the back.
patterns are thought to be Islamic in origin.

The

They were

brought to Cape Verde and eventually, to much of West Africa,
by the Portuguese who were introduced to the patterns even
earlier by Moslems occupying the Iberian peninsula.

Although

the patterns may be from Portugal, the weaving technique is
Mande in origin, brought to Cape Verde by expert coastal
weavers captured as slaves (Lobban

&

Lopes 1995:157).

Although panos weaving was once important to the economy
of Fogo and Santiago, in particular, the number of weavers
today is low.

A Cape Verdean-made pano is a treasured

heirloom, too expensive for many people to afford, if they
can be acquired at all.

Woven panos can still be purchased

at the marketplaces in Santiago and Assomada, but they are
imported from Senegal and have a discouragingly high price
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(about $30.

[U.S.]).

Women from the countryside of Santiago

still wear sashes with their skirts and dresses nevertheless.
Panos are an essential element of batuko, of course, both in
the dance and as a sound producer.

Many women today

substitute colorful print cloths imported from mainland
Africa for the traditional woven panos.

However, when

traveling in the interior of the Santiago, it is not uncommon
to see women wearing traditional woven panos with crisp white
blouses, knee length skirts, and fresh kerchiefs on their
heads.

One is especially likely to find older women dressed

in their traditional best when they are attending church on
Sundays, visiting friends or family, or taking a van ride to
Praia on business.

Sources to consult for more details on

the panos tradition in Cape Verde include Carreira 1983 and
Schaedler 1987.
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Toi de Barros's wife
with grandchild and
red pano, Joao
Teves, April, 1993.

Dona Ina of
Sao Domingos
with
traditional
pano
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The Life Story Of A Batukadera;
Presentation And Analysis
Musicians are often thought to be unaccustomed (or
unable) to put their thoughts about music-making into words.
I have had the good fortune to learn from several Cape
Verdean musicians who express their ideas about music with
great passion, clarity, and even poetry.
musicians is the batukadera, Balila 64 .

One of these

Perhaps because of the

unique circumstances of her life, she is someone who is in
close touch with her feelings and motivations concerning the
music she makes.

As a form of introduction to her, I will

present a translated version of her life story--an
uninterrupted account of her life which she gave in a tape
recorded interview in her home on July 13, 1993.

The long

taped interview session began as a spoken letter intended for
Norberto Tavares, a recording artist from Santiago who now
lives in New Bedford, Massachusetts.

Balila knew Norberto

and his family when he was a boy and wanted to send him some
of her ideas through the letter.

After she finished, she

agree to tell the story of her life to me.
The story of an individual's life often works on two
levels, whether it is so intended or not.

It functions as a

64Balila's legal name is Isadora Semedo. She was born in 1929
in Serra di Malagueta, Santiago.
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representative sample of a group of people situated in the
same particular historical setting and will inevitably be
used as the basis for generalizations about other lives.

At

the same time, it is the unique lifestory of one person--in
this case, one whose life course has been strongly influenced
by the gradual loss of her eyesight.

While many of the

options for survival that Balila had available to her during
her life time are similar to those of other women from
Santiago from her time and economic circumstances, her exact
experiences are hers alone.

What's more, one must take into

consideration that Balila is not a typical batukadera but one
who is highly renowned for her creativity and special
leadership qualities.

The inclusion of her life story is

nevertheless meant to function on both of the mentioned
levels and to provide a point of departure to a discussion of
the major issues relating to batuko and life in Cape Verde.
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Balila's Life Story65
"You see, my life has been a difficult one.

My life is

a life that no one could call a good one, beginning right
from my start with my mother and father.
When I was 10, my mother and my father put me in school.
My mother objected, saying, "No, you don't put a little girl
in school. " But my father told her, "No, let me put her in
school because she has a very good mind--let me put her in
school!"
Our family had two children to send to school then, my
brother who was 8 and me, who was 10.
in Chada Alem.

We went to the school

We had a teacher who was from Fogo.

called Cormisto Monteiro.

He was

We started school together, but I

ended up going to only 14 days of classes--the teacher
preferred that only my brother remain with him in school,
and what about me? Well, he didn't say why, but when I tried
to go to school the next time, I was sent home again.

My

mother said, "Didn't I tell you not to send a little girl to
school?" Later when I tried to ask the teacher why he sent me
home, he just told me to leave.

My father went to talk to

65Transcribed from a tape recording of Balila made on July
13, 1993 and translated from Krioulo to English by the author
with the help of Ismael da Silva of East Providence, Rhode
Island.
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him and the teacher told my father that the reason I couldn't
go to school was because I couldn't see, that I had problems
with my vision.
The teacher then said to my father,

"Get the green herb

and buy a clean bottle to put the medicine in.

Keep it on

the roof of the house at night. " He said to my father that he
should put it in Balila's eyes mixed with some water each
morning.

Well, my father continued to do give this to me

each day.
I began to cry and beg my brother to teach me everything
that the teacher taught him every day when he came home from
school.
I began to get an idea of the world, to get an
understanding of things when I was about 11, in 1939-40.
I was born in 1929.

In '39 -40, in 1940, I was 11.

Me,

Well, I

ended up going to work for a Portuguese woman named Capinha
from Serra di Malagueta.

This woman asked my father if I

could stay at her house and work for her.

I stayed on with

that Portuguese woman and through her, I gained a world of
knowledge.

Although I couldn't go to school, I learned from

her and I didn't forget anything that she taught me.
Portuguese woman taught me everything.

This

I still am full of

good thoughts that I learned through her.

I went to Praia, I

went to Sao Jorgi, I went to Sao Domingo, I went to Santiago.
I even got to know Sao Vicente with this woman and we went to
Brava, too.

I got a balanced view of the world through her.
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Good, I spent 15 years with this woman.

10 and 15 are 25, I

was 25 years old when the woman went back to Portugal.
Then after she left, my path took me to Sao Tome.

I

went to Sao Tome, but when I arrived in Sao Tome as a blind
person, no one would put me to work.

I couldn't work with a

hoe, weed, haul cocoa, or carry crops for my patrao,66
especially with a baby on my back.
My first baby was born there in Sao Tome.
in Sao Tome with tears in my eyes day and night.

I struggled
I thought

about my life a lot and you can't even imagine what it was
like there.

In Cape Verde, you work for your living.

Tome, you work to keep alive.

I was already an adult.

father was poor so he couldn't keep helping me out.
already had that child.

In Sao
My

I

The father of my child wouldn't live

with me because I was blind.

I couldn't see so he wasn't

able to live with me.
I struggled to work with my hands, work in one form or
another, for the patrao who did whatever he wanted to me for
three years.

Then I went home with my child and my father

took my child in.

I remained there in Cape Verde in order to

not seek revenge [against my boss for his abuse] anymore, but
the punishments of life in Cape Verde at that time were even
more pathetic than that in Sao Tome.

Sao Tome was a very bad

place because the work contract was so censuring--it was
slavery.

I don't have revenge feelings for anyone anymore.

66contractor or boss.
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I went to Sao Tome another time.

This time, I got a

well-managed plot of land to work with a three year contract
-normal work.

I worked hard and did what I was asked,

always answering my patrao with "Yes, senhor!, good Balila,
yes, senhor!" When I returned to Cape Verde this time,
everyone said things like that woman couldn't really have
been working because she's so plump and beautiful.

This was

so because I had a very good patrao who treated me right.
Well, when I returned this time and didn't get Kalate
back, I turned around and went right back to Sao Tome for a
third time.

Yes, three times.

Me, I had a child there, a

girl with a guy from Sao Nicolau but there was also this guy
from Sao Tome, from the plot Monte Cafe, who treated me very
well.

It was only my boss who used me badly--he would beat

me and slap me and kick me in the backside with the point of
his foot.

I took a huge beating from him while I was there.

My boss injured me so badly that I was in the hospital for
two months and 18 days!

He would say things to me like, "You

cow, you leave Cape Verde and come to Sao Tome to give your
boss your charms, your land is a land of starving she-goats!"
and he would abuse me with other words like that I can't
repeat.
About that time, I became pregnant again and had the
baby.

When the child was less than one year and a month, she

returned home to Cape Verde with me.

I arrived without any

money or any clothes, only a suitcase and the baby.
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I have only two children.

It was not my intention to

have them with those different fathers but it was my destiny
because I am blind.

I can't see but I am full of life--it is

complex to explain.

I am not a blind woman who will arrange

to be kicked and abused by men just to earn a few pennies.

I

would rather remain with just two children.
So my contractor had me sent back home.
returned in 1966, I have been in Cape Verde.

Since I
That's the year

I came home.
When I was home again, I found a man who wanted to marry
me.
man.

I agreed.

I eventually moved into a house with that

I lived with him in his house until 1973.

went to Lisbon.

In 1973, he

He lived there looking for work until 1974.

He returned home to me in 1974 but then I was in a terrible
car accident.
broken ribs.

I broke my collarbone.

I broke my ribs--three

I fractured part of my pelvis.

Because my

husband found me to be in sad shape afterwards, he didn't
want me anymore.

He left me in 1977 and has never returned.

I had to look out for myself and fortunately, the PAICv6 7
party has provided for me from then until now.

In every way

that I can, I am still involved in PAICV projects today.
I can't say anything bad about my life now, although I
can't see what the future brings.

It has sometimes left me

with bad things, but sometimes it is good to me.

I love to

67Partido Africano da Independencia de Cabo Verde (African
Independence Party of Cape Verde), the party governing Cape
Verde from the time of independence in 1975 until its defeat
in open elections in 1992.
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do batuko and I love the political party activities.

I love

the society that still calls on me to go places [to perform],
yes!
I got some support money--I received some aid of 300
escudos, but I don't have it anymore .
I built myself a home.
has indoor water.

It has electric lights and it

I have it reasonably good, but I always

live with certain feelings and sentiments.

I don't live with

normal feelings--I live with feelings that are much more
complex because I am blind.

I have a desire see everything

and everyone and because of that [unfulfilled] desire, I have
a uniqu e sense of sorrow in me.

I do not have many other

things except my sorrow.
I went three times to Sao Tome.

I looked for solutions

to my misery and I felt better for awhile.
Sao Tome but I didn't find any answers.
I turned around and went back again.
contentment or answers.

I went again to

I returned and then

I didn't find any

I find some contentment here now

because I have a house where I can live and rest.

I give

shelter to the poor but I am not scared to let anyone in
here."
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Discussion Of Balila's Life Story
The gradual loss of her vision beginning around the age
of ten has unquestionably made Balila's life a particularly
difficult one.

At the same time, she asserted in this

interview and in other conversations that her blindness has
made her sensitive to things that others are unaware of.

She

feels this sensitivity manifests itself at times in her love
and aptitude for music and dance.

Sometimes the only

profession available to a blind person is that of a musician.
Many have suggested that a lack of vision is compensated for
by a heightening of other senses, including hearing and
musical sensibility.

Balila would agree with this

assessment.
In a general sense Balila's story mirrors that of the
blues musician, Bill Lucas, whose life history appears in
Worlds of Music (Titon 1992:130-134).

Both suffered from

vision problems, both had difficult lives with many obstacles
to face, and both are proud of their musical accomplishments.
Unlike Lucas, Balila expresses her frustrations with her
vision problems with bitterness, a little self-pity, and
perhaps altogether a more fatalistic attitude.
Aside from Balila's blindness, her early life was
remarkable in several respects.
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First, it is somewhat

unusual that her father wanted her to attend school.

Female

children of Cape Verdean laborers rarely received formal
schooling 68 .

Secondly, Balila had the good fortune to spend

15 years with what seems to be an exceptionally kind and
patient woman from Portugal.

She hired Balila to help her at

home but also looked out for Balila's education and allowed
Balila to travel with her.

Balila's keen intelligence and

willingness to learn must have been readily apparent to both
her father and to her Portuguese employer.
Although Balila never specifically mentions Cape Verde's
unreliable rainfall patterns, they are without a doubt at the
root of many problems in Cape Verdean life.

An environment

with cycles of productive agricultural yield interspersed
with long phases of drought conditions cannot help but
profoundly influence all aspects of life in an agrarian
society.

The environment's influence on Cape Verdean culture

will be discussed at length later in this work.

Balila's

travel to Sao Tome as a contracted laborer is one consequence
of the drought conditions.

The Sao Tome/Cape Verde

connection will be discussed in the following section.

6 8 rn an interview with Nasia Gomi, the well-known finason
leader, she expressed frustration that she was not able to
attend school. Her parents did not think it was necessary
for girls to learn in school and they needed her help at
home.
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The Sao Tome experience
While the negative aspects of her life in Sao Tome were
compounded by her blindness, Balila's work as a contract
laborer is an experience that she shares with many others
from Santiago.

Between 1954 and 1966 when Balila turned 37,
Sao

she contracted herself to work in Sao Tome three times.

Tome and Principe are islands located about 150 miles west of
the coast of Gabon and Equatorial Guinea.

They are at least

a thousand miles south of Cape Verde--they are, in fact,
further away from Cape Verde than Brazil.

Like Cape Verde,

the small islands are also former Portuguese colonies.
Unlike Cape Verde, they receive plenty of rainfall and can
consequently support extensive plantations.
plantations are the most numerous.

Cocoa

Although the islands are

located far from Cape Verde, deep in the equatorial zone, the
Portuguese plantation owners have historically depended on
cheap labor from Cape Verde to work their holdings.

Cape

Verdeans (primarily but not exclusively those from Santiago
and Fogo) began being contracted to work in Sao Tome and
Principe as early as 1898.

The work conditions for

contratados have hardly even been better than slavery.

A

contratado has been defined as "A contract worker who agrees
to sell his labor for a prescribed period of time to a
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specific employer" (Lobban 1995:62).

Wages for work "in the

south" have always been very low and the living conditions
were miserable, as Balila attests.

Still, in times of

drought and famine in Santiago, escape to Sao Tome was
sometimes the alternative to starvation.

At least 24,000

Cape Verdean contract workers went south to Sao Tome between
1902-22.

During the drought of 1921-22, another 5000

contratados went to work on the plantations (Lobban
1995:xxvii).

Between 1940 and 1973, 120,000 Cape Verdeans

chose to work Sao Tome.

Between 1941-49 alone, 20,000 took

their chances in Sao Tome to escape drought conditions.
During the stretch of time between 1950 and 1970, when Balila
went to Sao Tome, she was one of 34,000 who contracted
themselves as laborers.

The period between 1954-66 when

Balila was working in Sao Tome was not one marked by
intensive drought conditions, with the exception of 1959-60.
Nevertheless many Cape Verdeans made the same decision as
Balila did during those years and chose Sao Tome and a life
of virtual slavery over the conditions in Cape Verde.
Several of the funana musicians that I met worked for several
years in Sao Tome during hard times to provide for themselves
and their families.
Cape Verde.

Many laborers never lived to return to

Others including Balila tolerated and survived

harsh or even abusive treatment from their patraos, or
contractors.

As Balila suggests, there were times when hard

labor in Sao Tome was an improvement over the drought and
poverty in Santiago.
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Interestingly, not everyone considers their time in Sao
Tome to have been entirely bad.

For Toi Barros, a funana

player from Joao Teves, going to Sao Tome was the first time
and only time that he had an opportunity to leave Santiago
and see more of the world and was the only time that he
experienced regular, plentiful rainfall.
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Observations on batuko
Balila mentions that in the years after her husband left
her, she received assistance from the local government--the
PAICV party--until 1992 when it was defeated by the MPD
party.

She is grateful for the help and has actively

supported the party.

Because of them, she was able to afford

a comfortable house and was provided with a small income.
Balila now lives in this house in the outskirts of Praia--in
Tira Chapeu.

Her house is a fine one with electricity and

modern furniture.

She knows many people in her neighborhood

and is highly respected as a batuko leader and a wise person.
She has thought much about why she does batuko and in another
interview on May 28, 1993, she explained more about what
batuko means to her.
Batuko ta trazi genti un amor profundo, un alegria
ki nho podi sta li sin, nho ka sta contenti, nho sta
shatiado, N'ta sta ta pensa tcheu, logamente ki N'
lembra un musica de batuko N'ta ba ta rasmungal, tudo
ideia de tristeza, ideia ka sabi dja ta {berden} kel
kusa tudo de ideia, N'ta fika ta suri propriamente,
korason ta suri el so.69

69rn writing Krioulo, I have used phonetic rather than
Portuguese spellings whenever possible, as many current
writers of Krioulo advocate.
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Batuko brings people a deep love, happiness if you
hear it when you are unhappy.

When I am preoccupied

with many bad thoughts, I think of the batuko songs that
I know.

I begin to hum them to myself.

my sadness--all of those bad images.

I let go all of

I begin to have a

smile on my face and soon my heart is smiling all on its
own70_
Chinando Rodrigues, my research assistant, restated
Balila's idea in these terms: "For her, batuko and funana are
something very special.

She says that they are the most

beautiful thing that exists.

When she's sad, when she's

down, she begins to sing one of her songs to herself.

Soon

not only her face has a smile on it but she is happy inside,
too."
Balila is originally from the Serra Malagueta region of
northern Santiago between Achada Alem and Tarrafal.

She

learned to do batuko from her mother starting when she was
around 10, in 1939.

She has been living in Praia for 25

years and without her husband since 1975.

Her adult children

and their families live in close proximity and Balila often
cares for her grandchildren when their parents are working.
As Chinando and I sat around the table in her house,

70Translations from Krioulo to English in this section are
all by Norberto Tavares and the author.
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Balila told us about funana and batuko, about her feelings
when she plays batuko.
comes out in the music.

She says that everything she feels
Balila explained to us that she has

not always been blind--she began losing her sight when she
was around ten.

As she gradually went blind, she had to do

more and more of her learning (about batuko and other things)
by picturing things using her imagination:
Entao N' tenha muito boa ideia.

N' ba ta prendi

tudo; tudo kusa ki ta fazendo N' ta, N' ta prende'l so
por ideia.

I have a good imagination.

Everything that I have

had to learn, I had to imagine in my mind.
Her rich imagination has been the source and inspiration
for her songs and dances, as one can see through a detailed
study of several of her songs.
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Batuko and good health
Balila makes a point about music and dance that is
often overlooked--that beside serving as a means of
expressing feelings, they are good physical training for your
body.

Balila believes that she is alive and in good health

today because she has batuko.

To her, doing batuko is

similar to doing calisthenics.

She believes that the

movement in doing both funana and batuko is good for you:
Tamben funana, o ki genti ta dansa funana, genti ta
shinti motiva9on, genti ta shinti osso di corpo movimente,
ta move propriamente, osso mole moda por ezemblo si nho ten
um maquina ki sta riJo, ki sta salta ponto, ki ta podo kel
oleo ta molifica, sim.
Sim, batuko e como ginastica como si un pesoa sta na
ginastica na trenotudo kel movimento assim corpo ta fica
muto leve.
With funana, too, once people start to dance, they
begin to feel more motivation and energy.

They feel the

music in their bones and they begin to feel their bones
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starting to loosen up like when you lubricate a machine
that hasn't worked for a long time.
Yes, batuko is like a kind of sport--like a person who
does sports training.

All the movements makes the body

stay spry and light.
The physical demands of batuko, even just singing and
beating the panos, can not be underestimated as aerobic
training 7 1--this I can speak to from personal experience.
Statistically speaking, Cape Verdeans have one of the longest
life expectancies of all African nations if they survive the
critical childhood years and make it to middle age.
not unusual for people to be 80, 90, or more.

It is

It is

commonplace to see healthy, spry Cape Verdeans well into
their advanced years.

Although the typical Cape Verdean diet

(based on fruits, vegetables, grains, olive oil, and a
relatively small amount of daily protein), a dry climate, and
a high level of fitness resulting from regular daily work are
probably the primary reasons for their longevity, the regular
music and dance activities done by Cape Verdeans from all of
the islands may contribute to their long years of good
health.
7 1of

course, virtually all drumming and dance traditions
require great stamina and the participants must be in good
shape to perform well. Koetting describes the intensive
physical training done by a Ghanian xylophone player (in
Titon 1992:93).
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Balila's batuko ensemble
Balila performs with a batuko ensemble named Vale Pena,
a group based in Tira Chapeu which is affiliated with the
National Cape Verdean Organization of Women (OMCV).
name Vale Pena means "something worth doing"

This

The group was

established in 1981 and Balila relates that it was supposed
to receive a type of sponsorship from the government in 1991.
When this did not materialize, the group was relatively
inactive for a year or so.

In 1993, people began to ask them

to play and they began to perform more often once again.

The

group normally practices two or three times during the week
before a public performance.

However, if someone in the

neighborhood or in the ensemble suffers a death in the
family, the group will not play out of respect for the dead
and the mourners.

When Vale Pena performs, the women wear

white blouses, white kerchiefs, panos, and dark skirts as
costumes.

Balila has been the key figure in this ensemble

for many years and usually leads the songs.
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Performances at the Festivals
of Traditional Music, 1993
In the spring of 1993, a series of festivals featuring
the traditional music of Santiago were held in Sao Domingos,
Cidade Velha, and Praia 72 .

These festivals were sponsored by

the local government with support from a local affiliate of
the Institut Fran9ais.

They were dedicated to memory of

Katchas (Carlos Alberto Martins), the innovative funana
performer from Bulimundo who was killed in an automobile
accident in Praia in 1988.
and perform.

Vale Pena was invited to attend

At the festival in Cidade Velha, Balila led the

ensemble in a song about a white horse called, appropriately,
"Kabalo Branko." Balila began the song by bringing out a
stuffed toy horse73 and showing it to the crowd.

She wore a

white kerchief, a white blouse, an elegant white and black
patterned skirt that fell below the knees, a pair of metal
frame glasses, and a fringed white sash.

She carefully tied

the sash around her hips so that the edges with the fringe
hung down in the back like a horse's tail.

The festival was

72 rn

Sao Domingos on May 2 , 1993, in Cidade Velha on May 9,
1993, and in Praia held at the Gamboa on May 16th. The
festival was sponsored by the C.M.P. (Camara Municipal
Praia).
7 3rt

was actually a stuffed, white unicorn figure.
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recorded and filmed by the local television stations and the
women in the ensemble sat in groups of three or so around
microphones placed in front of them on stands.

As the

leader, Balila was "wired up" with an earphone/microphone
set-up around her head and face.

I had up until then only

seen batuko performed in informal neighborhood settings, and
to me the stage set-up and electronic gear looked awkward and
unnatural.

The microphone, in fact, slipped off Balila's

head at the height of her dance and had to be quickly
repositioned.
Despite what seemed to me to be the intrusion of sound
equipment, Balila began to sing her song and the ensemble
joined her by keeping time on their panos and singing the
choruses.

Balila eventually put down the figure of the horse

and began to dance as if she were the horse.

She began her

imitation of the horse with just one of her feet--she pawed
the ground with one hoof.

She then brought in her hips into

her dance and then began to kick one leg back.

She began to

scream and snort like a horse and shook her hips so that her
sash went back and forth like a tail.

Finally, as if

possessed by the spirit of the horse, she got down on all
fours on the stage and bucked, kicked, and neighed like a
horse, to the delight of the crowd.
group continued to keep the beat.

As she did this, the
At the end of this

activity, the energy level was frenzied and the crowd was
wild.
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Balila's song,"Kabalo Branko"
The performance by Vale Pena during the festival at
Cidade Velha was my first exposure to Balila and her music
making.

Afterwards I was intrigued and puzzled by her

performance.

I wanted to learn more about the meaning of the

song, especially the significance of the white horse.

Later

in an interview after this performance, Balila explained to
me what she meant by the song about the horse in the
following manner:
Es

e

nha ideia, kuando genti sta sabi--sta tudo

contente--ta grita, djata, ta ba ta brinka assim e como
un kabalo.

Kel kabalo criado Oki kabalo sta na corrida

tudo genti ta corri pa ba odja kabalo ta ganha premio.
E sim, quin atcha me

e.

Un kabalo, es ta sabi, eta

brinka, eka si? E suma, um pessoa: esta sabi eta
brinka.
This is my idea in the song about the horse.

When

everyone is happy and all are content, they shout, yell,
and play around like a horse, like a domesticated horse.
When this horse is in a race everyone runs to see which
horse will win the prize.

And this is what I think,
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too.

When a horse is happy, it prances around, doesn't

it? It's the same with a person; when she's happy, she
plays around like a colt.
Chinando explained Balila's idea to me another way.

He

said that Balila thinks it is beautiful when a horse plays
and frolics around.

She thinks that when someone is playing

batuko, the person is very happy--she is in another place.
Her mind is so free, so rid of everything, that she becomes
like a frisky horse--a horse at liberty, without problems,
that runs around a lot and is plenty strong.
Balila feels, too, when she does batuko.

When the horse is

very nice and frisky, people come to see it.
to see the horse when it is running.
thinks about batuko.

That's how
Everyone wants

That's what Balila

People feel happy when they watch it

and listen to it.
Balila elaborated on the meaning of the song by telling
how once her father had a horse.
party in Orgoes.

They took it to a festa or

It was waiting for them in the road and
It

when her father got onto it, it began to buck and kick.

made noises; grunting, snorting, and whinnying, She got the
idea for the song from this horse.

She said that many people

want to know how a blind person like her can know what the
horse does.

She explained that she has the horse and its

actions fixed in her memory.

She clearly remembers that the

horse was white and had a thick mane and a long tail.

She

remembers all the horse tack--where the reins and bit went
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and what they are called.

She has the horse in her memory

when she performs the song and batuko dance.
that the horse was a wonderful thing.

Balila thinks

The screams of the

horse and its actions are the kind of memories that make her
happy.

They are beautiful for her.

She explained that she

is filled with the same happiness when she does batuko.
The text of Kabalo Branko consists of just a few lines
that are repeated.

brinka brinka.

"Oiiaaa oiiaaa, Nha kabalo branko ta

Oiiaaa, kabalo branko, oiaaa kabalo branko,

nha kabalo branko ta brinka."

Translated, the texts reads to

the affect of, "Look, look! my white horse is playing,
playing.

Look, white horse, my white horse is playing."

It is evident that the full intended meaning of the
story is not readily apparent from the text.

Although more

of the story may be revealed through the dance itself, this
song is typical of many batuko and funana songs in that its
intended meaning is not readily accessible to listeners
without further contextualization and explanation (which,
incidentally, the performer rarely if ever provides as part
of the performance).

Even Cape Verdean listeners who are

familiar with the genres and typical song subjects have to
actively listen, ponder, and ask questions in order to
understand the meaning of many batuko and funana songs.

As I

learned during the process of recording, transcribing, and
translating songs, the texts' meanings are often not at all
obvious, although people may enjoy listening to them without
fully understanding them.

Both my Cape Verdean research
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assistant and I were often surprised to learn the songs
intended meaning when we took them back to the performers for
clarification.

It seems that audience members must also make

an effort to fully understand what leading batukaderas and
funana performers are singing about.

The effort is part of

the appeal of the music--it is understood that batuko,
finason, and funana are deep in meaning and full of specific
cultural allusions.

People from Santiago respect their

musicians because they have valuable insights and comments
about life.
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Balila's song, "Maria Perdida"

At the festival in Cidade Velha, Balila led another song
which used a plastic doll as a prop.

As she sang, she

cuddled and rocked the baby and held it to her breast as if
to nurse it.

In an interview at her home afterwards, she

explained the story behind the song with the doll to me.

She

said that beginning in 1947, there was much suffering in Cape
Verde because of the severe famine conditions.
continued until 1949.

The famine

In that year, there was a bad accident

at the place where the colonial authorities were distributing
food in Praia.

The building where the people were waiting to

receive food supplies collapsed under pressure from the
desperate crowds and many people were killed when they were
trapped under the fallen roof and walls.

To the people of

Santiago, many of whom were starving, the catastrophe was the
final blow to their weakened morale and hopes for survival.
During the years following the famine and the accident, there
was nothing that compared to those times.

In 1977, Balila

decided to make a song to commemorate the terrible years.
She found a doll and when she sings the song, she carries the
doll to represent the child of a mother and father she knew
in 1949.

The song is the story of this family--father,
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mother, and child--and tells of something that she saw happen
to them.
Balila relates that the conditions were so bad at that
time of famine in 1947-49 that husbands and wives fought for
food and couldn't even recognize each other in their starved
states.

In this song, Balila refers to a specific situation

when a man beat his wife in order to steal some food from
her.

Afterwards, he left her and his daughter.

The mother

was forced to abandon the child in order to search for food
for herself.

Afterwards, the parents assumed that the child,

Anna Maria Perdida, died from starvation.

The child was in

fact saved by a woman named Dona Maria Paula.
child home with her and raised her.

She took the

When the famine was

finally over, the mother heard talk that her child was still
alive.

She began to search for Maria Perdida and Dona Maria

Paula.

Balila sings about the time when the mother is

reunited with her child.

When she found Anna Maria Perdida,

she started to hug and kiss her and they were both
overwhelmed with happiness to have found each other once
again.
After I heard the story, I wondered if Balila had
contempt for the parents for abandoning their child and asked
her about this.

She answered that she does not blame the

parents--this was not the object or moral of the song.

She

believes that the famine made them crazy and therefore they
were not responsible for their actions.
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She said that when

people are starving, they become like animals and they don't
know what they are doing.
the famine.

She thinks the guilty party was

Rather than a condemnation of the parent's

actions, the song is a celebration of the reunion of mother
and child--a confirmation of life against death's odds.
As in the song "Kabalo Branko," the basic text of this
song is very simple and does not provide the listener many
clues to its meaning: "Nha minino nobo na mon, nha minino
tchora, Maria Perdida"

(My little girl in my arms, my girl

cries, Maria Perdida).

Balila's physical actions during the

song strongly conveyed the delight that the mother and child
felt when they were reunited, but the text itself did not
provide the details about the famine and the setting of the
story.

Some additional information may have been provided

during variations on the text repetitions, but it seems that
as in the "Kabalo Branko" text, it is left to the audience to
seek out the intended meaning of the song on their own.
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Musical Analysis Of "Kabala Branko," "Menina Perdida,"
And Other Batuko Melodies
The song "Kabala Branko" has some characteristics that
are common to most batukos and has others that are unique to
it.

A short analysis of the performance of the song by Vale

Pena, the batuko ensemble from Tira Chapeu led by Balila at
the Folk Festival in Cidade Velha on May 9, 1993, yields
insight into the song's features, particularly its structure
and performance practice.

When Balila led the song at the

festival, she began the performance by addressing the crowd.
She welcomed the audience to the festival and said just a few
words about the song before beginning to sing the basic
melody of "Kabala Branko." She initially accompanied herself
with a simple duple beat.

The ensemble then repeated what

she sang as indicated in the following transcription of the
main melody and "turn around" section of the song 74 .

74 The

song is transcribed at actual pitch.
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Musical Example 4--"Kabalo Branko" Melody

"Kabalo Branko" Main Melody
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The "Kabalo Branko" melody basically consists of eight
strong beats making up four short phrases (notated here as
four bars of 6/8 7 5, with an eighth note pick-up and the down
beat at the end) which are repeated in a call-and-response
manner by the leader and the ensemble.

The tempo is about

dotted quarter note = 92, although the pace picks up as the
song continues.

The chorus begins to repeat the opening

melody before the entire first statement of melody is
complete.

Balila's first statement of the melody can be

analyzed as using a Eb major scale with a ambiguous 7th
degree--it is sometimes flat and sometimes natural, giving
the melody an Eb mixolydian feel.
Musical Example 5--"Kabalo Branko" pitch set.

The melody is sung and repeated by the group six times
before the pattern changes.
identical.

However, no repetition is

The melody and rhythm change in small ways during

each repetition through the use of syncopation, tonal
variations, accents, and various voice color shifts, for
75As I stated in an earlier section on batuko, although all
batuko songs eventually have a polyrhythmic, 2 against 3
accompaniment, some song melodies are most easily felt in 2/4
and others (the majority) have a 6/8 feel. I have notated
them accordingly.
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example.

A study of the ways that variations are created in

batuko would be fascinating but it is beyond the scope of
this discussion to investigate in detail that complex
improvisational phenomenon now.

By the second repetition of

the melody, Balila begins to transform it from Eb major to
its parallel minor, Eb minor, by changing the G in the melody
line to Gb (Musical Example 6).

The group continues to sing

the response to her in major until the new tonality has been
firmly established by the 5th repetition.

The intensity of

the panos beating increases as the song continues and
additional patterns are added, creating a polyrhythmic
texture.
Musical Example 6--"Kabalo Branko" melody in Eb minor.

"Kabalo Branko" melody in Eb minor

J,J Jj I

II
5

After the melody is sung and repeated five times, Balila
transforms the song by singing only the second half of the
original melodic phrase.

The chorus repeats her shortened
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Musical Example 7--"Kabalo Branko" shortened melody
version.

Leader call:

"Kabalo Branko" Shortened Melody Version

Chorus response:

•

•

1

•

••
••

4
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The song leader then moves to what batukaderas call the
rapica or "turn-around" section. During this section in most
batuko songs, everyone sings a short melodic fragment over
and over in unison until the leader ends the song.

Kabalo

Branko is slightly unusual in that the rapica refrain is
divided into polyphonic parts.

Balila sings, "Nha kabalo"

and the rest of the group answers simultaneously, "ta brinka"
as shown in Musical Example 8.

During the rapica section the

group beats their panos with maximum intensity, combining
their rhythms to form a dense wall of sound.
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Musical Example 8--"Kabalo Branka" rapica melody.

"Kabalo Branko" Rapica Melody

ta

brin- ka, ..• etc.

ta

brin - ka

••
••
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When the rapica refrain has been repeated once, Balila
changes the melody she sings once again and makes what I
would consider to be a musical reference to the song, "Mundo
Ka Bu Kaba," (World, Don't You End!) a popular funana melody
recorded by the Cape Verdean band, Bulimundo.

The first

example is a transcription showing what Balila sang.
second transcription indicates how the song refrain is
performed by Bulimundo.
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The

Musical Example 9--"Kabalo Branka" "Mundo Ka Bu Kaba"
reference.

"Mundo Ka Bu Kaba" Refrain. Bulimundo version (transposed)
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The song reference shows that although there are
differences in the way that batuko and funana melodies are
structured, there are incidences where their repertoires
overlap and share the same melodies.

I know of at least one

incident in which a song was created by Kode di Dona as a
funana but was adapted by batukaderas and performed by them.
Although the rhythmic structures of the two genres are not
exactly the same, batuko melodies, like funana melodies, tend
to have structures that use patterns of arpeggiated chords,
jumping between the third, fifth, and roots with occasional
passing tones.

Once the pattern has been established based

on one arpeggio, it is often presented again in the same form
but transposed to fit the next chord in the progression,
creating a melodic sequence.

Generally speaking, batuko

melodies can be harmonized (and are sometimes harmonized
through the introduction of accompanying guitars and
mandolins) with simple diatonic chords, although they are not
always used in a way which follows the established rules of
Western functional harmony.

In the particular case of

"Kabalo Branko," the original statement of the melody in
major complicates the harmonization because a simple I-V-I
progression doesn't work with the Db in the melody.

Later

when the song has been transformed to minor, it could be
harmonized "funana-style" with the alternation of Eb minor
and Db major chords.
Returning to the performance of the song, "Kabalo
Branko," after the rapica refrain was sung through several
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times (shown in Musical Example 8), the singing temporarily
stopped and the group just kept time as Balila knelt on her
hands and knees, acting the part of the horse.

Shortly

afterwards, the singing picked up once again, although it was
punctuated by the loud, shrill screams of the women as they
imitated the cries of horses.

The singing soon dissolved

into frenzied chaos and the song ended.
Is there a typical tonal and melodic structure for
batuko songs, and if so, what are its characteristics?

I did

not make it a primary research goal to collect and transcribe
the batuko repertoire, although this is something that would
be a valuable project for some researcher.

Although I did

not do exhaustive batuko repertoire studies and
transcriptions, I did observe some noteworthy patterns in the
batuko melodies I heard and performed.

I will list them and

provide illustrations of them in transcription form.
•

The text at the beginning of batuko phrases often consists
of vocables.

The words with lexical meaning are often

presented at the end of the last melodic phrase in a sudden
flood of syllables.

Although I initially assumed that the

"oi's, ai's and ya's" had no lexical meaning, at least some
of the time the "oi's" mean the equivalent of look or see
here, from the Portugeuse verb olhar.

"Oi" can also mean

"hallo!" or "hey!" "Oh," another syllable that is used in
batuko functions much as it does in English, as an
exclamation.

In general, the use of vocables at the

beginning of batuko songs seems to be a way of capturing
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the listener's attention, as well as serving as an official
opening marker, much like "once upon a time there was a .
•

11

in English storytelling.

Similar formulaic openings

play a role in Cape Verdean funana and finason, as well as
in many performance genres cross-culturally.
• Melodies are usually structured similarly to "Kabalo
Branko 11 --they consist of two or four phrases sung by the
leader and repeated by the group.

Melodies are in either

6/8 or 2/4, depending on the feel of the song and the
intentions of the transcriber, and have either 8 or 16
strong beats (pulses).
•

Almost all batuko songs have a rapica section, a short
melodic statement at the end of the song which is repeated
in an ostinato fashion and is generally built on the
alternation of two chords.

The rapica sections are usually

the equivalent of two bars long (4 strong beats) and are
repeated many times until the song winds down to an end.
• Melodies can be found in major, minor, or modal tonalities
and may switch from one to another within the song.

For

the most part, the melodic structures seem to be strongly
in the European tradition.

They are built to follow

harmonic progressions using diatonic chords and are not
unlike folk melodies that might be found in Portugal,
especially in their switches from major to the parallel
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minor.

The rhythmic treatment of the melodies is sometimes

quite complex through syncopation, however, which is likely
an African influence.
An examination of a number of examples of batuko
melodies will help to illustrate and reinforce these points.
I have shown the melodies in the following transcriptions as
close to the original performance pitch as possible unless
otherwise noted76 •

In each case I have presented the primary

melody that was sung by the leader and repeated by the
ensemble.

Following this main melody section, I have

included the melodic material repeated in the rapica
sections.

The transcriptions are meant to show the basic

melodic material established at the beginning of the sections
and do not show the variations present in the performances.
They also do not include all of the rhythmic subtleties that
are created when the text is fitted to the melody.

The

transcriptions should serve as a basis for comparison of
structures and melody types rather than trying to represent
the exact performance.
To begin, let us look at three songs from the repertoire
of the batuko ensemble from Sao Domingos.

Musical Example 10

is the song, "Pamodi Antoni?," (Why Antoni?), a batuko
performed by Antonio Dente d'Oro with his ensemble in the
film, Songs of the Badius (Zantzinger 1986).

During that

76r am showing only the melodies here, rather than the
complete song with lyrics, because melody structure is the
primary subject of my discussion.
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performance, the group was accompanied by guitars.

As Dente

d'Oro led the song, the melody was centered in G major and
moved from G to D major to C major and back to D (I-V-IV-V),
while singing a melody made from a pattern based in those
arpeggiated chords.

During the rapica section, the melody

alternates between C major and D major (IV-V) and it is
finally resolved with a tonic chord in the guitars at the
very end of the song.
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Musical Example 10--"Pamodi Ant6ni?" Dente d'Oro's
version

"Pamodi Antoni?" Ant6nio Dente D'oro's version
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Musical Example 11--"Pamodi Antoni?" Dona Ina's Version
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Musical Example 10 is followed by another version of
"Pamodi Antoni?" as led by Leandra (Ina) Peireira, the leader
of the group from Sao Domingos in Dente d'Oro's absence.

She

presents a similar but not identical form of the song, as
transcribed in Musical Example 1177 .

Guitar and mandolin

players once again accompanied the batuko ensemble.

Although

I show Ina's version in the transcription in the key of G
major to facilitate comparison with the other version, it was
pitched a perfect fourth down, in D maJor.

Ina's version

follows the same basic melodic contours and rhythmic
structure as Dente d'Oro's but begins the falling melodic
sequence a third higher.

In the rapica section, she uses two

different melodic sequences, both of which alternate between
C major and D major, as in Dente d'Oro's version.

Although I

have not included the texts, both versions begin with
vocables and finally use words at the end of measure four,
placing the word pamodi on the final three eighth notes.
Subsequent repetitions introduce more text but all
repetitions end with the word pamodi in the same place.
A second batuko from the repertoire of the group from
Sao Domingos is shown in transcribed form in the next
example. 7 8 This song begins in d minor and is initially
structured around the alteration of the tonic and dominant in
77 From

a batuko session recorded by the author and Josef
Glowa in Sao Domingos on June 23, 1991.
7 8Also

recorded on June 23, 1991 in Sao Domingos.
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d minor.

As in the last example, the melody is built on a

descending pattern of notes from the arpeggiated harmonic
chords.

In the rapica section of this song, however, the

tonality switches from d minor to D major and ends in that
mode.

As in the other examples of batuko melodies from Sao

Domingos, it is initially sung using vocables (ai-ya--ya-ya-
ya-yaah) until bars 7 and 8, where text is added.

Unlike

"Pamodi Antoni?," the initial statement of the melody is
twice as long--4 phrases instead of two.
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Musical Example 12--Batuko Melody #2

Batuko Melody #2 - Sao Domingos Ensemble
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A final example of a batuko melody from the repertoire of
the ensemble from Sao Domingos is shown in Musical Example
13.

As in the last example, it has a longer form--four

melodic phrases form the initial melody.
phrases are identical.

The first and third

The tonality is d minor and the chord

progression suggested by the melody consists of movement
between the minor tonic, the dominant, the minor four chord,
and somewhat unusually, the major seven chord (i-V-iv-VII).
This harmonic progression gives the song a special feel that
it particularly noticeable in the last bar of the rapica
section when the harmony alternates between F major and G
minor.

As in the previous examples, the song begins using

vocables and only has text beginning in the fourth phrase.
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Musical Example 13--Batuko Melody #3.

Batuko Melody #3 - Sao Domingos Ensemble
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Before turning to some batuko songs that I learned from
Cape Verdeans living in America, let us examine Balila's
melody to "Maria Perdida," the song whose text was discussed
at length in a previous section of this analysis.79

Of all

the melodies that were transcribed, this one is the most
unusual.

It was performed in a tonality close to Db major

and is shown here in that key.

This song can not be neatly

harmonized with the primary chords in Db major, however,
especially in the bar immediately before the turn-around.
Balila's group did not perform with guitar accompaniment so
the harmonic structure did not have to comply with the
capabilities of that instrument.

The song is sung using

vocables until the last phrase of the melody which begins
with the sixteenth note triplets.

During the performance,

the ensemble seemed to struggle with this song, singing with
some lack of confidence.

When I sang with the same group, I

found this melody particularly hard to learn.

Perhaps the

batukaderas found this melody to be somewhat difficult and
unusual, as I did.

79Transcribed from a performance of the ensemble recorded at
the Folk Festival in Cidade Velha, May 9, 1993.
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Musical Example 14--"Maria Perdida" melody

"Maria Perdida" melody
Ab

Db

?

Db

?
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The last three melodies that were transcribed are
batukos taught to me by Palmira Makhlouf, formerly of
Assomada, Santiago.

She has been living in Providence for

several decades, since she was about sixteen.

The first song

presented here is one which was discussed earlier in this
work, the song "Cabral

e

Bunitu." It is a rather simple and

straightforward song transcribed in D major 80 .

It follows a

harmonic progression based on the tonic and dominant in D
major.

The melody consists of two phrases rather than four.

It differs from some of the other songs that were transcribed
in that it immediately begins with text from the first
melodic phrase, rather than vocables.

It is also different

because it has a strong 2/4 feel, unlike many songs which are
most easily felt in 6/ 8 time.
The transcription of "Cabral

e

Bunitu" is followed by

another song of Palmira's which is very similar in
structure.

Like the Cabral song, it was also performed in D

major and its melody corresponds to a chord progression based
on I-IV-V-I, although it was not performed with guitar
accompaniment 8 1.

As with the last song, the melody begins

immediately with text from the first syllable rather than
vocables.

80 Recorded at an informal batuko session led by Palmira
Makhlouf on April 1 8, 1995 in Providence, Rhode Island.
8 1This

transcription is also based on a recording of Palmira
Makhlouf and her friends made by the author on April 1 8 ,
1995.
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Musical Example 15--"Cabral

"Cabral e Bunitu" batuko melody as sung by Palmira Makhlouf

e

Bunitu"
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Musical Example 16--"Nha Mai Dja Fla"

"Nha Mai Oja Fla" batuko melody as sung by Palmira Makhlouf
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The song from the repertoire of Palmira Makhlouf's
ensemble transcribed in Musical Example 16 resembles the
transcribed batuko songs depicted in Musical Examples 10-13
from Sao Domingos for several of the following reasons.
First, the song has a strong feel for 6/8 meter, rather than
the 2/4 of the last two examples.

Second, it begins with

vocables and only has text in the last phrase of the four
phrase melody, although words are added earlier in subsequent
repetitions.

This song was not performed with a distinctive

rapica section consisting of a short melodic ostinato, as in
Instead, the entire song was

the other transcribed songs.

repeated with great intensity, building up to the point of
greatest energy.

The tonal progression of this song follows

a simple I-IV-I I-V-V7-I sequence.
The differences between this song and the other two led
by Palmira have to do with their origins.

The first two

batukos are songs from the personal repertoire of Palmira and
her family.

The last song "Si Podi N'ta Bisti So Oro" was

one known to all members of the ensemble, an informal group
of friends and neighbors from the Assomada area which
gathered for the first time for this particular session.

In

contrast to the first songs, this batuko was a traditional
song familiar to most batukaderas from Santa Caterina.

It

seems that the 6/8 song style is more characteristic of the
older tradition than the 2/4 style songs composed by
batukaderas living in America.
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Musical Example 17--"Si Podi N'ta Bisti So Oro"

"Si Podi N'ta Bisti So Oro" batuko melody as sung by Palmira Makhlouf
("If I Could, I'd Dress Only in Gold")
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Although I have by no means presented a comprehensive
study of batuko melodies, the transcriptions were provided to
illustrate typical melodic patterns, as well as some of their
variations.

A major collection and index of these folk

melodies has not yet been attempted and begs to be done.
Such a study could provide insight into many aspects of the
batuko repertoire, for example, the degree to which
repertoires are shared from group to group, the basis for a
classification of melody types, and how songs are composed,
taught, and transformed over time.

This short analysis of

batuko melodic structures may be valuable as as a starting
point for further work in this area.
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The Environment, Relations Between The Sexes And Single
Mother Households--An Analysis Of The Batukadera's Role In
Cape Verdean Society
I am including the following information in my
dissertation because it is useful in understanding the social
context of batuko in terms of women's lives.

I maintain that

batuko functions as a device giving gender solidarity.

The

following non-musical background information helps to explain
why it is needed and how this comes about.
In Cape Verde the one overriding factor that makes life
difficult is the unreliable rainfall pattern and its
environmental consequences: soil erosion; limited water
resources for drinking, agricultural irrigation, and
industry; a limited number of viable crop types; and a lack
of wood resources.

These environmental limitations have

shaped Cape Verdean culture in profound ways.

They have

created the need for regular emigration, either short term to
Sao Tome, or more permanently to the Americas, Europe, or
Africa.

The structure of society has been greatly affected

by emigration and struggles to survive.

In rural Santiago,

one can see some of the indirect consequences of
environmental limitations in the relationships between the
sexes--emigration patterns have resulted in a serious
imbalance between the number of men and women.
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Statistically

speaking, "the proportion of females has always exceeded that
of males in recent decades (Lobban & Lopes 1995:188) ."

This

is a pattern that has been in effect in Cape Verde not just
in recent decades but for many years.

It is not unique to

Santiago but is found to some degree in association with all
of the islands.
situation.

Marilyn Halter aptly describes this

She begins speaking of the shortage of females in

Cape Verdean communities in New England and then shifts to
the situation back in the islands.
Meanwhile, as would be expected, the demographics on
the archipelago reflected the opposite imbalance with an
excess of unmarried females.

In 1920, in Brava, for

example, the ratio of women to men was 187.9 to 100.

In

1924, the popular literary figure Eugenio Tavares
commented on this aspect of Cape Verdean life by
composing a satirical sonnet:
"There are nine thousand healthy people living on
our island.

More than six thousand are women, only the

remaining three thousand males.

Of these three thousand

only two thousand can 'celebrate' -which means that
there are not nearly enough men to carry out the
Biblical duties of multiplying and suchlike .
A Brava ballroom! More than five thousand ladies
sitting round, drawn to the dance, hearts aflame.

If

each lady keeps her partner (as law and custom demand)
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three thousand are going to have to do without dancing!
(1993: p.85)
With odds not in favor of finding a man as a permanent
partner, many women of Cape Verde have resorted to supporting
themselves and their children on their own.

The situation

has created degree of tension in the relations between the
sexes as females are forced to compete for limited resources
and males sometimes use their statistical advantage to father
children with several different women, whether they can
support their offspring of not.
Balila speaks in her life story of the some of the
difficulties she has had with men: she was beaten and abused
by her patrao in Sao Tome, the fathers of her children
provided her with no long term assistance or commitment, and
she was abandoned by her husband after she was hit by a car.
Although she expresses some regret that she had only two
children, she says that she would rather live without a man
than have to tolerate unreasonable treatment from one.

Her

resigned attitude is one that some women adopt, although
others stay in a relationship in order to have more children
and to have the advantages of an association with a man at
whatever personal cost.
Balila's experiences with men, although once again
complicated by her blindness, are in many ways typical of
women from rural Santiago in many ways.

Her experiences with

her children's fathers are in line with a long tradition of
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behavior between the sexes in Santiago.

The result is that

many women are left to fend for themselves and their
children.

Typically a man in Santiago may be officially

married to one woman but have relationships including
children with other women in other villages.

He may or may

not officially acknowledge and support the other women and
children on a permanent basis.

Finan and Henderson describe

this type of relationship as informal polygyny--one in which
the male is often married but has children with other women
(1988:94).

They call it informal because the male and female

do not live together and the male is not obliged to give
financial support to the female or their children.

This is a

pattern or at least a variation on it that has a long
tradition in Santiago, as the observations made by Doelter
more than a century ago support.
The islanders also can not adapt themselves to the
idea of marriage.

Most of them get married, but they do

not take the fidelity aspect of marriage very seriously.
Some prefer to tie themselves to a woman only as long as
it pleases them.

On Santiago, for instance, it happens

relatively frequently that a man leaves his wife,
whether she has been officially married to him by the
church or not, and takes another wife in a faraway
village.

This is possible because Santiago is one of
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the largest islands and facilitates this kind of
behavior (1888:55)82.
This is a culturally accepted practice, although there
may be open hostility between the women who share the same
man.

Not surprisingly, an elaborate set of terms exist in

Santiago to describe the exact nature of the complex
relationships between the sexes.

For example, mujer is the

term for an official wife while namorada, amante, kre cheu,
rapariga, and mambra
relationships.

are among the names for less formal

Women may call a live-in male, pai-di-fidju

if he is the father of her children.

Other terms that are

used for men include the more formal Portuguese name,
namorado, and the less formal terms for a lover, nha mos, or
kre cheu.
husband.

A man is called a woman's omi if he is an official
As in many societies, it is acceptable for a man to

have several women, but a woman who has sexual relations with
multiple men in Cape Verde is scorned by both sexes and is
likely to be negatively labeled a cabra (she-goat} or a
kacorra (bitch}.

Although male infidelity may be tolerated

by society, wives are frequently not pleased about their
husband's relationships.

A girlfriend is not only an

embarrassment to an official wife but can mean financial loss
for her and her children if the husband supports the
girlfriend or produces competing heirs with her.

A batuko

82Translated from German by the author and Josef Glowa.
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song taught to me by Palmira Makhlouf of Providence, Rhode
Island expresses a wife's frustration at her husband's
infidelities despite her efforts to keep him from straying by
keeping him sexually satisfied.
Nha mai dja fla
pa'N deita la na chao
pa N' go da nha marido
pa ka bai nun kao
Nha marido emufino
ecoitado
eta bai si me
My mother told me
to lie down on the ground,
to give myself to my husband,
then he won't go anywhere.
But my husband is greedy
and he's a wretch,
he takes me and goes off just the sarne! 83
Marilyn Halter, with the help of a excerpt from the
autobiography of Belmira Nunes Lopes, vividly describes
aspects of the pattern of behavior between the sexes in Cape
Verde and suggests some of the causes of it:
Historically in the Cape Verde Islands, the combined
legacy of slavery and colonialism, a culture of
machismo, and the teachings of the Catholic church has
resulted in extreme gender inequality.

The dire

poverty, the environmental disaster, and an absence of
men due to emigration left women to fend for themselves
83 Translated

from Krioulo by Palmira Makhlouf and the author.
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with little or no resources.

However, the pattern was

for women to bear many children, at times, to replace
the devastation to the population of recurrent famine
but also as a measure of status that it would give to
the father.

The nuclear family configuration was not

typical in colonial Cape Verdean society.

Rather, in

part because of the shortage of men, the males would
sire children from several different women and commonly,
many children from each partner.

Belmira Nunes Lopes

spoke of this phenomenon in her autobiography: "My
grandmother 84 had eleven children.

Apart from the

first, the others grew up with their own mother, my
maternal grandmother.
unusual custom.

This second family was not an

Polygamy was the rule with the Moors

and many nations of Africa.

It has been true all over

Latin America just as it was true in all the Portuguese
possessions.

These men have a wife and several other

women who bear them children.

Their relationship was

not any kind of temporary affair .

Generally, men

who had so many different wives looked after the
children of these women.

If they recognized a child,

she or he was legally his daughter or son." (1993:90-91}

84 This

paragraph would make more sense to me if it read

grandfather instead of grandmother. Perhaps Belmira mispoke

or it was an error overlooked in editing.
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As Belmira indicates, this general type of pattern is by
no means unique to Cape Verde.

Many West African and Islamic

cultures allow polygamy if the man is financially capable of
supporting several wives.

Portugal and other Southern

European countries have long traditions of married men
supporting mistresses despite the Catholic church's
officially disapproval.

Although Belmira suggests that men

usually support their second families, this is often not the
case in Santiago.

The question that surfaces is why do the

women agree to have children if they do not seem to have the
means to support them?
Timothy Finan and Helen Henderson, anthropologists from
the University of Arizona, address this issue in a compelling
paper entitled "The Logic of Cape Verdean Female-Headed
Households: Social Response to Economic Scarcity" (1988).
They rephrase and fill out the same question that I asked and
present it as a sort of puzzle:
The single-mother household, which accounts for
twenty percent of the farms, displays a set of
characteristics not found in many other African
descriptions.

The single-mother household is the

poorest of all rural household types as measured by the
subsistence indicators of rural society.

Moreover, the

formation of a single-mother household incurs social
stigma and strong religious sanction.
incidence of this household is high.
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Yet, the
We argue that the

persistence of this social institution is ultimately
related to the lack of economic activities outside of
subsistence agriculture.

Once a life in subsistence

agriculture is accepted, access to resources is
facilitated through family formation (1988:87).
Finan and Henderson spell out the limited options for
young women who grow up in a rural agricultural society where
women outnumber men in an estimated ratio of 100:65 (p.92).
Having a child out of wedlock virtually guarantees that a
woman will eventually fall into the "poorest of the poor"
farming household category--well below that of the widow, the
emigrant spouse, or the jointly run household.

There is

little hope of ever improving their situation by marrying
Why do they choose children when it

once they have a child.

promises financial hardship as well as disdain from their
family and the church?
Taking an analytical approach similar to that of Marvin
Harris, Finan and Henderson's solution to the riddle is that
there are indeed sound economic and cultural factors for
their choice.

There are almost no opportunities for women

outside the agricultural sector in Santiago.

The only

plausible strategy for survival for them must therefore be
based in agriculture.

If they have children--a family--they

have more access to public land.
assets as farm laborers.

Their children are valuable

Moreover, as in all cultures of

poverty, children are viewed as a sort of insurance policy
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towards old age.

Adult children may escape the cycle of

poverty through emigration or other reversals of fortune and
help out their mother.

In sum, the authors persuasively

argue that the single mother household is prevalent because
it is the only means of survival for a poor class of rural
people.
To finally relate this lengthy discussion of relations
between the sexes, environmental factors, and poor women
farmers of Santiago back to music, my view is that batuko
groups flourish in rural Santiago among a group of people
that certainly encompasses "the poorest of the poor" because
they provide a positive support system in a number of
significant ways to people who need help and encouragement.
For example:
•

Batuko provides a sense of belonging to a community of
women on their own and reinforces a sense of ethnic pride
in their African roots.

•

Batuko can bolster participant's feelings of self-esteem
and show off one's sexual attractiveness to friends and to
competitors.

It can provide a means of establishing

relative status in a society where women are using their
sexuality and ability to attract men to compete for the
same limited resources.

Batuko provides participants with

an opportunity to present themselves to each other and to a
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male audience when they are looking and feeling their
best.85
•

Batuko performances are potentially a source of money, free
food and drink.

Batuko performers are generally fed by

their hosts and are rewarded for good dancing with coins.
Batuko is a means of redistributing wealth among the
"poorest of the poor."
•

Batuko is good physical exercise, as well as being
pleasurable.

It is said to contribute to the longitivity

and good health of its participants.
•

For many members, batuko serves as an emotional and
spiritual release, even bringing on a state of trance in
some.

Sessions often go one all night long.

Members say

that after a long session, they are refreshed and
revitalized despite the intense activity.
•

Batuko allows women who are in a powerless position to feel
good about themselves and openly express their defiance and
contempt for Portuguese authority and morality.

To borrow

85rn a dance workshop at Brown University in 1990, the
ethnomusicologist David McAllester made a comment to the
affect that Navahos like to attend dances because it provides
an opportunity for others to see them at their very best-
standing tall and straight in their nicest clothes with color
in their cheeks, a sparkle in their eyes, and smiles on their
faces from their pleasant exertions. The same might be said
about people participating in batuko performances.
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an idea from the ethnomusicologist Charles Keil (but put in
gentler terms}

(1979:254), batuko allows women to thumb

their noses at authority through their performances.

It

makes the statement that the participants don't care for
polite Portuguese society or Catholic morality and flaunts
high spirits, pride, and sexuality in the face of those who
would repress them.
•

Lastly, batuko's function in establishing and solidifying
mutual assistance ties cannot be underestimated.

The women

who do batuko together care about each other and assist
each others in a variety of ways, from child care to manual
labor to burial costs, although they are also competitors
at times.

It provides them with resources as a group that

they could not obtain on their own.
In sum, the women of Santiago have many reasons to
despair.

They sit at the absolute bottom of the

socioeconomic ladder and must maintain a constant struggle to
support themselves and their children in a land that offers
almost no help.

For some of the reasons I just mentioned,

batuko helps these women to cope and survive, not just by
providing an entertaining distraction but by providing
tangible mutual support alliances, redistribution of wealth,
and physical, mental, and spiritual catharsis.
In "Madrinha Ties: Mutual Assistance Relations, A
"Modern" Women's Organization, And Changing the Political
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Habits of Cape Verde" {1992), Marla J. Solomon points out
among other things the need for poor Cape Verdeans to rely on
the help of people with more economic or political power in
order to advance themselves, or in some cases, simply to
survive.

She develops a model based on the metaphor of the

benevolent madrinha or godmother who is in a position to
assist people who are less fortunate than her.

Solomon

applies the metaphor in a variety of contexts to produce a
thoughtful cultural analysis.

From my own experience, I have

seen that most everything in Cape Verde happens because of
who you know and who is willing to help you--it is a society
where connections are the way that things get done.

Kinship

is the most important bond; a well-placed relative can help
with a job, remittances, or even a way to emigrate.

Besides

kinship ties, other important connections are made through
voluntary alliances such as the godparent relationships
explored by Solomon, employer connections, religious
connections, political party connections, military service
connections, village connections, and bonds established
through social groups such as tabanka associations, soccer
teams, and musical groups.
Marla Solomon did field research in Santiago several
years before I arrived.

I was not aware of her work until I

was told about her when I began working with one of her
informants.

While Marla spent nearly two years intensively

studying many aspects of a women's group from Tira Chapeu, I
focused on one person in the group.
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I was interested in this

woman as a musician rather than in her role as a women's
group leader.

In general, I have great admiration for

Solomon's cultural analysis--I think her study is full of
valuable insights.

One thing that puzzles me, however, is

how she seems to overlook the function of batuko in this
group.

The women's group had a variety of non-musical

functions but it also met as a batuko ensemble on a regular
basis.

Aside from a note that the batuko group sometimes

performed at OMCV events, the musical activities of the Tira
Chapeu women"s group are not mentioned86, although I believe
that Solomon sometimes participated in the batuko sessions.
To me, doing batuko seems to be an important way that mutual
aid bonds are solidified and friendships and alliances are
strengthened.

When Solomon observed the women's group

associated with Balila, she was impressed by Balila's ability
to bring the neighbors together, to help the entire group
through her contacts to people in authority, and by her
ability to inspire many people, including those in power, to
acknowledge her folk wisdom.

I was drawn to her because of

her musicianship and remarkable stage presence.

After

reading Solomon's work it seems that it may be relevant to
consider the relationship between batuko groups and their
leaders.

Are the leaders chosen by the ensemble for their

musical abilities, for their ability to assist the entire
86perhaps Solomon discusses this aspect of the women's group
in her full-length dissertation which I have not yet had an
opportunity to see.
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group through their connections to power and authority, or
for some combination of these and other factors? Or does an
ensemble form itself around a capable leader?--with the
leader in fact choosing and forming his or her group? This is
an issue to be further explored.
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Mixed sex batuko dancers Folk Festival in Sao Domingos,
May, 1993. Shown are Ant6ninho from Achada di Santo Antonio
and the most often featured female dancer from Tchin Tabari's
ensemble.
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Sensuality, Sexuality, And The Affect Of Batuko
As part of this study of batuko, I wanted to ask
performers about batuko and affect--to begin to get a sense
of what batuko is supposed to do for its participants when it
is done well and to understand what constituted a good batuko
performance.

Which songs are good ones?

as good batuko performers and why?

Who are recognized

What qualities does a

good dancer have? What makes a group leader a good one?

I

based this inquiry in a music-culture model proposed by Titon
(1992:2-7), a model centered in music through performance.
This model situates at its center music's affect, its power
to move: "its radiating power, its emotional impact, whatever
makes you give assent, smile, nod your head, sway your
shoulders, dance" (1992:3).

The model is represented as four

concentric circles with affect in the center surrounded by
performance, community, and memory/history (1992:4).

The

music's affect on the participants is achieved through
performance and performance is rule-governed.

In earlier

sections of the dissertation, I identified many of the rules
that govern batuko behavior, including those determined
through musical analysis.

In this section, I will continue

to investigate "some of the ideas about music and behavior in
relation to music, and the links between these rules and
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principles and the sound that a group of people calls music"
(Titon 1992:4).

After making some inquiries, I found that

people had more opinions about why they find dancers good
than what makes a song beautiful to them (or at least they
were able to express their ideas about dance more easily).
For this reason I decided to initially concentrate my efforts
on the affect of batuko dance rather than song.
When I asked Leandra (Ina) Pereira Leal from Sao
Domingos (the leader of the village batuko group in Antonio
Dente d'Oro's absence) when she considers a dancer to be a
good one, she gave the straightforward reply that a good
dancer is one who can bring much energy and concentration to
the dance--"What makes a dancer good is the energy with which
they use their body."87

She

believes that while knowing how

to move the hips while dancing batuko is very important you
must know how to move your feet and knees in order to move
the hips correctly.
Another respected batuko leader who prefers to remain
anonymous associates good batuko dancing with a combination
of physical beauty, sexual allure, and technical moves.

When

discussing the subject of dance aesthetics, she began by
describing how much she loved to dance when she was young-
how she wouldn't stop dancing even to collect the money that
people showered on her in appreciation when she performed.
She told that she never liked to dance with a pano around her
87From an interview on June 18, 1993 with translator
Segisnando (Chinando) Rodrigues.
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hips, explaining that she had such a wonderful "big butt" for
dancing that she didn't need to wear a pano to accentuate it.
She tells she could shake her buttocks so well when she
danced that she even made up a song about herself and she
would demonstrate her dancing talents as she led the song.
She feels that a truly beautiful woman doesn't need a nice
dress, jewelry, a fancy pano, or dress shoes when she dances
-that a woman's beauty can shine through without those
material things.
Her comments suggest the importance of a dancer's
physical build and beauty as a component of the aesthetics of
batuko dance.

A prominent buttocks seems to be considered an

asset as a dancer for its beauty88 and she suggests the
pano's function is to focus attention to the hips and
buttocks when they are not prominent enough to warrant
attention on their own.

A fancy pano might impress an

audience with a display of material wealth and consequently
help a dancer to compensate for her inadequacies but a truly
beautiful woman needs nothing to accentuate her charms.

88 A

cultural aesthetic preference for women with prominent
buttocks and hips was supported by comments from my Cape
Verdean research assistant. When we encountered a European
woman in tight jeans, who would be considered to have a
flawless figure by my Euro-American cultural standards, he
said that he did not find her attractive because her buttocks
was too flat. The Cape Verdean standards of beauty as
expressed by my assistant seems to have more in common with
the standards found in African-American communities, as
described in a recent article in Newsweek (1995) and
expressed in black popular song (e.g., blues) since 1920.
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I soon realized that it is difficult to discuss the
aesthetics of batuko dance without touching upon the
complicated issue of the relationship between sexuality, the
related subject of sensuality, and batuko.

The torno has

often been described as a sexually explicit dance by outside
observers.

Dancing couples do, in fact, sometimes reproduce

or mimic the motions of coitus during batuko performances,
but beyond that what do these movements express?
Historically, people describing batuko dancing have tended to
rivat their attention on the sexually provocative aspect of
the performances and have attributed Badiu culture with
characteristics including heathenness and sexual promiscuity.
Some writers in recent years have criticized this typical
colonial, value-laden perception of the genre.

For example,

Caroline Shaw implies a criticism of an author's work when
she writes

"Like most observers of Cape Verdean dancers he

feels free to comment on their 'sensuality.' (1991:146)" While
I agree with Shaw that it not appropriate to judge the
expression of sensuality in Cape Verdean dance with Western
values, I believe that the writer who fails to notice and
remark on the sensuality and sexuality expressed in some Cape
Verdean dance has missed an essential characteristic of the
performances.

The sensuality exists: the challenge is to

understand the nature of the complex relationship between
sensuality, sexuality and Cape Verdean dance, batuko in
particular.

Let us assume that the colonialist observers

read the sexuality as an indication of availability and
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licentiousness associated with weak moral character.

But I

did not share these assumptions. Instead, I decided to look
for the Badiu culture's own interpretations.

As I asked

various people about batuko performances which moved them, I
was interested to see if the issue of batuko and its
relationship to sexuality would surface and if I could find
support for other types of interpretations.
To one young man I interviewed, a native of Santiago but
from a very different socio-economic class than that of the
typical Badiu, the primary association he has with batuko is
indeed a sexual one not unlike that of the colonialists.

He

thinks that batuko is meant to be sexually arousing for men
and that the female dancers deliberately move in a way that
is exciting for men to watch.

Many other men I spoke to

agreed with him, including some Badius.

He took the point of

view that the primary objective of the dance is to please and
attract men, not unlike a striptease performance in Western
culture.
In contrast to this view, Julio Tavares, an acknowledged
cultural expert on Santiago who produces a local television
show, argues that torno is not meant to be a sexually
provocative dance.

Referring to a beautiful young dancer

from Tchin Tabari's group who is often featured as a soloist
and who uses her phenomenal muscle control to bring very
specific areas of her hips and buttocks into play when she
dances, he said that he considers her a 'good ass-wiggler'
(Rodrigues' literal translation from Krioulo) but a mediocre
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batuko dancer.

Much like the view expressed by Dona Ina of

Sao Domingos, Julio maintains that the hip and buttocks
movements found to be provocative by some viewers are
incidental to the performance.

The feet movements are the

most important feature of the dance and the hips merely
follow their motion.

He believes that the object of true

batuko (or the most aesthetically danced batuko) is not to be
intentionally sexually arousing.

He supports this by arguing

that men have always danced batuko, as well as women, and he
presumes that no one would be interested in or aroused by a
man's hip movements.

He feels that there is a dance

aesthetic that exists regardless of the expression of
sexuality.
The split of opinion on whether a dance is primarily the
expression of sexuality or the expression of aesthetics is,
of course, not limited to Cape Verdean batuko.

Sexuality is

in the mind of the beholder and what is acceptable in one
culture may be considered lewd in another89 .

While I

acknowledge that it is possible that there are two (or more)
different and legitimate points of view on this matter, I
began to form an interpretation of the role of sexuality in
batuko dance which falls somewhere between these two
extremes.

Firstly, I do think that there are rules for good

dancing that are based on a pleasing combination of moves
89Examples of dance styles considered to be lewd by some
people at various times abound and range from the
colonialists' take on Hawaiian hula to Elvis' hip grinding.
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that are sexually neutral.

On the other hand, I think that

the expression of sexuality is often an important part of
batuko performances: it is a part of batuko's affect, its
power to move its participants and audience.

Returning

briefly to the dancer that Julio did not consider to be a
good one, one could ask why she is so often featured as a
soloist if she is mediocore?

Her fine-tuned "ass-wiggling,"

considered at least by me to be an expression of her
sexuality, must appeal to some of her audience, judging from
their reaction to her.

Like some Brazilians, some Cape

Verdeans can openly express their sexuality as a part of
their character that need not be hidden.

Many Cape Verdeans

seem to have a playful, healthy appreciation of their
sexuality and consider it a gift to be cherished and
celebrated.

In a land that offers as few physical comforts

to its people as Cape Verde, is it surprising to find that
some people have positive associations with lovemaking?

The

ability to produce many children is viewed as desirable by
both Cape Verdean men and women for many reasons, including
the economic ones spelled out earlier in this study.

In

addition to reproductive aspect of sexuality, one gets the
sense that some Cape Verdeans enjoy lovemaking for the
pleasure, excitement, and comfort that it can provide.

This

joie de vivre comes out in dance at times and takes a form

that might be interpreted as a celebration of fertility.
Although the colonialists recognized this quality in Cape
Verdean dance, they were prejudiced in assuming that an open
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expression of sexuality is linked to promiscuity and
character faults.
Problems inevitably develop when a society applies its
own interpretation of sensual behavior to that of other
cultures.

It can result in confusion and misunderstandings.

This is illustrated by the experiences of some of my female
students at Rhode Island College.

As part of a class

assignment, they were encourage to attend a multi-cultural
musical event.

Several of them chose to go to a Cape Verdean

dance club in East Providence.

At the club, they are asked

to dance by Cape Verdean immigrant men.

They were made a

little uncomfortable by the customary Cape Verdean physical
closeness during the dance but wrote that they enjoyed
themselves.

Several of them commented that they were

surprised when at the end of the song, their partners
politely thanked them and sought out new partners.

They

interpreted the intensity, sensuality, and closeness of the
dance to be an expression of their partners' sexual interest
in them and were led from this body language and their
previous experiences with American men to believe that their
partners would try to continue and deepen their relationship
after the dance finished.

They expressed their surprise when

their partners abruptly departed at the end of the dance
because they applied the interpretation they knew to the
behavior that is often a part of the Cape Verdean dance
style.
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Granting that batuko does indeed have a sexual
component, could it be that women dance in part to display to
other women their potential to sexually attract men ?--that
batuko sometimes takes the form of a subtle competition and
friendly rivalry between women to show who can best attract
and hold a man?

This idea is similar to the idea that women

dress not to attract men but to impress other women.

It has

struck me at times that dancing the torno may be at times a
This

statement of a woman's confidence in her sexual allure.

view is supported by performances of older women who dance as
soloists as if to say that they may be getting older, but
there is still plenty of life in them yet.
A sentiment similar to this idea was expressed by 88
year old Bibinha Kabral in a finason in the film Songs of the
Badius (Zantzinger 1986).

In the performance Kabral tells

the story of a pregnant woman who wants to continue a
relationship with the father of her child but not exclusively
on his terms.

While telling it, the character of the

protagonist and Kabral herself are closely intertwined.

At

some points she is speaking of herself, describing herself as
short but strong, not like a stick, but still shapely and
sexually attractive.

In the combined persona of the woman

and herself, she describes how she and her man make explosive
love, boasting, in a way, about the sexual prowess she still
has despite her advanced age.

She says that she may be old,

but "I can still pound grain, still can grind, and I can
" In the film, her

winnow right down to nothing
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statement of vitality and sexuality is met with cheers of
support and encouragement from the group.
Although batuko performances may contain an element of
sensuality and sexuality, from what I have observed there is
a fine line between the degree of sexuality that is
permissible.

There is an aesthetic standard that determines

what is acceptable in a good performance.

A dancer may go

too far to be considered appropriate by the rest of the
group.

For example, the sexual allusions made by the young

dancer in Tchin Tabari's group were too obvious for some
critical observers.

A good dancer must combine classic moves

with a subtle expression of sexuality to be considered really
good.

The outer limits of the expression of sexuality were

illustrated to me in America by a batuko leader's comments on
a dancer who arrived for a performance on a college campus in
a miniskirt instead of the traditional knee-length

skirt.

The leader told me that she was not pleased by this choice of
clothing and that it did not add to the dignity of the
performance for the dancer to display herself in such a
blatantly provocative manner.

The expression of sexuality in

batuko performance, like all performances, is rule-governed,
although the rules may never be explicitly stated.

The Badiu

community carries the traditions and norms of performance and
in this case, seems to be large enough to encompass multiple
views of the affect of sexuality in batuko.
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Conclusions
In the previous section, although I have chosen to
explore the relationship between the expression of sexuality
and good batuko performances

this is, of course, only one

aspect of the total affect of a successful performance.

From

my conversations with batukaderas and from my own
observations and participation, many other factors contribute
to the whole.
For example, a good batuko experience requires a good
leader.

She or he must have a strong voice, a good rhythmic

sense, and plenty of stamina.

The leader must have a degree

of community respect in order to be able to organize and
assemble the group members, something that not just anyone
can do.

In addition, it has been suggested that she or he

may have the ear of people in positions of power, and thus
have the potential to help all members in a "godmother" type
of relationship90 .

A leader must have the capacity to compose

new songs with texts which are relevant to the audience and
melodies which are musically satisfying, as well as the
ability to remember old ones.

Particularly good leaders can

draw on their experience as culture bearers to evoke memories
90see earlier discussion of this idea presented by Marla
Solomon and modified by the author.
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relevant to the group and audience through their songs.

In

order to have such long memories, the best leaders are older
community members who are thoroughly familiar with the
history and traditions of Badiu culture.
While having a strong leader is important to the affect
of a performance for all involved, the old expression, "a
group is only as strong as its weakest member" can be applied
to batuko ensembles.

All members must be able to sing

responses while beating their independent rhythmic parts
strongly on their pano, something that is often a problem for
beginners. 91 A good batuko performance also requires an
ensemble with people who are willing to dance (some people
participate in the music-making but are reluctant to take
their turn as dancers).

A batuko requires a group of people

who are willing to make the time to participate in it and who
value the performance experience--their joy and enthusiasm,
as well as that of their audience, contribute to the affect.
When all of these things come together, "batuko makes
the whole world shake," to quote Balila.

If the Kaluli

strive for an aesthetic in their music that reflects
waterfalls and all of their associations (Feld 1982:164-65)
91When I worked with the informal batuko group of Palmira
Makhlouf in Providence, I sometimes had trouble singing and
beating my pano at the same time, especially during the
frenzied chabeta sections. New Cape Verdean ensemble members
also found this difficult. Only the strongest and most
experienced ensemble members were successful in
simultaneously concentrating on singing, on beating their
individual rhythms, and on their interactions with the solo
dancer and group leader. They also were able to maintain
their energy longer, unlike the beginners who tired quickly.
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and Bulgarian vocal ensembles strive for a vocal affect that
"rings like a bell," "batuko makes the whole world shake" can
aptly be taken as a metaphoric means for thinking about the
music genre and its affect.

Here is where the sensuality

versus the simple sexuality aspect of batuko comes into play:
good batuko requires a total domination of the senses--it is
an all-consuming sensual experience which transforms
individual members into a mass of sound and motion as they
are caught up in the rush towards chabeta.

It involves a

drowning-out of one's self and a temporary surrender to the
flow of energy of the batuko.

It transforms individual,

powerless women into a powerful force that shakes the very
earth.

It causes a suspension of awareness, even trance, in

some people and it makes everyone who does it a part of a
greater entity--a defiant mass which can, and does, stand-up
as a united front to opposing forces: unfair treatment by
men, racial discrimination, rules of behavior imposed by the
Catholic church, the former government, and the upper
classes, the threat of hunger, and lack of opportunity, for
instance.

The feeling of group strength and unity is one of

the most important things batuko can do for its participants.
When it happens, the batuko is a good one.
In sum, I have written about batuko from many different
angles.

I have analyzed its musical structure and social

organization, looked in depth at the life and music of a
powerful group leader, identified some of the most important
batuko groups in Santiago and New England, and discussed the
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history of the tradition based on written records.

I began

the dissertation by trying to describe what batuko is--I
isolated and analyzed its basic features--and have concerned
myself in the final sections with describing what batuko
does: it makes the very weakest individuals in Cape Verdean
society strong through their united efforts, it fulfills some
of the emotional, spiritual, and physical needs of its
participants, and it allows the powerless to at least
temporarily be strong.

At its best, batuko allows women who

have nothing an opportunity to forget their formidable daily
problems, temporarily releasing them from their frustrations
and concerns, and leaving them afterwards in a state of
catharsis.
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Project Details
History of the Project Circumstances of Fieldwork
I began to learn about Cape Verde and its music through
contact with Norberto Tavares, a musician from Santiago who
now lives in New Bedford, Massachusetts.

I initiated an

ethnomusicological fieldwork project with Norberto in 1990 as
part of a graduate seminar on the traditional musics of New
England and have continued to work closely with him ever
since.

He introduced me to many types of Cape Verdean music

but emphasized the musical traditions from his home island of
Santiago.

Although Norberto now composes and performs music

in his own personal style, the traditional musics of Santiago
are his inspiration and point of departure.

He encouraged me

to learn more about Badiu traditions and provoked my interest
in them, particularly the relationship between the popular
Cape Verdean music Norberto and others now play and the more
traditional acoustic folk traditions.

I wrote an extended

paper about Norberto Tavares and Cape Verdean music entitled

"Jornada di un Badiu" (1990) at the conclusion of the
semester-long fieldwork course.

I continued to work with

Norberto, eventually presenting the additional research in my
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masters' paper, "Cape Verdean Funana: Voice of the Badius"
(1991b).
During the past six years, I have come to know Norberto
Tavares and the members of his band20 well and we enjoy a
comfortable friendship.

In return for the band members' help

with my research, I have tried to assist them whenever
possible by acting as an advocate for the band.

I have

arranged public performances at Brown University and Rhode
Island College, written band publicity materials, edited song
translations, written to producers and distributors on their
behalf, and afforded them recognition that I feel they
deserve in my writings on Cape Verdean music.
I have performed with the band.

Several times

Norberto Tavares and I

worked out arrangements using French Horn (the instrument I
play), and I performed with Tropical Power in several public
performances, including a formal banquet to honor Carlos
Veiga, the Prime Minister of Cape Verde, when he visited
Rhode Island in October 1992.

I also played horn and sang on

Norberto's solo album, "Hino di Unificac;ao" (1993).

I

enjoyed these musical collaborations very much and my
appreciation for Norberto as an artist of the highest caliber
has continued to grow since working with him in the studio.21
20As of February 1995, the band, Tropical Power, consisted of
Norberto Tavares (keyboards, vocals), Antonio Tavares (bass),
Napoleon Teixeira (guitar), Joachim Santos (drums), Junior
Gregor (extra percussion), and Armando Silva (auxilary
keyboards). The band has gone through several small changes
in personnel since I first met Norberto Tavares in 1990.
21I was first able to hear the finished result of our
collaborative efforts after my departure for Cape Verde. I
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Norberto Tavares posed with his guitar, 1991 (Note the
unusual reversed guitar position used by Tavares).

bought a copy of Norberto's newly released compact disc,
"Hino di Unifica<;:ao" with my horn playing on it, at the open
market in Praia when I was there in 1992-93.
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CJ\
CJ\

The author with Norberto Tavares' band at a performance
in AS220 in Providence, Rhode Island, 1991. (Kathy McKinley,
photograph).

Norberto Tavares is well-known and loved as a recording
artist and advocate of Badiu culture in Santiago.

During my

first trip to Cape Verde in 1991, I learned firsthand that a
friendship with Norberto was a strong asset to any
fieldworker in Santiago.

In preparation for both the initial

trip and the longer stay, Norberto listed musicians that I
might wish to contact, and tried to notify them of my arrival
and interests.
to me.

His endorsement of my work opened many doors

Performing with him on a compact disc released while

I was in Santiago in 1992-93 was an additional help to my
credibility with musicians of Cape Verde.
After my initial research trip to Santiago, I applied
for funding to finance extended research.

I was awarded a

Fulbright Fixed Sum research grant to support ten months of
ethnomusicological research in Santiago, Cape Verde in 199293.

I departed for Santiago from Boston via Lisbon during

the first weeks of October, 1992 and remained there until
August 1993.

On the whole, I am pleased with the quality and

quantity of the research I was able to accomplish in those
ten months.

In retrospect, however, I see that there were

two factors which impeded both the day-to-day and the total
structure of the research project: my financial resources and
my pregnancy.

Although I did anticipate the profound

influence my pregnancy would have on the research, the
financial hardships which I will explain in detail came as an
unpleasant surprise to me.
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In 1992 -93 following the high expectations that
accompanied the election of the MpD (Movimento para
Democracia or Movement for Democracy} party to power, people
began to see that campaign promises could not be achieved as
quickly and easily as generally supposed.

Cape Verde's

economic problems are formidable and no party can
realistically change conditions overnight.

As the first

excitement following the election began to fade, the
prevailing attitude among the people of Praia was one of
disappointment and disillusionment.

Many were struggling to

profit in a rather desperate scramble following the
transition from a socialist-leaning society to a Western
oriented investment economy.
folding at a rapid rate.

New businesses were opening and

There were many grand but

unrealistic expectations about prices the market could bear,
and the profits these business-owners might expect to earn.
There seemed to be a wide-spread belief that foreign tourists
would soon arrive in large numbers and they would be willing
to pay high prices for Cape Verdean products and services.

I

found that prices for goods and services were unrealistically
high for what was being offered or provided22 .

As a

foreigner living on my Fulbright fixed sum grant, I found
22 For

example, rooms at the Praia Mar, a hotel with the
reputation as Praia's best, were between $75. and $100. a
night for per room, although they were far from US or
European standards. There were other hotels to be found in
the $40. to $60.range but they were even more likely to be
substandard in comfort, cleanliness, and services. The only
room which I could afford was in a small pension. It was
dirty and uncomfortable; rates were about $16. per night.
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myself caught between two functioning economies: that of the
international development workers (United Nations Food and
Agriculture Organization, United States Agency for
International Development, National Institute for
Agricultural Research, World Health Organization, etc.) whose
living expenses were adjusted to assure a comfortable
standard of living regardless of the local economy and that
of the local people.

I was in the unfortunate position to be

competing for housing with other international visitors but I
did not have the funds to afford the inflated prices paid by
those with subsidized housing budgets.

Praia definitely had

two housing scales: a lower one for Cape Verdean renters and
a much higher one for foreigners.

After several weeks of

unsuccessfully searching for housing on my own, I concluded
that mid-priced housing is rarely available to foreigners.
The Prime Minister's chief of staff eventually helped me to
locate an apartment with electricity and running water in the
Achada di Santo Antonio area of Praia, a neighborhood with
many foreigners and wealthy Cape Verdeans.

Although I had

budgeted for economical housing, the price I paid for an
unfurnished apartment in Praia was comparable to my housing
costs in Providence, Rhode Island, a rather expensive place
as American cities go.

This type of neighborhood was

obviously where government authorities felt that foreigners
were supposed to live.
to me.

No other options were made available

I rented the apartment from October 1992 until August

1993.
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Life in Cape Verde was surprisingly expensive, including
airfare, housing, food, furnishings, and water.
goods are imported and are therefore costly.

Nearly all

After

struggling to live within my budget, it seems that both the
Fulbright budget-makers and I misjudged the cost of living in
Praia for ten months, perhaps failing to take into account
the rapid inflation in 1992 -932 3.

For certain, many of the

living costs might have been reduced if I had family or close
friends in Cape Verde to help me negotiate prices.

Discounts

through family ties and elaborate systems of connections are
one of the means by which people can survive financially and
prosper in prohibitively expensive Cape Verde.

These

personal connections, unfortunately, were not available to
me.
In addition to being outside the local economic network,
my financial situation was worsened by bad luck.

My

apartment was robbed in December, 1992 and thieves stole much
2 3some

of the expenses were the result of my inexperience.
For example, I did not take into account such costs as the
high import fees that must be paid for goods to clear Cape
Verdean customs. I shipped several crates of household goods
and books from New Bedford at a reasonable price and was
perhaps naively surprised to pay heavily once again to claim
my crates from the Praia harbor. Some costs I could not
possibly have foreseen. For example, it was a rude surprise
when I tried to ship some of our belongings back to the US
with the same boat that brought them to Cape Verde. I learned
that the price to return my goods to America was five times
higher than the fee charged for shipment from New Bedford to
Praia! The logic behind this price was that although the ship
travels from New England to Cape Verde with a full load, it
returns to the US nearly empty. The cost of sending the
empty ship was imposed on those trying to send goods to the

us.
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of my research equipment including my field tape recorder, my
35 mm camera, and

lenses.

As the theft occurred just before

my husband came to Cape Verde, he was able to rescue my
research by replacing the gear, albeit at considerable
expense.

The robbery was a disheartening experience that

left me feeling vulnerable and frustrated, especially when I
found the local police totally unwilling and unmotivated to
assist me in recovering the goods or finding the thieves.
The unanticipated high living costs and the robbery left
me in a position where additional research expenses were
barely affordable.
the project.

Yet, they were crucial to the progress of

The entire stay in Cape Verde was marked by

financial hardship despite the seemingly generous Fulbright
grant.

This truly limited the nature and scope of the

research I could accomplish.
Another defining factor of my fieldwork experience in
1992-93 was my pregnancy.

I chose to have my first child

while I was doing fieldwork in Cape Verde.

Although this

created drawbacks--possible health risks to me and my baby,
decreased efficiency, diminished vigor--I found the pregnancy
and new baby were an asset to my research rather than a
hindrance for reasons I will explain.
Previous to this research, I had worked with male
musicians from Cape Verde and was disappointed by my
inability to form friendships with the women in their lives.
The women I met appeared suspicious of my motives towards
their men, and were not willing to work with me.
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Perhaps it

was because some could not identify with a childless, foreign
academician in her thirties.

I sought a way to better relate

to Cape Verdean women and to facilitate research on batuko.
For a variety of reasons, most importantly because my husband
and I were ready for a child and only secondly because we
felt it might aid my fieldwork, we decided that I should have
the child in Cape Verde.
Many Cape Verdeans with the financial means make the
opposite decision--they choose for health reasons to deliver
their babies in Europe or America, even if this involves
great expense 24 .

Some Cape Verdean-Americans told me that

they considered my decision to have a child in Praia to be
foolhardy, even irresponsible, in light of the health risks.
It is certainly true that in the worst case scenario, the
pregnancy could have jeopardized the research trip.

If

medical complications in the last trimester of pregnancy had
presented themselves, threatening the child's or my welfare,
I would not have hesitated to take advantage of the Fulbright
medical evacuation insurance and leave for more sophisticated
medical facilities, even if it meant the end of the project.
However, I decided to begin the research and make a decision
about whether to stay or to leave later in the pregnancy,
based on a physician's assessment of my condition.
24 From

I left

what I have been told, delivering a baby in the United
States can have more advantages than simple health benefits:
if the child is born on US soil, it is said that it is
officially eligible for US citizenship, although I have not
confirmed this. This birth may eventually open immigration
doors for the entire family.
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America on my own when I was five months pregnant and was
joined by my husband late in my pregnancy.

A German

obstetrician monitored my pregnancy as a private patient and
delivered our baby at the Agostinho Neto Hospital on
February,

2 8,

1993.

I approached the childbirth experience

with confidence assuming that it was a natural function for a
healthy woman like me.

To my great surprise, I had delivery

problems and ended up having an emergency cesarean section in
Praia.

Despite the complications, the baby and I left the

hospital healthy.
weeks old.

I resumed fieldwork when he was three

Our son thrived during the rest of our stay in

Cape Verde, until our departure when he was six months old.
Although I would not recommend pregnancy and childbirth
while doing fieldwork, I found that women related to me
warmly as a pregnant woman, and as a new mother.

I was

consequently able to develop some good fieldwork
relationships.

Clearly establishing myself as a married,

pregnant women also discouraged unwanted advances from men 25 ,
25 Not

entirely, however. Any available foreigner--male or
female--could be a source of potential money, prestige, and
perhaps even a ticket out of country for a successful suitor
in a nation with extremely limited resources such as Cape
Verde (case in point--a Dutch friend of mine working on an
international project married her Cape Verdean boyfriend,
taking him with her when she left). Some local women try to
form relationships with foreign men for the advantages that
this can bring. For example, a woman who helped me with
housework deliberately conceived a child with a married
Portuguese construction foreman who was temporarily working
on a project in Praia. Although I believe that she genuinely
cared about the man, she spoke openly about her good fortune
in being impregnated by him. She saw the child as a possible
way out of Cape Verde, and as a source of potential income
through the man"s financial support in the future.
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making my work easier.

Many anthropologists have discussed

the methodological merits of bringing their families with
them into the field; these include Butler and Turner 1987,
Cassell 1987, and Whitehead and Conaway 1986.
There is no denying that the pregnancy and a newborn
baby made things difficult for me at times.

I could not

always operate at my full strength and had to be more
cautious about my health before and after the birth.

I

planned my fieldwork around the birth of the child for
maximum efficiency.

During October through December when I

was in my second trimester of pregnancy and travel was
easier, I went to Sao Jorge and Sao Domingos in the interior
on a regular basis and did much of my research on funana.
During the months just prior to the birth when it was
difficult to get around, I concentrated on improving my
language skills.

I took extensive Krioulo lessons from a

teacher in Praia, which proved beneficial to my later
research.
My husband's arrival in Cape Verde in December made the
realization of research project goals easier for me through
his help in caring for the child after its birth, through his
moral support, and through his help in establishing fieldwork
rapport with the musicians we met.

After the baby was born,

we frequently traveled to the interior to do fieldwork
together, baby and all.

Josef's outgoing personality,

language skills, and uninhibited friendly manner had proved
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to be an asset during our first trip to Cape Verde and
continued to be a help in subsequent research.

In the field,

our infant son, Philip, was the source of considerable
interest to virtually everyone we encountered and he was
happily passed about and rocked to sleep by many Cape Verdean
parents with more experience than I had in the ways of
newborns.

I believe that he was an ice breaker and a

humanizing factor for me in the eyes of the people I worked
with: a real asset, besides being a beautiful and extremely
good-natured baby.

In all, I am pleased that my family was

with me during my research and feel that the benefits and
support they provided greatly surpassed any disadvantages26 .
It was my hope from the beginning to find a local person
to work with me as a translator.

Despite intensive

inquiries, to my surprise no one seemed interested in the
26 with

the possible exception of our Springer Spaniel, Marta.
When plans for her to stay with a family in the US fell
through at the last minute, my husband had virtually no
choice but to bring the year-old dog along with him in
December. Poor Marta had her own set of cultural
misunderstandings and adaptations in Cape Verde. She is an
extremely friendly dog who was accustomed to being treated
nicely by everyone. Cape Verdeans are generally suspicious of
the half wild dogs they encounter in the streets and will
pick up rocks to throw at dogs if the animals look
aggressive. People often misinterpreted Marta's friendly
greetings as aggression and armed themselves with rocks to
throw at her. Marta interpreted this rock-threatening
gesture as an invitation to play "fetch," and would rush the
rock thrower to try to retrieve the stone, scaring the
thrower even more. To further compound the misunderstanding,
my husband would call back our dog, yelling what sounded
like, "Mata!, Mata!" with his German pronunciation which
means "Attack!, Kill!" in Krioulo. This absolutely terrified
the poor Cape Verdean, who feared an immediate attack by this
strange dog belonging to some obviously crazy foreigners.
Marta will remain home next time!
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job.

After a long and frustrating search, I finally found a

suitable person in March after 5 months in Praia.

I began

working with Segisnando {Chinando) Rodriques, a young man
from Praia with excellent language skills, a keen mind, a
The period of

good education, and an interest in my work.

research after I began working with him until our departure
was highly productive.

We traveled to the interior by van to

interview funana and batuko musicians on a regular basis and
we attended and documented many performances.

In June and

July, we concentrated on documenting tabanka in Achada
Grande, Praia.

When we were not in the field, Chinando and I

translated interviews and song texts, taking the
transcriptions back to the performers to verify and expand
our interpretations.

There was an abundance of work to keep

me busy when I was in Praia.

Throughout the research stay, I

indexed and transcribed field tapes, kept a field notebook
and diary of daily events, and practiced my funana accordion
and batuko songs.

I also spent time in the local library and

archives searching for relevant materials.

My husband

willingly became the primary caregiver for the baby during
the last half of my research stay, freeing me up for my work.
In sum, I began learning about the musicians of Santiago
while in New England and eventually made two research trips
to Cape Verde, including a ten month stay in 1992-93 to work
with traditional musicians there.

Despite unexpected

financial constraints and my pregnant condition during that
extended stay, I was able to do successful research in
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Santiago.

When I returned to the U.S., I continued to learn

about the traditions of Cape Verde from musicians living near
me in Rhode Island and Massachusetts and I remain in contact
with them to the present time.
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Methodology
During my years of graduate studies, I became familiar
with a variety of ways to practice ethnomusicology.

Several

problems and issues in ethnomusicology have helped me in the
selection of methodological practices.

One of these problems

or concerns is whether ethnomusicology, as it is most often
practiced, is fundamentally ethical.

By this, I mean to

question whether there is a way that we, as outsiders from
one culture, can fairly represent or speak with authority
about musical traditions in another culture, as
ethnomusicologists traditionally have done.

When we put our

cultural interpretations in print, with our affiliations with
Western institutes of higher learning behind them, our works
take on more authority that they may deserve.

All methods of

practice in ethnography are subjective to some extent.

I

believe that a fairer, less ethnocentric, and consequently
more ethical representation must reflect insiders' views of
the musical traditions in the ethnography in addition to
those of the ethnographer.

For this reason, my dissertation

includes accounts that come directly from taped interviews
with music-makers from Santiago in English translation, it
has a series of portrait/biographies of folk artists, and it
attempts at times to interpret the music from the musicians'
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point of view.

I recognize that this is not the perfect

solution: the dissertation I have written is inevitably the
product of my editing, my interpretation of the culture, my
personality, and my notions of what a dissertation is
supposed to include.

I have arrived at my interpretation of

the music-culture the way that most musical ethnographers do:
I worked from interviews with culture members, song texts,
written sources on Cape Verde, musical transcriptions,
records and cassettes, video footage, and the observations
and experiences that I recorded in my field notebooks.

In

the process, I have tried to let myself be guided by Santiago
musicians' perceptions and classifications of the musical
genres.
I understand that it is not the ethnomusicologist's
given right to gather whatever information he or she chooses
from other people.

It is the ethnographer's responsibility

to certain that informants understand the ethnographer's
intentions.

I always explained to the musicians I worked

with what I was doing in Cape Verde, and what I intended to
do with the information provided to me.

I asked for

permission before beginning an interview, before making tape
recordings, or before taking photographs.

I respected the

right of informants to refuse this of me.

All the musicians

I interviewed gave their consent to work with me, although
some requested not to be photographed, directly quoted, or
videotaped, which I honored.
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The issue of payment for the services of informants in
fieldwork is always a sensitive one, especially when the
researcher is working on a small budget and has little hope
of earning money in the future with the data being gathered.
It is not always easy to explain to informants that one's
primary research motivation is knowledge for its own sake,
rather than financial profit.

To the extent that it was

possible on my extremely tight budget, I tried to repay and
help the people who assisted me in my research: with
financial assistance in some cases, through acknowledgments
in my work, and through gifts.

I rarely visited a musician's

house in Santiago empty-handed; I always brought gifts,
usually food items such as bags of rice or beans, olive oil,
or cans of tuna as a contribution to the family meals.

For

special performances, I paid the musicians with money, and I
When I left Cape Verde, I

often brought food and drinks.

tried to give all of the musicians who helped me some special
gifts from my household.

I left feeling frustrated that I

could not do more but my financial resources were simply
exhausted.
Turning from the human side to the technical side of the
documentation process, field recordings were made with a Sony
Walkman Professional and Sony Stereo Microphone ECM-909 or
with a video camera {a Sony CCD-V701 Hi 8 camcorder with a
built-in Stereo Microphone).

Initially, I used a Minolta 35

millimeter camera with a variety of lenses and both black and
white and color slide film for still photographs.
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Unfortunately, this instrument was stolen.
a borrowed Minolta 35mm camera.

Afterwards I used

For a field notebook and

general research tool, I utilized a Macintosh PowerBook 100.
Participation in music-making was part of my research
strategy.

This was one of my favorite fieldwork activities.

I love the music from Santiago and I wanted to perform it for
personal aesthetic pleasure, as well as for research
purposes.

To prepare for the participation part of my

research, I began learning to play the diatonic accordion, or
gaita, as it is called in Cape Verde.

I wanted to take

lessons from such players as Kode di Dona, a highly regarded
funana performer and composer when I was in Santiago.

Upon

arrival, I found that this was not as simple as I had hoped.
I underestimated the physical difficulties of transporting
the instrument together with all my research equipment and
fresh water supplies into the field.

Without a car, I found

it very difficult to get out to Kode di Dona's house in Sao
Francisco, which is not on a regularly traveled route.

My

assistant and I ended up walking the entire 10 miles, and
back, to visit Kode.

The accordion proved to be an

additional physical burden.
My plan to take lessons was not what I had hoped for,
either.

When I appeared in the village carrying my

instrument for a lesson with Kode, I attracted the attention
of the entire village--to my dismay.

Every possible space

around Kode's house was filled with interested neighbors who
expected me to perform for them.
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I did play for them, but I

quickly realized that it was not going to be possible to take
quiet, personal lessons in the way I had anticipated.

This

was one of the reasons that I decided to pursue my study of
funana from other directions rather than personal
performance.

I recognized that funana is not ideally suited

for performance by foreigners because it is a musical form
based upon text, rather than an instrumental genre.

It

requires advanced language skills on the part of its
performers; the language play in funana song texts is too
subtle for most foreigners.

Further, it is not a genre that

is performed by women, although females sometimes play the
accompanying ferrinho.

In light of these problems, I decided

not to continue to try to learn to perform funana personally
as part of the research methodology.
I was much more successful in joining a batuko group.

I

was able to learn about batuko from performing with the group
in Sao Domingo, and I performed with Balila's group from Tira
Chapeau, as well.

Upon my return to the United States, I

worked with the batuko group of Palmira Makhlouf, attending
rehearsals leading to a concert at Brown University in April,
1995.

I enjoyed these experiences very much and acquired new

insights in the process.

I would like to return to Cape

Verde in the future to concentrate exclusively on
performance, especially the intricacies of batuko dancing.
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Review of Scholarly Literature
To date, the scholarly literature pertaining to the
musical traditions of Cape Verde is severely limited,
particularly research focusing specifically on the musics of
Santiago.

Songs of the Badius, a thirty-six minute color

documentary film on the musical traditions of Santiago
(Zantzinger 1986), is one of the few sources that that I have
found that deals at any length with the topics I have chosen
for my dissertation research.

I have found the film an

inspiration, and a valuable research aid because of its
subject matter and its well-filmed performance scenes.

But

it only touches the surface of the traditions because of its
brevity.

One reason that the film is successful, in my

opinion, is Zantzinger's filmmaking skill and his fine choice
of cultural consultants.

He worked with Jose Filomena

Monteiro, a career diplomat (and musician) from Santiago who
worked at the Cape Verdean Embassy in Washington, D.C., and
with Virginia Gonsalves, a highly respected native-born Cape
Verdean who is a high school teacher in Providence, Rhode
Island.

They helped to select the musicians who participated

in the film, arranged meetings with them, led the interviews
with musicians, and did the translations from Krioulo to
English that appeared in subtitles and voice-overs in the
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documentary.

Scenes with the lively performers, Antonio

Dente d'Oro and Bibinha Kabral, the music and dance
sequence's broad appeal, and Zantzinger's talent and
experience as a filmmaker all help to make the film exciting
and informative to watch.

I found the funana sequences

showing the diatonic accordion performance technique used by
musicians to be of particular value in my research.

The

footage allowed me to identify the types of instruments used
by funana players.

This proved to be helpful to my musical

analysis of funana (1991b).

Until the release of a new

compact disc featuring the folk music of Cape Verde (Cape
Verde: The Roots 1991, Playa Sound), the film was the only
available source where one could hear, and see, the musics of
Santiago.
Since I began my research in 1990, folk artists from
Cape Verde and Cape Verdean-American communities have begun
to to receive special attention.

They were featured at the

Festival of American Folklife 1995, sponsored by the
Smithsonian Institute, Office of Folklife Program and
Cultural Studies.

Extensive documentation of the folk arts

of Cape Verde was done prior to, during, and after the
festival.

The Smithsonian archive in Washington D.C. is now

an important new source of information for Cape Verdean
scholars 27 .

Rhode Island College in Providence, Rhode Island

27 I

participated in the research process by documenting
musicians from Cape Verde, especially Santiago, who are now
living in New England (Norberto Tavares and the members of
Tropical Power, Joao Cirilo, Palmira Makhlouf and her batuko
group, and Gardenia Benr6s and family). I also helped to
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also has an archive with extensive holdings pertaining to
Cape Verde.

The archive is located on the second floor of

Roberts Library on the Rhode Island College campus in
Providence, Rhode Island.

It contains numerous published

sources on Cape Verde, as well as many unpublished works,
photographs, artifacts, documents, and special collections
donated by various individuals.

An additional resource at

Rhode Island College is Dr. Richard Lobban, director of the
African/Afro-American Studies Program and Professor in the
Anthropology Department.

Dr. Lobban is the author of

numerous books and articles on Cape Verde.

He offers courses

on Cape Verde and its role in African Studies on a regular
basis.

Through his personal efforts and scholarly interests,

Rhode Island College with its Cape Verdean Special Collection
has become the informal center for Cape Verdean Studies in
America.
Aside from these sources, there are references to the
music of Santiago in Popular Musics of the Non-Western World
(Manuel 1988) and in the sections written by Manuel in the
Historical Handbook of the Republic of Cape Verde, 2nd ed.
(Lobban and Halter 1988) which pertain to music.

I assisted

in adding extensive entries on Cape Verdean music in the 3rd
edition of the book (Lobban & Lopes 1995).

Although I have

provide an overview of the current musical situation in
Santiago, providing the Institute with information about
culture bearers, video footage, photographs, recording, and
written analysis of the Badiu traditions. All of the
information that I, and other researchers, gathered is now
held in the Washington, DC archive.
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not found any additional references to funana in recent and
historical scholarly writings, the musical genres, batuko,
finason, and tabanka are occasionally mentioned.

The

unpublished ethnography on batuko by Katherine Hagedorn
(1990), based on interviews with Maria Concepsao di Silva in
Rhode Island, is a useful source which describes batuko
performances and gives insight into batuko's role in the
formation of Cape Verde's new identity as an African nation.
This work can be found in the Koetting Archive for
Ethnomusicology, Orwig Library, Brown University.
The dissertation and papers by Marla J. Solomon (1992),
based on her extensive field research with women's groups in
Santiago, are useful sources on Cape Verdean life, although
they do not focus specifically on music.

Rather, they

analyze the dynamics of specific groups and document and
describe the means by which these groups accomplish their
goals in present day Cape Verde.
Because of our similar interests and methodological
approaches, the works of Tome Varela da Silva are important
sources for my research.

The author is a Cape Verdean

folklorist who has published a series of books in recent
years pertaining to Santiago's oral and musical traditions-
collections of transcribed batukos, finasons, and stories,
all of which are published in Krioulo rather than Portuguese.
His work, Na Bibifla Kabral: Bida y 6bra (1988) (Mrs Bibifia
Kabral: Life and Work) is based on tape recorded interviews
made with this batuko and finason artist from Santiago.
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In

the course of the interview, Bibifia Kabral tells the story of
her life and gives examples of her musical work.

Da Silva

includes photographs of Bibifia at home with family members.
The volume concludes with interviews of people that knew her.

Finasons di Na Nasia Gomes (1985) is based on fieldwork that
The

he did with the poet/performer, Nasia Gomi in 1981-82.
book includes technical information related to the

performance of finason, along with transcribed and annotated
texts from two of Gomi's performances.

Another work by T.V.

da Silva is a collection of stories from Santiago and other
islands entitled Na B6ka Noti (1987) (The Night's Voice).

Da

Silva has plans to continue to publish works on the oral
traditions of Santiago, making valuable contributions to the
scholarly literature on Cape Verdean performing arts.

This

author lives in Praia where he is closely associated with the

Institutu Cabuverdiano do Livro (the Cape Verdean Institute
of Books).
Several articles by Felix Monteiro (1948, 1949) focus on
the tabanka tradition in Praia.

Besides describing the

nature of tabanka associations, Monteiro discusses the
similarities between tabanka and candomble, a Brazilian
syncretic religion.

Written in Portuguese, his articles are

the only older works that I have found dealing with the
subject of tabanka.

A new article about tabanka published in

1991 by Jose Maria Semedo and Maria R. Turano makes a strong
contribution to the limited material on this subject.
Entitled "A 'Tabanca' Em Cabo Verde: Aspectos Cultuais,"
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("'Tabanka' in Cape Verde: Cultural Aspects") (Semedo and
Turano 1991), this article on tabanka and its relationship to
batuko provides extensive ethnographic description and
analysis of the tabanka association's celebration and
procession which was documented in the Varzea neighborhood of
Praia in 1991.

It also describes batuko and explains how

batuko is used in the tabanka celebrations.

It is published

in Portuguese.
An oft cited source on Cape Verdean folklore is the work

Folk-lore from the Cape Verde Islands, by Elsie Clews Parsons
(Parsons 1923).

It is a collection and analysis of stories

that Parson collected in the Cape Verdean communities of
southern New England.

To gather her data, Parsons worked

with a Cape Verdean assistant who transcribed the Krioulo
stories for Parsons in the field and later translated them
into English.

Parsons engaged in a cross-cultural study of

the stories, grouping them into categories based on their
predominant themes.

Although her book has been useful to me

only as a general source, Parsons is one of the most famous
ethnographers to focus on Cape Verde.

Cabo Verde: Apontamento Etn6graficos

(Cape Verde:

Ethnographic Notes) (Filho 1976), contains two essays that
pertain to my work because they are concerned with the
retention of African traditions in Santiago.

The first

discusses rural housing styles, describing the traditional
round, thatched-roof houses called funcos which resemble the
houses built in parts of West Africa.
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These are being

replaced gradually by Portuguese-style rectangular buildings
with tile roofs.

The author describes both housing styles.

The second essay is entitled, "Berirnbau e Cirnb6: Dois
Instrumentos Musicais em Vias de Desaparecimento na
Arquipelago de Cabo Verde," ("Berirnbau and Cirnb6: Two
Instruments on the Verge of Disappearing from the Archipelago
of Cape Verde").

The berimbau is a musical instrument

related to the mouth harp and the cimb6 is a type of one
string fiddle.

Both are thought to have their origins in

mainland Africa, although neither is common in Santiago
today.

This essay documents their use in rural Santiago in

recent years.
Cape Verdean historical sources, especially travel logs,
mention batuko-like singing and dancing in Santiago.

The

nineteenth century missionary Francisco Valdez describes
batuko, along with some of the social customs of Santiago, in
Six Years of a Traveller's Life in Western Africa,
Vol.l. (Valdez 1861).

Many other visitors to Cape Verde have

made note of the music, including Charles Darwin.

Santiago

was Darwin's first stop on the research trip he described in
The Voyage of the Beagle

(Darwin 1989).

In his notes from

January 1832, he wrote that he was surprised by the island's
bleakness; yet he praised the beauty of the women he saw
performing a type of dance (most probably batuko) on the
island.
The Austrian naturalist, Dr. Cornelio August Doelter y
Cisterich (1850-1930), was in the Cape Verdean islands for an
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extended visit on his way to the Guinea Coast in 1880-81.

He

authored a book based on his experiences (Doelter 1888).
Written in German, it describes in detail the physical
features, flora and fauna, and the people Doelter
encountered.

He includes a detailed description of the

musicians and dancers he saw in Santiago, as well as a
funeral ritual following the death of a man in a rural
village.

Doelter also includes a rare description of guiza,

a type of ritual lamenting or wailing that took place during
the mourning ritual.
Another source which describes batuko and other Badiu
traditions is the Krioulo/Portuguese dictionary written by
Armando Napoleao Rodriques Fernandes (Fernandes 1991).

These

early sources on batuko are discussed at length in my chapter
on the history of batuko.
Turning from the scholarly works about Santiago to
relevant sources relative to the Cape Verde islands, the
dissertation and numerous published works by Dierdre Meintel
proved to be very useful to me.

As a graduate student in the

Brown University Anthropology Department, Meintel did a year
of field research on Brava, Cape Verde plus extensive
fieldwork in New England immigrant communities which resulted
in her dissertation, "Cape Verdean-Americans: Their Cultural
and Historical Background" (Meintel 1978).

She later

published a book, based in part on her dissertation research,
entitled, Race, Culture, and Portuguese Colonialism in Cabo

Verde (Meintel 1984).

In addition, she authored several fine
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articles on Cape Verdean culture, ethnicity and Cape Verdean
language. 28
The 1990s have seen the publication of a number of
strong new sources in Engish on Cape Verde and the Cape
Verdean American experience, including Marilyn Halter's book
Between Race and Ethnicity: Cape Verdean American Immigrants,
1860-1965 (Halter 1993); Manny Almeida's Ringside Lounge: The
Cape Verdeans' Struggle for Their Neighborhood (Beck 1992);
several new offerings by Richard Lobban including Cape Verde:
Crioulo Colony to Independent Nation (Lobban 1995) and the
updated and greatly expanded Historical Dictionary of the
Republic of Cape Verde, 3rd ed.

(Lobban and Lopes 1995).

Concerning Cape Verdean music, I would mention a number
of books and collections on the morna and other European
influenced musical genres (Monteiro 1987,1988; de Sousa 197375; Tavares 1932; Alfama 1910; Duarte 1934).

The two works

on the morna and its cultural and performance contexts (which
I found most useful) were written by the Cape Verdean
composer, Vasco Martins (Martins 1988) and the Brown
University ethnomusicology graduate student, Barbara
(Masters) Rehm (1975).

The latter work discusses the morna

in the Cape Verdean communities of southern New England.
musical analysis and her summary of the history of this
tradition also apply to the closely related traditions in
Cape Verde.
28see bibliographical listings under Meintal and Machado.
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Its

A recent work by Caroline S. Shaw (Shaw 1992) is a
significant contribution to the field.

Written in English,

her work is an annnotated bibliography of materials on Cape
Verde, dividing the works into categories (Geography, The
Country and Its People, Travelers's Accounts, History, Music,
etc.).

It provides a short description of each entry,

including works published in Portuguese.

As the first of its

kind pertaining to Cape Verde, this bibliography is a great
aid to all Cape Verdean scholars, but particularly to English
readers who may be overwhelmed by the predominantly
Portuguese sources.

This work provides a point of departure

for those scholars.
Other bibliographies that have been useful include
Guinea-Bissau and Cape Verde Islands (McCarthy 1977),
Portuguese Africa: Materials in English and Translation

(Henderson 1976 and 77), Bibliographies for African Studies
1970-1986 (Scheven 1988), and the bibliography in Lobban and

Lopes's Historical Dictionary of the Republic of Cape Verde
(Lobban and Lopes 1995).
Brazilian musicians have exerted a strong influence on
Cape Verdean musicians in both recent years and in the past.
The coladeira has a strong Brazilian and Caribbean influence.
Sambas and carnival music from Brazil are played regularly at

Cape Verdean dances.

Dr. Gerard Behague, an

ethnomusicologist specializing in Latin American music
reacted to Cape Verdean funana's similarity to a dance music
tradition called coco from northern and north-eastern Brazil
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after viewing video footage I shot in Cape Verde, although
accordion and scraper dance music traditions are found
A

thoughout the Caribbean, Central, and South America. 29

section in Behague's entry on Brazilian folk music in The New

Groves Dictionary of Music and Musicians (Behague 1980: 241)
describes this dance music tradition in some detail.

Because

the inhabitants of Cape Verde share a past directly affected
by the slave trade, it is not surprising that their music has
some traits in common with that of the music from other parts
of the African diaspora.

Culturally, Cape Verde is in many

ways more closely related to the Caribbean and Brazil than
mainland Africa.

However, tabanka and batuko are commonly

thought to have derived from musical traditions in present
day Guinea-Bissau.

Unfortunately, few studies or recordings

exists documenting the traditional musics of Guinea-Bissau.
Even if they did, making a comparison between the traditional
musics of Guinea-Bissau and Cape Verde would involve the
unreliable assumption that the musical traditions have not
changed in the years that have passed since people were
forcibly moved, as slaves, from the Guinea coast to Cape
Verde.

I have nevertheless studied the available literature

on Guinea-Bissua and neighboring countries to help put the
musics of Santiago into context.

I found the the book

Athiopen des Westens: Forschungreisen in Portugiesisch-Guinea
by Hugo Adolf Bernatzik, an Austrian anthropologist, to be
29rn fact, folk merengue from the Dominican Republic and
funana are remarkably similar.
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particularly valuable (Bernatzik 1933).

His study, written

in German, describes ethnic groups he visited in Guinea
Bissau.

Two outstanding features of this two volume work are

the extensive photographs, and his candid descriptions of the
details of musical performances.

The second volume consists

entirely of 375 photographs of a wide range of subjects
arranged by ethnic group.

He photographed houses (including

aerial shots of entire villages), clothing and hair styles,
musical instruments, dances, tools, fetish objects, the
designs found on various material artifacts, and much more.
His fastidious work is of value to researchers delving deeper
into an investigation of the historical connections between
the music of Cape Verde and the Guinea coast.
Numerous new ethnomusicological sources relating to
African music-culture were useful to me as models for my
research, especially works by Chernoff (1979), Locke (1979,
1990), Berliner (1978), Keil (1979), Blacking (1967), Bender
(1984, 1991), Waterman (1990a), and Stone (1980).

Books by

Oliver (1970), Bebey (1969), Nketia (1974), Collins (1985),
Djedje (1989), and Merriam (1982) which discuss African music
and ethnomusicology have also been valuable as general
sources, as are the works that discuss the transfer and
retention of African traits in the New World.

Other primary

sources relating to African retentions are those by Melville
Herskovits (1938,1958, 1966), William Bascom (1969a), R.
Waterman (1952, 1963), Oliver (1970), Kubik (1979), Kebede
(1982), and Roger Bastide (1971).
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Because my research topic covers the issues of musical
change and African popular music, there are an abundance of
other relevant works.

Some of the useful books and articles

dealing with musical change are those written or edited by
Nettl (1978), Bascom and Herskovits (1958), Irvine and Sapir
(1976), Kaemmer (1989), and Koetting (1980).

From the

numerous works on Africa popular music, works by C. Waterman
(1982, 1990a, 1990b), Ware (1978), Bergman (1985), Collins
and Richards (1981), Coplan (1981a, 1981b, 1982), Wallis and
Malm (1984), and Roberts (1982) have been useful to my
research.
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PART THREE - FUNANA:
Funana Narrative
From my first trip to Santiago in 1991, I knew that
acoustic funana players were not to be found on every street
corner of the capital city of Praia.

Weeks could pass in the

town without even encountering musicians playing accordion92
and ferrinho.

In the neighborhoods of affluent Cape Verdeans

live funana musicians might never be heard.

Although Praia

does indeed have funana players, the people most strongly
associated with the tradition live in small communities in
the island's interior or in urban neighborhoods of Praia well
off the beaten tracks.

I knew that the success of my

fieldwork depended on finding a way to come in contact with
acoustic funana musicians, and, thereafter, with their
willingness to work with me.

I was not sure initially how to

begin to realize my goals.
I was able to begin meeting with funana musicians on a
regular basis with the help of a friend.

I met Nick, a

British biologist who was employed by INIA 93 developing
drought-resistant acacia trees.

He worked and lived in Sao

Jorge, a lovely fertile valley area located about halfway up
the highest mountain in Santiago, Pico di St. Antonio.
92The instrument used to play funana is a two row diatonic
accordion, sometimes called a melodeon.
93Instituto Nacional para Investiga�ao Agricola (National
Institute for Agricultural Development).
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Nick's house gradually became a research base for me.

Before

I left Rhode Island, I was given a list of musicians to
contact by a funana player living in America.
or around Sao Jorge and Joao Teves.

Most lived in

My visits to Sao Jorge

provided me with the opportunity to come into contact with
those musicians.
Each weekend I made the pilgrimage to Sao Jorge.

I

traveled by public van to a stop where the road to Assomada
split off to Sao Jorge. Riding the vans was always an
interesting experience.

During the ride I would study in

detail the Badiu families returning from business in town-
women with crisp, white kerchiefs tied neatly around their
heads in individual ways, some with treasured golden filigree
earrings with red stones hanging from their ears.

They were

often accompanied by spotless little girls in fancy pastel
dresses, with their hair tidily braided in close cornrow
designs.

The older men wore dark cloth trousers, cotton

dress shirts, belts, and plaid caps.

Young men wore new

looking jeans or casual trousers and brightly patterned,
light-weight shirts.

I often wondered how people could

manage to keep their clothes looking so crisp and freshly
laundered, especially without electric irons and washing
machines.
When I got out of the van, I faced a two kilometer walk
up the mountain road to get to Nick's.

Although I was

inevitably burdened with too much gear, the varied landscape
soon made me forget the weight of my load.
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Huge green

mountains rose up on the left side of the road.

I passed

stone farm houses surrounded by fields of corn and beans and
thick meadow grass.

As I walked by houses, free-roaming

chickens would keep their distance, some sleepy pigs and
goats in the yard might raise their heads, and a mangy dog
would inevitably rush at me with fangs barred until I moved
out of range.

Along the right side of the road the ground

dropped steeply to a deeply cut riverbed or ribeira.

In the

middle of the riverbed, a small, but steady stream of water
flowed.

I would often see women doing their wash in this

stream below.

They spread the clean clothes out on the warm,

volcanic rocks to dry.

Trees suitable for clotheslines are

rare in Cape Verde so it is a common sight to see clean
laundry spread out on rocks to dry.
Nick's house was a third of a kilometer up the hill from
the National Botanical Gardens and was situated under a stand
of old eucalyptus trees.

After the oppressive dusty heat of

Praia, it was wonderful to smell the wet air in Sao Jorge, to
see the plentiful green vegetation, and to hear birds
singing.

It was a pleasant contrast to Praia, where the

prevalent sound was the constant pounding and hammering of a
city under construction.
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Two scenes from the Sao Jorge valley
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Landscape with water reservoir in the Sao Jorge valley.

Funana gathering in Sao Jorge November, 1992.
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Toi de Barros
(gaita) and a
ferrinho player
Funana Festa in
Sao Jorge,
April, 1993.

Toi de Barros
(gaita) and
Beto De Luxa
Funana Festa in
Sao Jorge,
November, 1992,
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Although I would have preferred to document funana
performances in the context that they naturally occur in
Badiu music-culture (for example, at wedding receptions, a
baptisms, informal gatherings, or private parties), none were
planned around the time I was making inquiries in Sao Jorge 94 •
In order to hear funana, I decided to invite the local
musicians and their friends for a funana session at Nick's
house. After explaining that I was interested in learning
more about the funana tradition from local performers, Chipe
Semedo, the brother of an acquaintance from the Rhode Island
Cape Verdean community, helped me to organize the first of
many funana sessions held at Nick's house.

Chipe invited a

funana player named Toi de Barros, a respected village
musician in his seventies, to attend.
For the first session,

95 Toi

de Barros arrived in the

late afternoon with a friend, Raul Cin�o Sancho, who played
the ferrinho.

The two gentlemen were age 72 and 68,

respectively. The men were tired from the hot walk up the
94Many, but not all, of the opportunities I had to hear
funana players perform were arranged primarily for my or for
other non-Badius's benefit (for example, at arranged
interviews and private parties for foreigners). Although I
would have prefered to document the tradition as it was
performed for music-culture members, this was not always
possible. I was, however, able to attend some events where
funana musicians performed for their own community, in both
informal and formal (local folk festivals) settings.
Understandably, the musicians seemed to enjoy themselves the
most when they were playing in informal settings for their
peers and families.
95November 7, 1992.
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mountain from Joao Teves, a village on the right hand side on
the road from Praia to Assomada.

Toi de Barros has been

playing funana on the diatonic accordion for over thirty
years.

He plays for his family and friends, rather than as a

professional musician.

Toi lives in a house in the village

of Joao Teves with his wife Joanna (age 58) and his ailing
Toi's daughter and her children are

mother (age 87).

frequently at his house because Toi and his wife look after
their grandchildren while their daughter works at INIA.
Toi is lean and spry for age 72.

He has an almost

ageless quality about him; he is wizened and kindly and is
always quick to smile.

When I first met him at Nick's, he

was wearing what I learned to be his typical outfit: a white
cotton dress shirt, a plaid cap, and light-colored trousers.
In all of our contacts, I never saw Toi wear shoes; his feet
are one of his most remarkable features.

They are

prominently on display whenever he plays his accordion, as
one sticks out in front when he rests the instrument on his
crossed knees.

His feet are large and brown with tough,

light-colored soles--a result of going barefooted
continually.

To me, his feet express a kind of freedom and

purity of form because they have been spared the confines of
shoes throughout his long life.

Although the musicians I

worked with from the interior were often barefooted, I found
myself particularly fascinated by Toi's feet as an expression
of his character.
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We were introduced and Toi shook my hand in a friendly,
playful way.

He sat down on a chair next to his friend who

played ferrinho.

Before any playing began, the musicians

drank some groggo and wine we offered.
the mood to play.

Several younger men came for the festa and

they had a drink as well.
and began to play.
accordion.
earlier.

They began to get in

Soon, Toi picked up his instrument

He plays an old, two-row button diatonic

It originally came from Lisbon many decades
The instrument is wearing out: it is out of tune

and it has air leaks, but Toi knows it well after so many
years, and he can create much music with it.

Toi began to

play a melodic ostinato based on the alternation between C
major and F major chords.

The melody eventually modulated

and it continued, alternating between A minor and G major
chords.

Raul joined him, providing a rhythmic accompaniment

on the ferrinho and they worked this material for ten or
fifteen minutes.
Chipe asked Toi if he knew "Mariazinha," a song written
and recorded by Norberto Tavares which has become a standard
of the funana repertoire.

Toi did know it, and Chipe sang

it, stretching it out to last a long time.

As the men

continued to play during the afternoon, people who were
passing by were attracted by the music.

A young man named

Carlos joined the group and contributed some improvised
singing and ferrinho playing, often directing his words to
Chipe.

Beto sang and added to the energy level through his

clapping and enthusiasm.
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The funana session continued from 3 PM until dusk.

More

musicians joined the group, substituting for Toi and Raul.

A

younger accordion player from Longeira, named Elias Barreto,
borrowed Toi's instrument and played several songs.
Substantial amounts of groggo, wine, and snacks were consumed
by the group as the party continued.

People stopped to

listen, and then continued on their business.
older men were tired and a little drunk.

By dusk the

They said their

good-byes, but not before Toi asked Nick for some money for
his musical services 96 •

The musicians were paid (300 escudos,

about $4.50 [U.S.]), and they headed back down the mountain
in the dark.
That meeting with Toi was the first of many for me.

I

saw him again soon when I visited his home to give him a copy
of the cassette recording and photographs I made of the
session.

For the rest of my stay in Cape Verde, I visited

Toi and his family in Joao Teves on a regular basis to learn
more about him and his music.

I was always warmly received,

and I learned much about how people live in the interior
through my visits.

96Apparently Toi did not feel comfortable asking me for
money, although it was clear that the session was organized
because of my interest.
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Visiting Toi de Barros in Joao Teves
Toi de Barros's house in Joao Teves was typical for the
region.

It consisted of two main rectangular-shaped

buildings made of stone.

These structures were connected by

walls, creating an enclosed, roofless inner courtyard.

The

front building extended outward to another courtyard with a
low stone wall.

This area was used for growing garden

vegetables and for enclosing small livestock.

One walked

through this courtyard to enter the door of the first house.
The first house consisted of two rooms, a dining room and a
bedroom separated by a stone wall with a doorway.

The dining

room contained a large wooden table, wooden chairs and
stools, and a cabinet for dishes.

Photographs of Toi's

family, prints of Jesus and the Virgin Mary, and a clock hung
on the walls.

A bedroom was to the right of the dining room.

A length of cloth, rather than a solid door, hung across the
door frame.

This front bedroom was used by Toi's mother, and

perhaps, by other family members.
grandmother in her room.

I was introduced to the

She was not in good enough health

to leave her bed, but she seemed, nevertheless, in good
spirits.

When Joanna explained to the grandmother who I was,

she bowed her head to me and smiled to receive my blessing,
and she gave me back one in return.
A doorway in the center back wall of the dining room led
into the inner courtyard.

Toi's wife, Joanna, did most of

her cooking in a fireplace on a raised area along the right
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wall of the courtyard.

The walls were about ten feet high.

The courtyard contained several items used in food
preparation such as a large pilao (a wooden mortar and pestle
used in grinding and soaking corn), and a rotating stone
wheel which was also used to grind grains.
When my husband, baby, and I arrived one day, Joanna was
She was

bending over a fire fueled by dried corn cobs.

roasting fresh green coffee beans in a heavy skillet while
Toi's daughter gave her toddler a bath in a plastic tub
filled with water.

Toi was in the other house.

building served as his bedroom and workshop.
hung from a nail on one wall.

This

His accordions

Many clocks, in various states

of repair, sat on a table in the center back part of the
house.

Toi sat on a stool next to a window on the far left

side of the room.

He wore a jeweler's eyepiece, and he was

repairing a broken clock.
light was good.

He sat near a window where the

An anxious neighbor peered on through the

window as Toi worked on the clock.

Over the years, Toi

taught himself how to repair clocks and supplemented his
income as an agricultural laborer with this skill.

Toi set

aside the job to greet me, and he played some funana for us.
Our baby, 6 weeks old, napped on Toi and Joanna's bed as we
talked.

Another smaller bed occupied the left side of the

room next to Toi. This is a description of a typical visit-
we would usually stay for a short while Toi played his button
accordion for us and talked.

I always brought a gift for the

family in the form of food supplies.
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Joanna often sent us

back to Praia with a gift of fresh eggs or a loaf of fresh
kuskus.

These visits were valuable to me as a musical

ethnographer not because Toi is among the most outstanding
funana players in Santiago, but because he is a typical one.
Toi is a respected community performer and culture bearer.
learned many details about the life of a Santiago village
musician, and the nature of funana, from him.
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Toi de Barros, Gaita, playing funana in his house,a
neighbor plays ferrin�10, Joao Teves, May, 1993.

Toi de Barros's Life History
Toi de Barros (Manuel Monteiro Barros) was born in
Santiago in 1921.

Toi spoke from time to time about the

history of funana in Santiago.
has existed for many years.

He says that the tradition

Since he was born he doesn't

remember a time when he didn't hear this type of music.

He

says that there were many, many good players back then.

When

asked which funana players he admires or admired, he mentions
Kode di Dona, Serna Lopi, and Fefe Preta, but adds that most
of his favorite players are gone.

There were once many good

players from Assomada, from Pedra Badejo, from his village,
and from Praia, but most have died or emigrated over the
years.
Toi maintains that the number of funana players who play
the gaita and sing songs of their own composition is quite
small in Santiago.

He believes that the two most important

musicians who compose and play their own songs are currently
Kode di Dona and Serna Lopi.

Toi occasionally composes his

own songs but he considers the music played on the gaita to
be more important than the song lyrics--he concentrates on
the gaita rather than singing.

Toi often plays his gaita for

long stretches of time as strictly instrumental music.
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He

plays the melodies of other people on the gaita or adapts new
lyrics to existing melodies.

Although he sometimes sings, he

enjoys accompanying others when they sing funana.
he plays often does not have a fixed name.

The music

For instance,

when I asked him what one of the songs he played was called,
he said that he thought of it as Chipe's song because it was
a song that Chipe liked to sing--that it did not really have
a name.
Toi became interested in learning to play funana when he
was in his twenties.

He obtained an instrument and began

playing seriously when he was 26 (around 1947).

Toi doesn't

play other instruments besides gaita and ferrinho, but
sometimes he participates in batuko and tabanka performances.
Toi did not have a formal teacher when he was learning to
play.

He explains that he had the sounds of funana in his

head from growing up with the music, and he worked the sounds
out on his gaita.

No one in particular influenced him or

showed him how to play.
Toi currently has two gaitas, but both are worn out and
have mechanical problems.

Toi usually plays the newer of the

two, which came from Lisbon.

He received it more than thirty

years ago through a friend living in Portugal.

Toi says that

he paid much money for it--25,000 escudos in the 1960s.
Whenever he had the opportunity, Toi enjoyed playing my
diatonic accordion, a new Hohner rnelodeon pitched in G/C.
When I told him that I was leaving Cape Verde to return to
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America, his parting words to me (with a twinkle in his eye)
were that he would miss my gaita.
When asked what type of music he prefers to play, Toi
answers that he likes many kinds of music: a good morna, a
good march, a good waltz, a good coladeira,
plays all of them on his gaita .

and he

He says that styles change

over time; he has played different styles of music at
different times and occasions.
One son of Toi's who learned to play the gaita, Lorenzo
di Barros Martins, lives in a part of Praia called Ponto
d'Agua.

Unfortunately, Lorenzo does not own an instrument,

and can not play as often as he would like.

Toi thinks this

is a pity, since he believes that Lorenzo is one of Praia's
the best performers.
Toi left Cape Verde for two years around 1947 to avoid
the famine conditions at home.

He worked in Sao Tome, and he

complains about the low pay he received for his labor.
However, Toi was impressed by Sao Tome as a wonderful place
with beautiful birds, and plenty of rain to produce lush
fruits and vegetables.

He left Cape Verde again later in

life, but never tried to leave Santiago permanently.

It is

his home and he wouldn't want to live anywhere else.
In last three dissertation sections, I have tried to
give the reader an introduction to the world of funana
musicians, and to explain some of the circumstances of my
research in Santiago, focusing on my experiences in the Sao
Jorge area with Toi de Barros.

In the next section, I will
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detail the essential features of funana, and I will introduce
other musicians who perform funana.
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An Ethnography of Funana
General Description 97
Funana is a music and dance genre from the island of
Santiago associated with the Badius.

In its traditional

form, it is played on the gaita and the ferrinho or ferro.
The gaita is a two-row button diatonic accordion.

The

ferrinho is a homemade percussion instrument consisting of a
length of iron that is balanced on one palm and one shoulder,
and is scraped like a rasp with a simple table knife.

Funana

can be strictly instrumental dance music, depending on the
inclination of the players, but it is most often music with
words; a song form.

When performed as a song, the musician

who plays the gaita sometimes sings, although the ferrinho
player, or a third person, can take this role.

Funana

accordion is played by men, but a woman may occasionally play
the ferrinho.

Listeners clap along with the music using a

contrasting rhythm, making funana polyrhythmic at times.
Although funana songs are sometimes improvised on the spot,
some have fixed texts and melodies.

Funana song texts often

have themes such as a nostalgic remembrance of a Journey,
problems due to lack of rainfall, woes with women, and

97r wrote a similar version of this general description of
funana as the entry on funana published in Lobban & Lopes
1995:102-104.
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difficulties with earning a living.

Some songs address

contemporary issues such as AIDS or local politics.
There is a widespread belief among Cape Verdeans today
that funana and other musical genres of the Badius were
discouraged by the Portuguese government and Catholic church
at various times in the past, particularly in the 1960s and
1970s when Cape Verdeans were rallying support for the
independence movement.

It is thought that musicians

sometimes expressed their dissatisfaction and frustrations
with the colonialist regime in their songs, although the
meaning was veiled in parables and stories that could not be
easily deciphered by outsiders.

Open criticism could invite

the negative attention of the colonial police9 8.

Many Cape

Verdeans believe that the Catholic church authorities
objected to funana on moral grounds (the dance was considered
to be sexual explicit and the texts subversive). The church
allegedly feared the musicians could incite dissent through
their songs99 •

The dance done to funana is similar in style

to other Afro-Caribbean dances including merengue and
98Norberto Tavares tells that he narrowly avoided a
confrontation with the police around 1970 when he was a young
singer in Assomada, Santiago. PIDE, the colonial police,
sought him out at his home to question him about the lyrics
of his songs, but they could not find him. He had already
left Cape Verde for Portugal.
99sema Lopi, a noted funana player from Ribera Seca, told me
that before Cape Verde became independent, the only time
public performances of funana were allowed in his rural
community was at an annual agararian festival sponsored by
the church.
This was a deterrent to his musical activities,
although it did not stop him from playing for friends and
family at home.
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lambada, and may be erotic.

It is danced by mixed couples

and will be described in detail later in my dissertation.
Local musicians tell that music repression by the church and
government came to a climax in the 1970s during the war for
independence from Portugal.

The extent to which funana

musicians actually played a role in boosting anti-Portuguese
sentiment is open to debate, but since independence funana
and other Badiu folk arts have become symbols of Cape Verdean
defiance and pride.
About the time of independence, some young musicians
from Santiago, including Katchas (born Carlos Alberto Silva
Martins), Zeka and Zeze di Nha Reinalda, and Norberto Tavares
began to take interest in the songs of funana players and
started to play them with their bands.

In their

instrumentation, they replaced the gaita with keyboards or
guitar and the ferrinho with drum set.

Katchas's band,

Bulimundo, made this new style of funana popular not only
with the lower economic classes, but with Cape Verdeans from
other islands and higher income classes.

The music of

Bulimundo borrowed heavily from the repertoires of several
well-known acoustic funana players, namely, Kode di Dona
from Sao Francisco, Serna Lopi from Santa Cruz, and Caiteninho
(now deceased) from Achada di Santo Antonio, Praia.

The

funana dance also became popular with the general public in a
modified form.

The success of the new sound made by

Bulimundo led to the establishment of many more funana bands.
Bulimundo split into two bands in the mid-1980's when the
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lead singer, Zeka di Nha Reinaldi, virtually "the voice" of
modern funana, broke away to form the band Fina9on with his
brother, Zeze and other musicians.

When Katchas was killed

in an automobile accident in 1988, Bulimundo continued and
still produces fine music.

Fina9on, however, has enjoyed

more international success, as one of the only Cape Verdean
groups to be produced and distributed by a major recording
company (CBS).

Along with Bulimundo and Fina9on, there are

other important funana bands in the immigrant communities,
especially Tropical Power led by Norberto Tavares in New
Bedford, Massachusetts, and Livity in Rotterdam, Holland.
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Musical Structure
In my masters paper, "Cape Verdean Funana: Voice of the
Badius" (1991), I pursued a concept introduced to me by
Norberto Tavares; namely, "that funana was born into the
conception that you do not have all the notes to play."
Norberto meant by this that the tonal language of funana is
directly related to the limited tonal capacities of the
gaita, a diatonic accordion.

Working from transcriptions of

a small number of recorded examples of acoustic funana and
from footage from Zantzinger"s film (1986), I was able to
determine the specific types of instruments used in funana,
and to present a generative model for the composition of both
acoustic and popular funana.

In the process of that analysis

I identified several musical features essential to the genre.
First (pp.34-35, 37-43, 52-53), I suggested that funana
melodies take on a particular form because they are played on
instruments which produce one set of pitches as the bellows
expand and another as they contract, producing two distinct
sets of pitches, only one of which is available at a given
time.

Although this type of accordion was primarily designed

to play Western folk music with diatonic melodies and
harmonies, Cape Verdean musicians use the harmonic
relationships in other ways, creating the tonal language
characteristic of funana.
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Secondly (pp.36-37, 43, 52-59, 67-81), I showed the
close musical relationship between the traditional acoustic
funana played on the diatonic accordion, and the funana
played by popular bands using electronic instruments.
Although the new style has changed the instrumentation, its
basic musical structure (tonality, rhythmic organization,
phrase structure, melodic shape) has remained very similar to
the acoustic version.
Thirdly (52-60), I pointed out the close relationship of
the two styles by examining their shared repertoire.
Although it was widely acknowledged that the popular
musicians borrowed ideas from the repertoire of traditional
musicians, I found evidence that this process works the
opposite way as well--that new funana songs recorded by
artists make their way back into the repertoire of
traditional funana players.100
With minor exceptions, the extended research I did on
funana in 1992-93 confirmed my initial analysis of funana
musical structure.

I did have to adjust my perception of the

genre in some instances, and I will discuss these differences
later.

Rather than reiterating and explaining the process by

which I arrived at my analysis of funana musical structure, I
will only summarize and illustrate the basic features here101 ,

lOOFor example, I found that "Mariazinha," composed and
recorded by Norberto Tavares in the 197O s, is often performed
by acoustic funana players in the 199Os.
lOlr have borrowed freely from my earlier analysis (1991) in
formulating this overview.
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and devote more time and space in the dissertation to an
analysis of funana lyrics and the history of the funana
movement.
As a point of departure, it is fundamentally important to
understand the particular qualities of the instruments used
to play funana and their effects on the sound product.

The

funana musicians in Santiago play two-row 102, rectangular
shaped diatonic accordions, sometimes called melodeons 103 •
102one exception is Kode di Dona, who sometimes uses a three
row instrument. Piano-style accordions are occasionally used
for funana, as well. For example, both Celestino Veiga, a
musician from Joao Teves who now lives in Providence, Rhode
Island, and Norberto Tavares learned to play these larger
accordions while they were growing up in Santiago. These
instruments are not representative of the tradition, however,
and I never saw anyone use one in a recent funana performance
in Santiago.
103 A plentitude of button accordion configurations exist and
are used in various folk music styles around the world. The
names for the instruments contain some discrepancies. In
Valentine 1951, the term melodeon is never mentioned in
reference to the diatonic accordion. Instead, he divides
diatonic accordions into two groups: German style accordions
characterized by two spoon-shaped bass keys, one or two rows
of bottoms on the treble side, and two, three, or four stops;
and Italian or Vienna style diatonic accordions (p.4-5). The
Italian or Vienna instruments are the type found in Cape
Verde.
They do not have stops. Watson uses the term
melodeon for Valentine's Italian or Vienna style diatonic
accordion (1981:4).
Illustrations from Watson's text are
presented on pp.305-306 and represent the instruments used in
funana. As for other types of instruments, traditional Cajun
musicians often use a diatonic accordion with stops similar
to the German model described by Valentine. The folk
merengue accordion players from the Dominican Republic whom I
met in Providence, Rhode Island used the same instrument as
Cape Verde funana players but added an electronic pick-up for
use with amplified sound systems. Concertinas and chromatic
instruments are used in Irish traditional music. Concertinas
come in many tonal configurations but are easily
distinguishable from other accordions because of their
rounded, usually hexagonal, ends. Unlike most accordions,
the concertina is held between the palms and is supported by
straps around the center of the hand. The various buttons on
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This instrument has two rows of buttons on the right side as
you hold it (10 or 11 buttons per row, depending on the
model) and 4 bass buttons for each row {8 total) on the left
side.

Valentine neatly explains the tonal configuration of

the diatonic accordion in Western musical terms:

11

Instruments

with two rows of treble keys have two major scales, and the
eight bass keys provide the tonic, dominant, subdominant
fundamentals and chords of the two scale, plus the tonic and
dominant fundamentals and chords of the relative minor key of
one of the major scales (Valentine 1952:4) (see diagrams of
diatonic accordions on the next pages).
The two or three-row, diatonic accordion is a popular
instrument in Europe, South America, Latin America, and
Africa.

It was first produced commercially by the M. Hohner

harmonica factory in Trossingen, Germany and was widely
distributed by the 1880's {Watson 1981:4).

The two-row

diatonic accordion is available in several pitch
combinations.

Those used most commonly in Santiago are

instruments pitched in G/C, C/F, and B/E 104 •

The instrument

is particularly well-suited to play Western diatonic melodies
accompanied by I-IV-V-I chord progressions.

It is designed

the concertina can be reached by the fingers without
repositioning the entire hand.
104In transcribing acoustic funana performances, I
encountered performances that seemed to have been played on a
B/E instrument. I was not initially sure if such a B/E
combination existed, or whether I was hearing a C/F
instrument that had gone flat. Additional fieldwork showed
me that such an instrument does exist, and is, in fact,
played by Sema Lopi and sometimes by Armando Semedo.
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to permit the musician's right hand to play a melody, and the
left hand to play buttons producing harmonizing roots and
chords.

A major scale can be played on either of the two

rows, which are always a perfect fourth apart.
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(Watson 1981:6).

Diagrams Showing Parts of the Melodeon
The one-row 'stopped' melodcon.
Accompaniment buttons
(Left hand)

Fingerboard with
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(right hand)--------..

A

Wrist Strap

Air release bullon (at back)

Thumb strap ______,.

The one-row melodeon without stops

--------Bellows

Fingerboard with
melody buttons
(right hand)-------.

ir release button on end

Accompaniment buttons
(left hand)
The two-row melodeon, showing accompaniment
buttons referred to in text
left-hand end:

, --Air release button on end

1

00
00
00
00

Accompaniment bullons mainly
for use with outside row
J of melody bultons
l Accompaniment buttons mainly
for use with inside row
of melody buttons
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(Watson 1981:23)
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The foundation of funana's harmonic rhythm is based on a
pattern played by the left hand on the accordion.

It can be

understood in Western musical terms as a steady eighth note
rhythm played in 4/4 time.

To produce the rhythm, the

performer alternates his or her fingers between one of the
accordion's bass buttons (the fundamental is produced in
octaves) and the button playing the filled-out chord, which
is located above it (see diagram of diatonic accordion and
Musical Example 18).
than the chord.

The bass note is played slightly louder

After alternating between root and full

chord four times, the player changes bellow directions and
repeats the pattern with another root and chord 105 .

The

result is a rhythmic and tonal ostinato characterized by a
chord change every four beats and a constant, even eighth
note pulse subdivision.

A melody is played with the right

hand over this ostinato.
While the diatonic accordion was originally designed to
harmonize Western melodies, Cape Verdeans use the instrument
in an alternate, logical way, replacing the rules of standard
Western harmonization with a slightly different harmonic
organization based on I-VII, i-VII and i-vm7 functional
relationships.
105This is not as strictly adhered to as I first believed.
Although they are not the norm, there are funana songs where
the rate of harmonic change is every two beats rather than
four. Sometimes the change in the middle of the second group
of four even involves a change in bellows direction (i.e.,
DDAA on pull followed by CC on push and AA on pull).
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Consider the way that the fingers are positioned on the
accordion board.

If one wanted to play a G major scale on a

G/C diatonic accordion, you begin by expanding the bellows to
fill the instrument with air.

You then depress the third

button as you push the bellows together, producing a G.

You

continue the scale by pressing the same button (now an A)
while you expand the bellows.
play the B and C.

You then move up one button to

This pattern repeats for the rest of the

scale with the exception of the sixth and seventh scale
degrees (E and F#) which require two "pushes" in a row.
Imagine that instead of beginning by inflating the bellows
and depressing the third button for a G, you press that
button while pulling the bellows open, producing an A.

If

you depress the next two buttons, you produce an A minor
triad.

If you continue playing those same buttons as you

compress the bellows, you create a G major triad (See Musical
Example 18).

Add an A minor chord alternating with a G major

chord in the left hand, and you have the basis of funana
harmonic structure, one which is the result of beginning with
pitches produced by the expanding, rather than contracting,
bellows.
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Musical Example 18

Pull

Push
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Push

Funana, then, typically consists of the alternation of
only two chords played with the left hand on the gaita, while
These chords alternate every

the right hand plays a melody.

four beats when the gaita bellows are moved from one
direction to the other.

The chords that are used as a

harmonic foundation for funana are often minor, as shown in
the previous example and alternation between adjacent chords
is prevalent.

However, there are many songs which use

standard I-V-I relationships.

The most common harmonic

relationships used as the foundation for funana songs are: 1)
two major chords a whole step apart; 2) a major chord with a
minor chord one whole step apart; 3) a major chord with a
major chord a perfect fourth below it; and 4) a minor chord
with a minor chord a perfect fourth below it.

In the latter

case, a minor seventh is often added to the lower chord.
Musical Example 19--Typical harmonic relationships in
funana
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The second of the instruments essential to the genre is
the ferrinho, the time keeper in traditional funana.

It is

an idiophone consisting of an approximately one meter long
piece of angle iron with corrugated edges.
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It is related in

function and playing technique to such Afro-Caribbean
instruments as the guiro, the Brazilian reco-reco, and the
washboard-like metal apron scraped by zydeco musicians.

When

played, the musician holds it firmly on the bottom with the
left hand which rests on the left thigh.

The upper end of

the ferrinho leans against the left shoulder or is held
upright with the left hand.

The right hand produces a sound

by scraping a kitchen knife up and down against the
instrument, providing a rhythmic accompaniment to the gaita
player.
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Kode di Dona (gaita) and Djordje Correira (ferrinho) Sao
Francisco, Santiago, July, 1991.
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A typically funana song has a fast tempo ranging from 132
to more than 160 beats per minute.

The ferrinho player (or

drummer in pop funana) sub-divides the pulse into patterns
which repeat every two beats.

When these are put into

Western musical notation, these patterns can be understood as
always having an accent on the upbeat of beats two and four
in each bar.

The patterns are often varied slightly for

musical interest: some of the most common ones are shown in
Musical Example 20.

>

>
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Funana melodic phrases have distinctive rhythmic and
melodic patterns.

They usually begin with what can be

considered the upbeat, like the ferrinho pattern, and are
syncopated in relationship to the steady four beat harmonic
pattern played by the left hand on the diatonic accordion (or
keyboards in recent arrangements).

The structure of funana

songs is built from the repetition of harmonic blocks
constructed from four melodic phrases (sixteen beats).
Because funana melodic structure is limited by the
constraints of the instrument, they have distinctive
structures with much disjunct motion, especially the
arpeggiation of chords.

Funana melodies normally begin on
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what can be transcribed as the eighth note pick-up before the
down beat and fill the first half of the bar, finishing in
time to enter again on the next upbeat.

As a rule, the

melody begins in the tonality of the higher of the two
alternating chords, so that the second phrase tends to be
lower in pitch than the first.

Within each bar, funana

melody lines are built using tones from an arpeggio of the
chord in the bass, moving in thirds, fourths, and fifths
between tones.

Playing consecutive neighboring tones without

changing bellows direction is a problem on the gaita: a
steady pattern in one bellows direction with the left hand
limits stepwise melodic motion in the right hand.

However,

diatonic accordion players with two- or three-rowed
instruments can pick up many conjunct pitches by switching
rows.

Musical Example 21 illustrates a typical funana gaita

melody.
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Musical Example 21--Typical funana melody.
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When funana is performed with a singer, the accordion
player alternates melodic lines with the singer in a call
and-response fashion.

The funana vocalist sings four lines

of text over either four or eight bars.

The text is always

in Krioulo and can be composed in advance or improvised on
the spot.

It is followed by a section of melodic material

played on the gaita.

The two parts (voice and gaita)

alternate in four bar phrases throughout funana style songs.
Phrase length and even bar length is not rigidly fixed,
however; an occasional bar with six beats, or a phrase with
six bars, is not unusual.

Acoustic funana performance is an

improvisatory art form that is quite flexible.

Musical

decisions are made as the music is being played, and allow a
wide range of personal interpretations.
The popular electronic version of funana has become
standardized using minor chords (usually a minor I chord and
a minor V chord), and is played at a very fast tempo.

My

initial interpretation may have unknowingly favored this form
of funana at the expense of others because this was the type
of funana heard most often.

This fast style funana is

prefered by audiences for dancing and is most characteristic
of the genre.

This is not the only way that funana is

performed, however.

Traditional funana musicians play music

they consider to be funana that is not fast or minor.

Toi de

Barros considers all of the music that he plays on the
accordion to be funana. This broader view of the genre might
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be defined as "music played on the gaita and ferrinho,"
rather than one particular style.
Most players, however, are more specific about which
music is funana and which is not.

While they may fill out a

performance by playing waltzes, mornas, and coladeras on
their accordions, they do not consider these styles to be
I asked various funana players to explain the major

funana.

divisions in the funana repertory.

I found that musicians

organize it into two main sub-divisions: 1) warming-up,
improvisating (what Norberto Tavares calls "playing freely")
-playing rhythmic and melodic fragments and ostinatos as they
come into the head; and 2) playing songs (cantiga, musica).
These consist of melodies and words which are performed more
or less the same each time, although some variation is
desirable.

Within the category "songs," there are some where

the music is more important than the words and may be
performed with no or few lyrics.

Other songs exist primarily

for the expression of lyrics.
Breaking the taxonomy of funana down even further, one
finds fast funana (funana pr6prio, the most prevalent type
which I describe in detail here) and slow funana (funana
lento).

Funana lento is further divided by some players into

sambas (samba normal, samba sensial, and samba lento) and
marches (marcha).

Kode di Dona divides the category "marcha"

into marcha maxixa and marcha marcha106 •

To my frustration I

1061n Appleby 1983, the author briefly discusses how
Brazilian urban popular musics including batuque, maxixe, and
samba are thought to be derived from the lundu (landu,
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found that there was a lack of consensus among performers
concerning the names for types of funana and their sounds,
making it difficult to recognize the essential features of
each subdivision.

Besides pointing out that the funana lento

songs have slower tempos and noting that the samba styles
have a rhythm similar to bossa novas, I must do more field
research before I can provide detailed descriptions with
accuracy.
In the funana tradition, it is common practice to set new
words to existing melodies.

When this is done, the composer

considers the product his own, new song.

With so much

borrowing of ideas between funana performers it becomes
difficult to determine how many distinctive songs exist.
Norberto Tavares has nevertheless suggested that the number
of distinctive funana songs could be in the thousands.

While

a player such as Kode di Dona may have one hundred songs in
his repertoire, average players may know only half as many or
less 107 •

Many funana players spend much of their performing

time improvising or playing songs by other musicians, rather
than creating new ones.
The role of improvisation in funana is one of the areas
where the genre has changed in its transformation to

lundum), an African song and dance of Angolan origin which
was brought to Brazil by Bantu slaves (pp. 60-61). It is
likely that the Cape Verdean musical styles share many
characteristics with the Brazilian styles of the same name.
107Tavares has written down the lyrics to over 200 songs that
he composed. His active performing repertoire contains many
of them, plus dozens of songs by other musicians.
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electronic music.

Musical forms have become standardized and

less flexible compared to the open-ended ones used in
acoustic funana.

In addition, the new version of funana

utilizes harmonic structures that are sometimes expanded to
include additional chords.
in common.

Still, the two styles have much

For example, the vocal styles are very similar in

both forms, and although the amplified funana musicians have
replaced the gaita and ferrinho, they have substituted sounds
which approximate the timbre of the acoustic instruments and
retain much the same musical function.

The gaita may be

replaced by synthesizer, saxophone, or guitar; the ferrinho
by the drum set or drum machine.

Their use in the musical

compositions has not changed significantly.
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Performance Context
Funana is a music and dance genre associated with Badiu
life in the countryside of Santiago.

It has been described

to me as "the Country Music of Cape Verde" by immigrants
living in America.

Many of its song themes address the

concerns of people depending on agriculture and animal
husbandry to survive.

To paint a rather romanticized picture

of funana's bucolic context, it is music to be played for
relaxation by a tokador108 after a long day of work.

Tucked

away in the hills, the tokador sits in front of his house on
a small stool in the cool evening breeze and plays his gaita
as he watches the sun set for the night.

He is joined by his

neighbor or son, or perhaps even his wife, who plays along on
the ferrinho.

The neighborhood children gather around to

listen and to dance.

Adult friends may grab a partner and

dance or sit quietly and listen to the music.

If groggo is

flowing, the impromptu party is even merrier.

The party may

be as small as the immediate family or as large as the
surrounding community.
The use of alcohol is closely associated with funana and
groggo is the drink of choice at funana festas.

The

loosening of inhibitions which comes with drinking adds to
the atmosphere and festivity of occasions.

Unfortunately,

many funana players suffer the consequences of long term
l08Tokador is the Krioulo term for a player or musician.
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consumption of alcohol, especially since the groggo they can
afford is often poorly distilled and is damaging to health.
Although some tokadors play only for family and friends,
other funana performers are hired to play for specific
occasions, such as baptism parties and wedding receptions.
In recent years, the most highly acclaimed funana players
have been asked to appear at government sponsored folk
festivals featuring the traditional musics of Cape Verde. 10 9
When the tokadors perform at these public festivals, they
sometimes seem somewhat ill at ease and inhibited in this
context as compared to informal settings surrounded by
friends and family.
Funana in its electronic, recorded form has its home in
the nightclubs of Praia, in immigrant communities abroad, on
the radio, in private homes and cars, and on the concert
stage of state-sponsored public performances.

The music

reaches its audience through radio broadcasts, cassettes,
records, compact discs, and more recently, through music
videos.

While the most popular artists tour at times, the

high costs of arranging concerts, visas, and transportation
between Cape Verde, America, and Europe tend to be
prohibitive110 .

Nevertheless there is a lively exchange of

109For example, in Sao Domingos, Cidade Velha, and Praia on
May 2, May 9, and May 15 of 1993.
llOAlthough FinaGon has played in America on several
occasions, I have been told that serious problems have
recently developed for the band because several players
decided not to return to Cape Verde at the end of their tour
during the summer of 1995 but decided to stay in New Bedford,
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musical ideas between the communities accomplished by means
of distribution of recordings.
Cape Verdean night clubs in Praia feature both live
bands and recordings played by disc jockeyslll.

The club

owners tend to feature live acts on Friday and Saturday
nights when they attract the largest audiences.

Entrance

fees are about five dollars per person and the crowd is a
mixture of wealthy Cape Verdeans, not so wealthy Cape
verdeans who save their money for a weekend splurge, and
members of the local European, American, and African
expatriate communities.
the dance floor.

These groups intermingle freely on

The live performances of Praia's most

popular bands attract not only the very young.

Many

professional people, in their 40s and 50s, patronize the
clubs, especially when Os Tubaroes plays.
Bulimundo attract a younger crowd.

FinaGon and

The dress code at these

clubs is quite formal and elegant--most women wear European
American style dresses and heels; men may wear suits or more
informal jeans and colorful tropical shirts, but all are
dressed and groomed with care.

People tend to drink beer at

the clubs, although the bar offers a full selection of
beverages.

Clubs begin to fill about 11 PM, with peak

attendance about 2 AM.

The clubs often remain open until

Massachusetts, instead. This is another problem for bands
from Cape Verde touring America and Europe.
lll rn

1992-93 there were four clubs in Praia which hired the
bands FinaGon, Bulimundo, and Os Tubaroes on a regular basis.
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At these upscale clubs, the atmosphere is one of

dawn.

refinement and elegance.

There are other clubs in Praia

which cater to a public with less money to spend.

They

normally can not afford to hire a live band, so patrons are
provided recorded music.
The Cape Verdean clubs in New England which feature live
funana bands differ from the clubs in Praia in a few
essential details: the bands begin and end playing much
earlier because of state ordinances; the audience consists
almost entirely of Cape Verdeans and Cape Verdean-Americans,
with few outsiders; and funana attracts a more specific cross
section of the immigrant community--the
crowd.

25

to 45 year old

Otherwise, the atmosphere and behavior of the

audience is quite similar ll2 .

112 Norberto Tavares has expressed to me some frustration with
audiences in New England, audiences which consist of Cape
Verdeans from all of the different islands, rather than just
one. He says that dances are prone to fights between men from
different islands, usually over women, which ruin the
atmosphere for everyone.
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Funana Players of Santiago and Their Locations
In part II of this dissertation I indicated where the
most active batuko groups were to be found while I was in
Santiago.

In this section I will present the funana players

who were brought to my attention as acknowledged tradition
bearers, and will indicate where they are to be found.

I

estimate that there are currently 30 to 50 active funana
performers in Santiago.

My list of players is, certainly,

not complete but may be helpful as a starting point for
others.

It concentrates on the southern part of the island,

and includes players recommended to me whom I could visit and
then return home to Praia within one day.
extended fieldwork with all of them.

I did not do

Rather, I concentrated

my efforts on Toi di Barros, Kode di Dona, and Serna Lopi, but
I did have contact with other funana players as well113.

I

have indicated on the map on the following page the locations
of the funana players I documented.
113In April 1993, I joined a small team of reseachers
organized by the French Cultural Institute in Praia in
documenting traditional artists of Santiago. Mr. Roman
Lovett, the director of the institute, was interested in
developing a list of traditional performers for festivals in
Cape Verde and Europe as a database. I joined forces with a
Cape Verdean, Santus Silva, and a young Frenchman, both of
whom worked for the institute. We traveled into the interior
and jointly documented funana musicians. Some of the
information I included in this section is from those
interviews.
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Detailed map of Santiago
{Locations of mentioned musicians are circled)
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In the Praia area the funana players I met include
Armando Semedo Moreira, Emilio Viera Tavares, Catuta,
Italvino Preta, Lorenzo di Barros Martins, and a fine singer
named Antoninho.

Armando Semedo Moreira and Emilio Viera

Tavares both live in the plantation area called Tahiti
located just west of the main marketplace (the Sucupira).
They come from the same area of Santiago, an area called
Achada di Galego; Eugenio.

Both were born in 1952 and now

live and work on the Tahiti plantation.

A lively funana

performance by Armando and his neighbors was featured in the
film, "Songs of the Badius" (Zantzinger 1986).
capable gaita player and singer.
accordion pitched in G/C.

Armando is a

He owns a two row diatonic

The years since Zantzinger filmed

him in 1986 have taken a heavy toll on Armando.

He suffered

a broken leg in the early 1990s which healed poorly and has
sapped much of his strength and enthusiasm for playing.

His

friend, Emilio, is currently more interested in performing.
In 1992-93, Emilio did not own an instrument which limited
what he could do.

He was invited to perform at the folk

festival in Cidade Velha on May 9, 1993, and he played using
a borrowed instrument.

He tells that he learned to play the

gaita while he was living and working in Sao Tome years ago
and would like to be able to buy an instrument of his own.
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Armando Semedo Moreira at home with friends and family
Tahiti Plantation, Praia, July 1991.
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Armando Semedo Moreira and Emilio Tavares Tahiti
Plantation, Praia, May 1993.
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Catuta, the musician who performed at one of the batuko
group meetings I wrote about (p.109) lives in Sofende, near
the Villa Nova area of Praia.
players I encountered,
1960s.

He is younger than most of the

born in the late 1950s or early

Catuta is an exciting performer to watch and to hear

as he is more animated than most.

He plays a two-row

diatonic accordion which has been decorated with pieces of
mirrored glass, giving it a distinctive look.

When he

performed at the folk festival in Sao Domingos, he brought
along a ferrinho player who captivated the audience with his
energetic singing and dancing antics.

I believe that

Catuta's gaita playing is featured during the open and
closing credits of Zantzinger's film (1986), although his
name is not listed.

When I asked him about his participation

in the film, he said that some foreigners recorded him around
1986 but he had forgotten who they were and what they wanted
from him.
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Two photographs of Catuta (gaita) and an unidentified
ferrinho player, performing at the Festival of Traditional
Music in Sao Domingos, May, 1993.
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Italvino Preta (Italvino Gomes Monteiro), a gaita player
and business owner, can be found in Tira Chapeu, where he
owns a small restaurant.

He is a cousin and friend of

Armando Semedo Morreira.

Italvino was born in Librao-Ribeira

Engenhos in Santa Caterina on March 26, 1949.

He plays a

Hohner, two-row, diatonic accordion that is pitched lower
than most of the instruments in Santiago.

Unlike many of the

funana players I met, Italvino enjoys a degree of financial
success.

His restaurant/cafe is called Mengu Dem.

his living quarters in the same building.

He has

His home is

equipped with modern electronic appliances and imported
furniture, implying that his business is going well.
Italvino has been playing gaita since he was 15, and has
taught his own teenage son to play.

He tells that he learned

to play from watching a friend, and later imitating the music
on his instrument.

Italvino plays primarily for his family

and friends, rather than at festivals, but he is intimately
familiar with the funana tradition.
Lorenzo di Barros Martins, the son of Toi de Barros, is
said to live in a part of Praia called Ponto d'Agua, although
I never had an opportunity to meet him to confirm this.
According to people from Joao Teves, he is an excellent gaita
player.
Achada di Santo Antonio is the home of an exciting
funana singer who is said to be originally from Sao
Francisco.

His name is Antoninho and he can be found at the

local marketplace where he sells meat.
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He is about forty

years old.

Antoninho performed with Tchin Tabari's batuko

group at the Festival for Traditional Music in Sao Domingos114
and in Cidade Velha, and he sang with Kodedi Dona at the
Festival in Praia.115

Traveling 13 kilometers northeast from Praia to Sao
Francisco, one finds Kodedi Dona, perhaps the best known
funana player in Cape Verde.

He lives in the village of Sao

Francisco with his wife and large family.

He has at least

eight children, the youngest of whom was two when I was there
in 1993.

He is very devoted to his family, and he usually

performs in public with his son, Ze (Jose) playing the
ferrinho.

Zewas 15 in 1993.

When Zeis not available, Kode

sometimes brings along his next youngest son to accompany
him.

Many of Kode's children have learned to play the gaita,

as well as the ferrinho.
Born Gregorio Vaz in Sao Nicolau in 1942, Kodedi Dona
grew up in Santiago between Sao Domingos and the Ribeira Seca
region, not far from the homes of Serna Lopi and Nasia Gomi.
Unlike most gaita players, he took formal lessons in music
for one year when he began to play in 1959.
playing actively ever since.

He has been

He considers his profession to

be music, but he has recently earned steady income as a guard
in Sao Francisco.

He keeps livestock away from the hundreds

of newly planted acacia trees (part of a reforestation
114see photograph in section entitled "Sensuality, Sexuality,
and the Affect of Batuko"
115May 2nd, May 9th, and May 15th, 1993.
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project) so that the trees will have a chance to grow.

He is

often in demand for private parties and public festivals, and
he supplements his income by these engagements.
Over the years virtually all of the significant
musicians from Santiago have made their way to Sao Francisco
to listen and to learn from Kode.

There are several reasons

why he is so highly respected by his peers.

He is the most

technically capable of the gaita players alive today and the
melodies he creates have great appeal.

Many of his songs

have entered the funana repertoire played throughout
Santiago.

He is also known for his lyrics; his song texts

often have veiled meanings that speak to the heart of the
Badiu experience.

The messages in his songs are often not

self-evident but must be studied in detail to reveal their
depth and insight.

Poor in material wealth, but rich in

wisdom, imagination, and freedom, Kode di Dona is the
personification of the archetypical Badiu musician for many
Cape Verdeans.
In person, Kode di Dona is soft-spoken, respectful, and
a little shy with people he doesn't know well.

One typically

finds him near his home, surrounded by children who obviously
adore him.

He is not a large man, perhaps 5'8", and he is

lean and even a little fragile.

He has an expressive face

which often seems to have a slightly sad look.

He is much

happier and animated when he is playing music for his peers
in an informal setting than when he is on a concert stage.
As with many funana musicians, the years of groggo drinking
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have taken a toll on Kode's health.

In recent times, he has

actively tried to cut back on his consumption.
Although I was familiar with some of Kode di Dona's
music from copies of cassettes given to me by Norberto
Tavares (originally recorded by Zeka di Nha Reinalda), I had
an opportunity to see Kode often when my husband and I were
invited to stay in the home of a German, Hermann Rolfs, near
the waterfront of Sao Francisco.

Rolfs often hires Kode and

other village musicians to play at his estate116 .

During the

two weeks we spent in Sao Francisco, I met Kode on a regular
basis and got to know him.
During the period of my extended research in 1992-93, I
renewed my acquaintance with Kode di Dona and learned more
about him and his music.

My admiration for him as a

musician, and person, has continued to grow, especially as I
worked with his song texts and began to understand the
messages behind his words.

These texts will be discussed in

detail in a later section.

116Rolfs has done much for the economy of the whole village
of Sao Francisco. He has hired many villagers to help him
build his houses and employs several families as domestic
workers on his estate. He has helped to build a new school
for local children and has financially assisted, in a variety
of ways, villagers whom he cares about.
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'Two Photographs of Kode di Dona.
at home in July, 1991 and performing at the Folk
Festival in Sao Domingos with son, Ze in May, 1993.
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If one travels up the eastern coast of Santiago from Sao
Francisco, one eventually reaches the entrance to the river
valley called Ribeira Seca.

Following the valley to the west

towards the interior of the island, one can reach the homes
Serna Lopi is another of the

of Serna Lopi and Nasia Gomi.

most important funana musicians in Santiago.

He was born in

the Ribeira Seca region of Santa Cruz in 1941 and has been
playing gaita most of his adult life.

Serna Lopi (born Simoes

Lopes) is a large, handsome man with an abundance of
intelligence and charm.

He has a successful career as a

construction foreman, as well as being a musician.

He owns a

house with modern conveniences, although it is situated in a
remote stretch of countryside.

He lives there part of the

time with his wife and their children.

Serna Lopi plays a

two-row, Hohner diatonic accordion pitched in B/E.

He is

articulate and thoughtful concerning the music he plays and
its history.

He has been chosen to represent Cape Verde as a

folk artist in Festivals in Europe and in America117 .

Some of

Serna Lopi's songs will be discussed in detail in a later
section.

117sema Lopi was chosen to represent the acoustic funana
tradition of Santiago at the Smithsonian's Festival of
American Folklife held in Washington, DC in June and July,
1995 and performed at that event.
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Serna Lopi (gaita) and a neighbor playing funana
at his home in Ribera Seca.
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Serna Lopi (gaita) at his home in Ribera Seca.
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If one continues towards the interior of the island, one
intersects the road leading from Praia to Assomada and
Tarrafal.

In nearby Joao Teves lives the funana player Toi

de Barros, who has already been introduced.

High up the in

the valley of Sao Jorge dos Orgaos, in the tiny community of
Longueira, there is another gaita player named Elias Barreto.
He works as a guard for the agricultural projects in Sao
Jorge and he attended the funana festas which I organized
there.

Elias plays an old, two-row Hohner diatonic accordion

pitched in Bb/F which he purchased only recently.

He still

considers himself a beginner on the instrument but already
plays quite well.

His brother is learning to play gaita, as

well.
There are, certainly, more funana players to be found
in Assomada and Picos, but I did not have the opportunity to
I did hear some funana players from

learn about them.

Tarrafal at the festival in Sao Domingos on May 2, 1993.
gaita player was named Djota Soares.

The

He was a tall, dark

skinned man in his fifties who played a black Hohner two-row
diatonic accordion.
Heading back towards Praia from the interior, an
interesting gaita player named Fefe Preta (see next
photograph) can be found in Banana, a small farming
settlement between Sao Domingos and Godim.

Fefe Preta

(Alfredo Almeida Cardosa) lives in a small house on the road
to Banana.

I was not able to interview him, but he plays and

sings very well.

Several musicians mentioned that they
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admired a gaita player with the name Fefe Preta but I could
not confirm whether this was the same Fefe or someone else.
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Fefe Preta (gaita) from Banana.
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Learning Funana
With the exception of Kode di Dona, all of the gaita
players I spoke with indicated that they were self taught.
Most had access to a diatonic accordion through a friend or
family member, and experimented with the instrument until
they could reproduce the sounds that they heard and saw
others playing.

All of the players mentioned that they grew

up with funana musicians living among them, and they modeled
their sound concept on what they were accustomed to hearing.
I believe that my experience learning to play the
diatonic accordion was quite different from the average
player in Santiago.

After purchasing my Hohner two row

melodeon pitched in G and c 118 , the first thing I did was to
learn how to play a G and C major scale on it, and to
determine the relationship between the block chords and the
scales.

I bought a book to learn how to play some notated

English folk songs and later began playing by ear.
In contrast, it seems that the Santiago players orient
themselves on the instrument through visual and aural
patterns rather than scales, not unlike the way that many
people begin guitar or piano by learning how to form chords
with their fingers without necessarily knowing which chords
118r bought mine at Tosi's Gun and Accordion store in the
north end of Boston for about $212. in 1992.
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they are playing.

When I was asked to play something on the

gaita by musicians in Cape Verde, I usually began by playing
a scale to warm up.

The funana players sometimes looked

surprised to learn that their instruments could be played in
such a manner.

A major scale, and the chord progression to

accompany it, is largely irrelevant to them.

Rather than

thinking in scales and chords, it is likely that they think
of the button patterns needed to produce desired ostinatos
and melodies.
It seems that as players become serious about learning
the funana tradition well, they to seek out the company of
highly respected players such as Kode di Dona and Serna Lopi
in order to exchange ideas and to improve their playing.

I

observed an example of this kind of learning dialogue on one
occasion when I was in Sao Francisco.

When I arrived, the

accordion player Emilio Tavares from Praia was visiting Kode
di Dona.

They were sitting together on stools in front of

Kode's house.

Emilio, who has no accordion of his own, was

playing a song without ferrinho accompaniment or lyrics on
one of Kode's.

Kode listened to him and made some comments

about the song afterwards.

He then took the accordion back

from Emilio and played a similar song himself. Although I had
trouble following their conversation, it looked to me as if
they were showing each other versions of the same song.

As

they played and talked, Kode's son Ze, who is learning to
play accordion, was carefully observing.
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I believe that informal playing sessions such as this one
are the way this tradition, like many other ones, is learned.
Skills are acquired through observation, imitation, and
experimentation by the learner combined with the exchange of
ideas with tradition bearers.
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The Dance
The dance done to funana is performed by two people, and
it has many variations depending on the couple and the
situation.

It is similar to folk merengue from the Dominican

Republic, and to many other dances found in the Caribbean and
Latin America, including the lambada.
dance.

Funana is a two step

The couple holds each other very close while the hips

undulate at twice the speed of the feet.

The woman places

her arms around the shoulders of her partner as the man
encircles her back with his arms.

Sometimes each holds an

arm out to the side and clasp hands while the other arm
encircles the partner.

As in batuko, the focus of energy in

the dance is in the hips, rather than in the upper body.

In

the case of funana, the dancers simultaneously rotate their
hips in a figure eight fashion as they take small steps so
that the hips are continuously coming closer to the partner,
and then separating.

The effect may be erotic if one allows

it to be so.
The dance done to electronic funana in clubs has become
a standardized form, but funana as danced by rural people of
Santiago allows for a wealth of individual interpretations.
Zantzinger's film (1986} contains a wonderful example of the
erotic and playful form that funana may take when he pictures
a couple dancing to Armando Semedo's funana in front of
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Armando's house in Praia.

The dance done to funana can be

adapted so that individuals feel comfortable with both the
partner and the situation.

The most elegant version of

funana that I observed was done to music played by Kode di
Dona and son at a party in Sao Francisco.

A 70 year old

Badiu couple took the center of the circle and danced as only
a couple who had spent a lifetime together could do.

The

total synchronicity and flow to the partners' movements was a
wonderful experience to behold.
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History and Beliefs
Any discussion of the history of traditional funana in
Cape Verde is necessarily brief.

I have found no written

record of funana or accordion music in general in materials
about Cape Verde before the 1970s.

None of the funana

players I spoke with had concrete ideas about the age or
origin of the tradition except that most agreed that funana
was very old, and it was performed before they were born.
One can make a few comments about funana's origins in
Cape Verde, however.

The accordion is often associated with

seafaring men from both Northern and Southern Europe (for
example, England, Ireland, the Northern Sea coast of Germany,
Ireland, Portugal, Spain, and France).

Sailors and settlers

from any and all of these places could have brought accordion
traditions to Cape Verde.

But when did it arrive?

accordion was invented by Damian of Vienna in 1829.

The
The

first �serious, efficient and commercial production of
diatonic accordions, or melodeons, came from the M. Hohner
harmonica factory in Trossingen in the Black Forest, some
fifty years later,

." (Watson 1981:4).

This suggests

that the diatonic accordion in its present form could have
been played in Cape Verde by the 1880s.

The funana tradition

reaches back further than the memories of the older Cape
Verdeans I interviewed.

No one could remember a time when it
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was not around.

Toi de Barros remembers hearing the

accordion during his childhood in the 1920s and 30s.

He

tells that at that time, the music now known as funana was
simply called gaita music.

Serna Lopi confirmed to me that

the name funana has only come into use in recent decades, for
reasons unknown.
I asked many people about the origins of the words
gaita119 and funana.

No one had an idea except for Celestino

Veiga, a musician from Joao Teves, who now lives in
Providence, Rhode Island.

He told me an amusing story about

the origins of the name funana.

It

does not seem to be

widely believed, but it never failed to get a laugh from
local players.

The story: in the cathedral in Cidade Velha,

there was a priest who wanted to have music for his religious
services.

The only instrument available was an accordion.

He taught two local men to play the instrument, a Mr. Funi
and a Mr. Nana.

They performed the music for church services

but soon began playing it for social occasions as well.

Mr.

Nana picked up a piece of metal and a knife and began to
accompany Mr. Funi with it when Funi played the accordion.
They liked the results and the music they played together was
called funana.

119I am aware that the term gaita refers to bagpipes, not
accordions, in parts of Eastern Europe. It means shepherd's
pipe or flute, mouth organ, or reed in Portuguese. I assume
that the name became associated with accordions in Cape Verde
because it is also a reed instrument but I have no proof of
this.
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In contrast with the views expressed by many informants
concerning batuko's origins, many gaita players do not
recognize funana as an African-influenced music.

For

instance, Serna Lopi said that he does not know where funana
came from, or how old it is, but he believes that it has
strong European influences because it is similar to
traditions from Spain and Portugal.

Kode di Dona expressed

similar sentiments.
Funana has both European and African characteristics. The
accordion is an important folk instrument in Portugal and
elements of Portuguese folk music most certainly exist in
funana 120 .

At the same time, funana belongs to a family of

African-influenced accordion traditions found virtually
everywhere there were African slaves.

These traditions

include such musics as zydeco and merengue, with their simple
harmonies, fast tempos, quadratic meters, call-and-response
structures, and use of accordion and scraper-like percussion.
Europeans brought the accordion to their colonies in the New
World and Africa and the instrument was adopted by many
diverse groups, leading to new accordion-based syncretic
musics.

These musical styles have moved in overlapping waves

of influence between Europe, Africa, South America, and North

120Believing that Kode di Dona had composed the melody of his
song "Cha di Caldera," I was startled to hear the melody on a
radio program featuring traditional Portuguese folk music.
Many Cape Verdean melodies may have their origins in
Portuguese music.
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America, making it difficult, if not pointless, to say who
influenced whom.
No matter what funana origins, there is a consensus
among Cape Verdean performers that the genre has a feeling
associated with it that is quintessentially Badiu.

Norberto

Tavares expressed this concept to me on many occasions.

To

him, funana is a music that is predominantly melancholy,
despite its upbeat tempo. He has explained that good songs
texts must resonate with the events in the lives of ordinary
people.

If they do, people will like the song.

Unfortunately, in the case of Badius many of the events are
sad ones.
Serna Lopi also believes that there is a special feeling
comprising the essence of funana. When I asked if outsiders
could ever understand this sentiment, Lopi replied that it is
possible if one really likes the music. If you like the music
very much, you will begin to feel the real point of funana.
There is no one specific thing that one must know about the
genre, there just a general feeling associated with funana
which is essential to it.
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An Analysis Of Selected Songs
By Kode Di Dona And Serna Lopi

In order to better understand the nature of funana song
texts, I began by recording performances of funana musicians
Kode di Dona and Serna Lopi.

With the help of my research

assistant, we transcribed, translated, and interpreted the
meaning of selected songs as best we could.

We then took our

work back to Kode di Dona and Serna Lopi and asked them if we
had understood the songs correctly.
not.

In many cases, we did

The performers told us the ideas they had intended to

convey through the song and we changed our interpretations
accordingly.

The process was a time consuming one and the

result is only a small sample from the repertoire of these
artists.

Still, the work can help to establish what some

funana songs are intended to be about.
Noticeably absent from the acoustic funana performances
we heard were songs dealing explicitly with Cape Verdean
politics, the years of struggle for independence, racial
discrimination, or Pan-African unity.

Writings by other

music researchers had led me to believe that traditional
funana in Santiago was a music of protest, expressing the
frustrations of the long culturally oppressed Badius (Manuel
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1988, Hagedorn 1990).

For example, Manuel writes: "Batuco

and funana have traditionally been denounced by the Catholic
Church for their suggestive dancing, and during the
liberation struggle the Portuguese colonialists attempted to
repress the genres for their obliquely militant texts;
moreover, middle-class Cape Verdean have traditionally tended
to disparage them as crude (Manuel 188:96)."
My research did not yield the militant texts I thought I
would find.

When songwriters wanted to express their

dissatisfaction with a situation, they blamed injustices on
fate and the environment, rather than colonialism or the
policies of a political party.

Funana texts deal with

nostalgic memories of Santiago life, with people and events
in local communities, with relations between the sexes, and
with the hardships of Cape Verdean life due to circumstances
beyond individual's control such as drought and famine.
These themes and the lack of overt protest lyrics in
funana lends a comparison to blues, although I believe that
blues is only one of many African-influenced musics that
could be used to illustrate the same point.

Titon writes

that listeners have sometimes been perplexed because they
could not find much overt racial or social protest in blues
lyrics (1977:190). Did the lyrics then contain coded messages
voicing protest?

Some scholars have suggested that covert

protest need not be presented in code; that its expression
may be unconscious (Richard Wright in Titon 1977:191-2)
Titon reaches a different conclusion.
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Greatly simplified

here, he suggests that the pain expressed by blues artists is
prolonged and experienced in a controlled way by transforming
it into song.

He writes: "The blues artist offers his

listeners an imitation of life, an imitation so real that the
traditional wisdom of blues lyrics becomes proverbial
expression and offers explanation as well as directives
(p.192)."

By controlling and sharing pain with others
I

through art, people find ways to learn to live with it.

find that this blues model is applicable to funana with its
predominant themes of nostalgia and frustration.

The songs

voice protest against fate in a resigned way but they do not
usually make direct references to problems such as racial or
class discrimination.
I believe that funana songs may have existed which more
openly criticized colonialism.

However, I think that

funana's role in the struggle for independence has been
overplayed by American scholars, including myself (1991a:14,
107-110). While funana songwriters concentrate on issues of
topical interest, which may include criticism of social
conditions, it does not seem that they use their performances
as a "soapbox" to directly express anti-colonial sentiments
or support of any particular political views.
Playing funana was sometimes forbidden, however.

Even

the oblique messages in the songs or the gathering of people
for performances must have been viewed as threatening to
authorities at times.

Serna Lopi told that when he was

younger, the local priest in his parish forbade performances
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Sodadi
{vocables} Aiiii, Aiii a
y ,
N' odjaporto Cidade,
Cidae
d Velhe,

bo
tar di

Aiiii, maN' odja Cidae
d
i
d Pra
i
a,
N'odja Vila Tar a
r a
f l , a
m N'oj
d a Cidade di Pra
i
a
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N
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i
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ago a
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Tar rafal na Jor a
n a
d , sodadita ma
ta' n
Linho Rincon a
n Selaa
d , Fin kaodjo Tchada Lago
a
N' ta ba
iP
orto Rubea
r
da Barca, Tchada Lem kiN'
a
b i

kata

Santantao, Sanikula
u
maN' ta a
b ilha i
d B a
r va
Aiii, Aiii a
y
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b ita o
b m ba
Ma N' e
l m b a
r Tchada Sao F a
r ncisco
N' bem ditar i
d p a
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d
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b
a
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d
N' toma semanapaponta
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s i
b
mar a
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to a
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b
da b a
r 9ada
Boka a
s i
b
d a be
jinho, kabelo a
s i
b
k o r r i mo
Translation
aiii , a
iii ya
I saw theport , Cidide;

Cidae
d Velhe,
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go
od after no
on.

ai i i i, and I saw the city of Praia
I saw the village of Tarrafal
and I saw the city of Praia
ai i i i, ai i i i, in Praia Santa Maria
Nostalgia, I'm already leaving
Praia the city, Santiago the district
Tarrafal the journey, Nostalgia is killing me
Linho Rincon na Selada; See Achada Lagoa from there.
I go to Porto Rubera da Barca; Tchada Lem, there I don't
go
Santo Antao, Sao Nicolau
and I go to Ilha di Brava
Ai i i i, Ai ii ya
Ya, yoi, to hear the bulls mooing
But I remember Achada Sao Francisco
I will leave in the afternoon and return in the morning
I will go at night and return at dawn
I took the whole week
Hips nice for wearing pano
Breast nice for hugs
Mouth nice for little kisses
Hair nice for stroking

"Sodadi" is a song dealing with the protagonist's
nostalgic memories of a trip to Tarrafal, a village in
northwest Santiago.

During the course of the song, the

protagonist makes the trip again in his mind and fondly notes
all the things and places he saw on the way.

The journey

begins in Kode's home village of Sao Francisco, in southeast
Santiago, leads to the village of Tarrafal in northwest
Santiago, and then goes back home again.
by noting he is in Cidade Velhe.

The

1

1

The narrator begins

boatardi 11 at the end

of the first stanza can either be a direct address to the
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audience at this performance in Cidade Velhe, or the
character in the song saying hello to Cidade Velhe.
On his journey, he mentions that he saw the city of
Praia, then Cidade Velhe, and then Praia again on his return.
When he arrives in Praia Santa Maria (the patron saint of
Praia is Mary and people often refer to the city as Praia
Santa Maria), he feels nostalgic for his home in Sao
Francisco and wants to leave again.
The protagonist makes a mental map of his journey
leading from Praia the city, to Santiago the district, and
finally to Tarrafal, the object of his journey.

He sings

that nostalgia for the places that he is remembering is
killing him.
When he visits Linho Rincon in Selada, he can see a
place called Achada Lagoa.

He goes to Ribeira da Barca, on

the west coast of the island, but doesn't go to Achada Lem.
The singer mentions the islands, Santo Antao and Sao
Nicolau, and says he will also go to Brava.

After a musical

interlude, he says he will go to Brava to hear the bulls
mooing.

But as he continues his journey, he thinks again

about home in Sao Francisco.

He debated whether to leave

home in the afternoon and be back the next morning, or
whether to leave in the night and be back by dawn.

His trip

took a whole week, in spite of his intentions to return home
quickly.

On the way, he saw a beautiful woman with nice

hips, chest, lips, and hair and he lingers on the memory of
her.
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It is interesting to note how similar this tale of a
journey around the island is to Norberto Tavares's song,
"Jornada di un Badiu" ( 1989)

(A Badiu' s Journey) .

It is also

an account of a man's journey around the island of Santiago:
Jornada di un Badiu by Norberto Tavares121

N ba Pilon Kan
Purba kel kankan
N ba Sudujuma
Purba kel skuma
Purba kel skuma
Purba kel skuma

I went to Pilon Kan
to try the snuff
I went to Sudujuma
to taste that scum (groggo scum)
taste the scum
taste the scum

N dichi Tehan di Tanki
N ba kume mangi
N ba Rubon Caris
Kasa Nho Monis
Kasa Nho Monis
Kasa Nho Monis

I went down to Tehan di Tanki
I went to eat mangos
I went to Rubon Caris
to the house of Mr. Monis
house of Mr. Monis
house of Mr. Monis

Na Rubera Bentrada
N kontra ku un inkantada
N botal mo na sulada
E rabid'n k'um bafatada
um bafatada
um bafatada

At Rubera Bentrada
I met an enchanting woman
I grab hold of her sash
And I get a slap!
a slap!
a slap!

N ba Sao Jorgi
N ba kasa'l Senhor Jorge
N ba pidi'l mo
di si fidja
e corne'n trasku na bidja
corne'n trasku na bidja
corne'n trasku na bidja

I went to Sao Jorge
I went to Senhor Jorge's house
I went to ask for the hand
of his daughter
and he came after me with his bull!
after me with his bull!
after me with his bull!

N ba Uzorgo
konkisita mosas bunita

I went to Orgoes
to try to meet the pretty girls
there
Wasn't worth the effort
because I didn't arrive with
any car, any motorcycle
any bell-bottom pants
any money in my pocket
money in my pocket

Ka bale'M di nada
Pamodi N ka leba
Nen karu, nen Mota
Nen calGa boca cino
nem dinheru na bolso
dinheru na bolso

121Translated to English by Norberto Tavares and the author.
This song is not performed as a funana by Tavares. It has a
structure used occasionally by Tavares based on batuko songs,
with 2 against 3 polyrhythms and a "turnaround" or "coda"
section at the end.
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dinheru na bolso

money in my pocket

N ba Rubon Kabalo
Montadu num besta
N ben so calu
Mas N purba festa
Purba festa
Purba festa

I went to Rubon Kabalo
riding on a female donkey
I return only with callouses
But I had a taste of the party!
taste of the party!
taste of the party!

N ba Matinho
Riba nha matchinho
N subi Kutelo Mendi
N ba pundi nha gentis
Pundi nha gentis
Pundi nha gentis

I went to Matinho
riding on my stud donkey
I climbed up to Kutelo Mendi
I went to call on my relatives
call on my relatives
call on my relatives

Es ke un jornada di un Badiu
Pilon Kan, Kankan
Sudujuma, skuma
Bentrana, inkantada
Sulada, bafatada
Rubon Kabulu, besta
Calu, festa

This is the journey of a Badiu
Pilon Kan, snuff
Sudujuma, scum
Bentrana, enchantress
Sulada, slap
Rubon Kabulu, female donkey
callous, party

I asked Norberto Tavares about the similarity of the
themes in the two songs.

While he said that it was possible

that he might have heard Kode di Dona's song at some point,
he did not think that he was influenced by it.

He explained

that the popularity of his song, "Jornada di un Badiu" was
partly because it made people remember the joys of a common
practice in rural Santiago: a trip around the island by foot
or by donkey for the primary purpose of gaining new and
interesting experiences.

In Tavares's song, the

protoganist's path leads him to the home's of friends and
family, to a source of groggo, to girls, and to a big party.
He sings that he returns with callouses, with a hangover, and
with only a slap in his quest to meet women.

The trip was

nevertheless worth the effort because of the new experiences
he "tasted. " Although Kode di Dona's song, "Sodadi, " does not
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tell the story of a journey in exactly the same way, both
songs reflect the apparent joys of making a journey around
the island, and reflecting on the events that transpired
after one returns home.
The next song to be examined is also by Kode di Dona.
It

was performed

at the Festival for Traditional Music in

Cidade Velha, May 9, 1993.
Lembra

Tcheu

Toti Lopi di Nha Maninha
Sodadi Tchada Santa Cruz
Sodadi Tchada Rubon Secu
Lembra noti na Rubon Fundo
Oi Porto Santiago
na Rubera Seca
N'ta bai ponta Tchada
Sodadi Tchada Fazenda
Sodadi Tehan di Nispri
Santa ku Tuta ku Nha Lixa
Canda, Vena, ku Naninha
Sodadi boka Cruz Riba
Dja'N bai, dja'N bai, dja'N bai
Ku kamisa marcado na peto
ku lento marcado na ponta
ku saia marcado na prega
Dja'N bai, dja'N bai, dja'N bai
Oi sodadi Praia Maria
Oi sodadi Maria
Sodadi Praia Maria
Sodadi caminho di fora
Sodadi
sodadi
Sodadi
Sodadi

Tchada
Tchada
Tchada
Tchada

S. Francisco
Baldacusta
Moia Moia
Baleia la Porto Baia Grandi

Oi, oi, Cidade Velha
Sodadi Porto Cidade
Mas bedju cidade na Praia
Dja'N bai, dja'N bai, dja'N bai
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Rich

Memories/Remember

Much

Nha Maninha's Toti Lopi
Nostalgia for Tchada Santa Cruz
Nostalgia for Tchada Rubon Secu
Remember nights in Rubon Fundo
Oi, Port of Santiago
in Rubera Seca
I go to the peak of the achada
Nostalgia for Tchada Fazenda
Nostalgia for Tehan di Nispri
Santa and Tuta and Nha Lixa
Canda, Vena, and Naninha
Nostalgia for Boca Cruz Riba
I'm leaving, I'm leaving, I'm leaving
With shirts labeled on the breast
with headkerchiefs labeled in the corner
with labeled skirt with pleats
I'm leaving, I'm leaving, I'm leaving
Oi, nostalgia
Oi, nostalgia
Nostalgia for
Nostalgia for

for Praia Maria
for Maria
Praia Maria
the path leading out of town

Nostalgia
Nostalgia
Nostalgia
Nostalgia

Achada
Achada
Achada
Tchada

for
for
for
for

Sao Francisco
Baldacusta
Moia Moia
Baleia la Porto Baia Grandi

Oi, oi, Cidade Velha
Nostalgia for Porto Cidade
The oldest city in Praia
I'm leaving, I'm leaving, I'm leaving
When I asked Kode di Dona about the song "Lembra Tcheu,"
he said that it was originally from Toti Lopi, a gaita player
from Ribera Seca.

He used to play it around 1952.

Kode knew

Tota Lopi and learned his song because he lived nearby.

Many

gaita players perform this song, but each plays it somewhat
differently.

In "Lembra Tcheu" the protagonist remembers

with nostalgia certain things about a place called Ribeira
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Seca.

In the first stanza, he introduces the subject, Toti

Lopi, who is associated with Mrs.
wife--we don't know.

Maninha--his mother or his

Its mention serves to identify Toti

Lopi by means of his family relations, as Cape Verdeans often
do.

Lopi lived in Achada Santa Cruz, in Ribeira Seca.

The

narrator remembers nights playing in Ribeira Fundo, which
also located nearby.

In stanza 2, the singer names the port

of Santiago (Pedra Bedja), and says that Ribeira Seca is
nearby.
As in many funana songs, much text deals with locating
and mentally mapping out routes.

In this case, the singer

tells how he goes to the apex of the Achada and has nostalgia
for Achada Fazenda and for Achada Nispri.

In stanza 3, he

mentions the six women he knew there and sings that he has
nostalgia for Boka Cruz Ribeira.

In his mind, he's on his

way, already leaving for that destination.
still referring to the six women.
bought clothes, imported garments.
rich, well-dressed women.

In stanza 4 he is

These ladies wear store
This tells us these were

They wore shirts with a tags on

them, kerchiefs with a label on the corner, and fancy pleated
skirts.

All are signs of wealth, making the women unusual in

poor, rural Santiago.

In stanza 5, the protagonist

nostalgically reminisces about Praia but then is happy to
think about the way back out of town towards home.

Although

this song does not focus on a trip to Tarrafal, it involves
the nostalgic recollection of favorite places and people in
Santiago like "Sodadi."
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The song, "Policia" by sung by Kode di Dona in Cidade
Velha on May 9th has a completely different message: one
expressing criticism of social injustices.

It is clearly a

protest song of sort expressing indignation at the treatment
of a woman by the police.
Policia
Policia, pamodi, pamodi?
si busca po'N di nhas mininos e pamodi?
si N' daba peto na gilera dja'N moreba dja
Policia di Praia e di respeto
Nha genti ka descha N' bendi na rua e pamodi?
ba N' busca pon di nha mininos e pamodi?
si N' daba peto na gilera dja'N moreba dja
Respeto e abrigado N' ten
Respet e abrigado N' ten
Respeto e dona di pais
si N' daba peto na gilera dja'N moreba dja
si
si
si
si

N'
N'
N'
N'

daba
daba
daba
daba

peto
peto
peto
peto

na
na
na
na

gilera
gilera
gilera
gilera

dja'N
dja'N
dja'N
dja'N

moreba
moreba
moreba
moreba

dja
dja
dja
dja

E
E

disquido, e disquido, e disquido
disquido, e disquido e falta di respeto

E
E

disquido, e disquido, e disquido
disquido, e disquido, e disprudencia
Translation

Police, police, why?
If I search for bread for my children, why?
If my chest is in the cold storage room, I might die.
Police of Praia are respected.
My people are in the street, why?
To look for bread for my children is why.
If my chest is in the cold storage room, I might die.
Respect is an obligation that I have.
Respect is an obligation that I have.
Respect is master of the country.
If my chest is in the cold storage room, I might die.
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If my chest is in the cold storage room, I might die.
If my chest is in the cold storage room, I might die.
If my chest is in the cold storage room, I might die.
It's neglect, neglect, neglect;
Neglect, neglect, and lack of respect.
It's neglect, neglect, and neglect;
Neglect, neglect, and insensibility.
This is not a song which is easy to understand without
explanation.

Kode di Dona tells that it is the story of a

poor woman from Praia whom he knows.

She buys fish at the

pier to sell for a small profit in the streets, a practice
which the police discourage, although it is the only source
of income for some.
police appear.

She is trying to buy her fish when the

They make all of the women who are waiting

form an orderly line, and the women are roughly handled in
the process.

It is a hot day.

The woman is pushed by the

police and the crowd into the cold storage room where fish
are kept.

She is angered because she believes that her

health is threatened by the indifference of the police's
actions.

She believes that the effect of the extreme

temperature change from hot to cold will make her ill and she
will die.

She asks why the police won't let her sell fish in

the street, her only means of income for her family, and why
they must handle her so roughly.

She has respect for the

police and for her country, but she finds that the police are
guilty of neglect and carelessness towards people like her.
Turning now from Kode di Dona's songs to the
compositions of Serna Lopi, the first of his works to be
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examined is called "Lembransa foia na Casamento" (Memories of
a Wedding.)
"Lembransa Foia Na Casamento" by Serna Lopi
Cabra Petra di Costa Tchada
ki bai pa Labada bebi agu
ki subi pa Calbicera
ki bai kumi si padja
ma el eta ba ch dianti
ku si bodi branco di traz
ta subi pa Calbicera
ki bai kumi si padja
li Labada pa Calbicera
ekumi trez gecho padja
kanto eki bai pa Monti Vada
si korpo ka podi sta corabalto
ma es ki tumba zumba
Es ki edisgracia des mundo
da un fidjo disconlado
ki ka ter consolo di ninquem
si corpinho ma ta meche
si bokinha na ta papia
ta fla uuaii na ta fal uiiii
ku si monsinha na cabesa
Na remedi bo Deus ta dabu
"Memories of a Wedding" by Serna Lopi
Black goat from the edge of the Achada
goes to get some water
she climbs up past Calbicera
she went to eat her hay
She goes first
and the white billy goat follows behind her
climbing up to Calbicera
she goes to eat her hay
on the way to Calbicera
and she eats her fill of hay three times
When she returns to Monti Vaca
She can barely stand up anymore for her big belly
This is a big scandal
It is a disgrace to the world
by the disconsoled child
who can't be consoled by anyone
Her little body shakes
her little mouth speaks
asking, why? and saying, why?
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with her little hands on her head
Serna Lopi explained that the song "Lembransa Foia Na
Casamento" is not about goats, but is actually about two
people who set off across the countryside to attend a wedding
in another village.

Serna Lopi remembers this incident and

has made a story of it, substituting a little black goat and
a white billy goat for the young woman and man.

The song is

about a how the couple got sidetracked on their way to the
wedding and ended up making love instead.

To the young

woman's dismay, she finds that the encounter has left her
pregnant.

She is seen as a disgrace to the community and is

inconsolable in her grief--her body shakes and she can only
put her hands on her head and sob, why? why?
Another of Lopi's songs, "Kontra Karni" (Against Meat),
also concerns relations between the sexes.

It expresses a

rather brutal point of view towards the function of women in
post-AIDS society.

The song uses metaphors for the sexual

act and expresses negative attitudes towards women which
would likely cause an uproar if sung in present day America.
When I asked Serna Lopi if the song expressed his true
attitude towards women, he said it did not.

He said he was

only expressing the views of some men he knows in the song.
"Kontra Karni" by Serna Lopi
Odja na mundo sta mariado
Dja bem un doensa kontra carni
Dja ki porko ka kre matado
Toresima dja ka perdi valor
Odja na mundo sta mariado
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odja bem un doensa kontra carni
Dja ki porko ka kre matado
Toresima dja ka perdi valor
Ma N'
pa si
es ta
agora

tern pena mudjeres di gossi
marido ba strangero, busca bida
subi Praia mata porco
nobidadi dja korr es

Na Toresma ka kre matado
Nern porco ka kre bendledo
pui bem um doenco contra porco
Abo trabadjo bu ka kre
Ner na stado, nem na casa, nem na sirbico particular.
Bu marido dja ka obi tudo ki sta passa
na nem carta, nem dinheiro
nem mantenha particular
pamodi doenca dja ganhabo
Abo trabadjo bu ka kre
nem na casa particular, nem na case, nen num ka bo
Ma ki vida e di bo
Na mata porco ka kredo mas
Toresma ma dja ka perdi valor
N' tern pena mudjers di gossi
Dja bem un duensa kontra carni
Pamodi mundo dja bira richo
Sr. Dotor dja flaba nhos
na ta bem um doenca contra carni
dja ki porco ka ta matado
Toresma dja ka perdi valor
Nhos odja na mundo sta mariado
Dja bem un doensa kontra carni
Dja ki porko ka kre matado
Toresima dja ka perdi valor
N' ten pena di mudjeres di gossi
Si es subi Praia, es mata proco
Ki marido, ta screbe carta
Nern carta carta, nem mantenha, nem dinheiro p'es manda
"Against Meat" by Serna Lopi
Look, the world is in bad shape
There is now a disease caused by meat
No-one wants to kill pig
Lard has lost its value
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Look, the world is in bad shape
there is now a disease caused by meat
No-one wants to kill pig
Lard has lost its value
I pity the woman of today
Her husband seeks a better life abroad
And she goes to Praia to kill pig
And now the news gets all around
Pork skin isn't killed anymore
Not even pig is for sale
Because there is a disease caused by meat
you
not
not
not

don't want to work
for the state
in the home
in private service

But your husband has already heard
of everything that has happened
He doesn't send letters or money
Or send you greetings
Because he knows that illness has already got you
you don't want to work
not in households, not at home, not anywhere
No one wants to kill pig anymore
Lard has lost its value
I have pity for women nowadays
you women should take good care of your home and family
because the world is getting tougher
Sr. Doctor has already warned you
that the illness caused by meat is coming
No one wants to kill pig anymore
Lard has lost its value
You see that the world is in bad shape
there is already a disease caused by meat
No one wants to kill pig
Lard has lost its value
I pity the women of today
If they go to Praia, if they kill pig
Their husbands they can write to
but they'll get no cards, no greetings, no money
Serna Lopi explained that "to kill pig" is an expression
for having sex.

Lopi sings that he pities women today
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because now that there is AIDS, women have really lost their
value: (1) one can not use them for sex without risking one's
life and (2) women today are no longer willingly to work hard
for their men and families.

Lard (women's flesh) is

consequently worth very little to men anymore and the
narrator expresses sadness for both the women and men
affected by the situation.
Lopi sings that when men left the country to find work
in the past, their wives often went to Praia and secretly met
lovers for sex.

Because of AIDS, this situation has changed.

The song maintains that if the women go to Praia for sex,
they will become infected with AIDS from their affairs.

Once

they become ill, the women will no longer be able to hide
their unfaithfulness from their husbands and their community.
No matter how far away, their husbands will hear of it and
will stop sending letters and money.
Although the song begins with the idea that women are
now worthless, the notion that AIDs causes problems, not
because it kills people, but because it stops married women
from successfully hiding their adulterous behavior is an
interesting take on the situation.

A halt in adulterous

behavior by women naturally has negative consequences for
men, as well.
Earlier I maintained that there is a particular
sentiment or feeling associated with funana.

These song

texts can give some impressions of the nature of this
sentiment.

For example, Kode di Dona's songs tend to be
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centered around his love and nostalgia for the island of
Santiago, especially for his home and family in Sao
Francisco, and his deep empathy for suffering and social
injustices.
in nature.

In contrast, the songs of Sema Lopi are lustier
He frequently sings of problems between the

sexes, although he has songs expressing social criticism and
nostalgia, as well. While the song "Kontra Karni" concerns a
problem in contemporary Cape Verde,

Lopi has said that he

does not view funana as angry or sad music.

He says that he

never expresses his political ideologies in songs. What is
then at the core of the sentiments expressed in these songs?
It is a deep sense of nostalgia and love for the familiar
places, faces, and happenings found in Santiago and an
empathy with the hardships faced by Badius as the result of
circumstances beyond their control (for example, rainfall
patterns, economic and racial structures, disease, and
unwanted pregnancies).
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Funana As A Popular Musical Genre
The birth of funana as a popular music has a strong hold
in the memories of older Cape Verdeans.

Popular funana's

beginnings are strongly associated with specific individuals
and a specific time in Cape Verdean history.

Funana emerged

in its new form in Santiago in the 1970s, shortly after Cape
Verde's independence from Portugal in 1974.

The music became

increasingly popular in the late 1970s and 1980s with Cape
Verdeans from all the islands.

The musician, Katchas (August

8, 1951-March 29, 1988, born Carlos Alberto Silva Martins),
is commonly acknowledged as the leader of the funana musical
movement.

He is "considered a musical pioneer in Cape Verde

who helped to liberate and legitimate the African musical
traditions which had been suppressed by Portuguese
colonialism" (Lobban and Lopes 1995:139).

Katchas was a

guitar player and founding member of the most influential
band during the early days of the movement, Bulimundo.

The

band's name, Bulimundo, means roughly the equivalent of
"something so large that it shakes the Earth." According to
Lopi, the name refers to both the large building of that name
in Pedra Badejo where the band rehearsed, and to the band's
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abilities-they felt they had the potential to "shake up the
world 122 " with their new sound and messages.
Serna Lopi tells that Katchas was born in Pedra Badejo,
Santiago, to a Portuguese mother and Cape Verdean father.
Katchas left Cape Verde and lived part of his life in Europe
In

(France) before rediscovering his musical roots.

Santiago, Katchas sought out tradition bearers such as Kode
di Dona, Serna Lopi, and Caetaninho.
essentials of funana style from them.

He learned songs and the
Katchas eventually

began playing funana with the newly founded band, Bulimundo.
The band substituted keyboards, guitar, bass, sax, and drums
for the instrumentation of traditional funana, gaita and
ferrinho.

When Bulimundo made the popular album

11

6 Mundo Ka

Bu Kaba, 12 311 the band's personnel 124 consisted of Katchas on
guitar; Zeca (di nha Reinalda) and Zequinha, vocals; Nono,
saxophone; Duka, keyboards; Zequinha, guitar; Silva, bass
guitar; Nhelas, extra percussion; and Jose Augusto, drum set.
Bulimundo and the band's recordings received much popular
122It is interesting to note that the batukadera, Balila,
used a similar expression in describing batuko's affect. It
suggests that the object of both types of Santiago music
making is to achieve the goal of "making the world shake."
123The recording I own was made in Holland and was available
through Black Power Records, Schietbaanlaan 7 B, Rotterdam,
Holland as LP 2514. The album was produced and distributed
by M.B. Oliveira. It was recorded by Frans Peters Studio BV
Hilversum. No date is mentioned in connection with the
recording but I have been told that it was made in the early
1980s.
l24cape Verdeans, especially musicians, are often known to
others only by their nicknames. In the case of this album,
the musicians are credited using their nicknames only.
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acclaim in Cape Verde and the Cape Verdean Diaspora and the
new style escalated into a mini-musical revolution.
Katchas is considered the "father" of this modern funana
Unfortunately, he died in 1988 as the result of a

movement.

car accident in the Praia-Luar neighborhood of the capital
He was hospitalized and lived for a short time before

city.

succumbing to his injuries.

Like many popular public figures

who die prematurely, his acclaim has continued to grow larger
since his death.

The popularity of Katchas' music "brought

funana to the plateau" (Lobban and Lopes 1995: 139), making a
musical tradition that was previously viewed with disdain
acceptable to higher income Cape Verdeans and to Cape
Verdeans from other islands.
The funana performer Serna Lopi explained to me that the
new version of funana was not an instant success with its
audiences.

At first, people stood back against the walls

during performances and listened to the music, but they did
not know how to react to it.

It took a period of adjustment

before the new style was embraced by the public and
electronic funana was accepted as a popular dance music.
This new version of funana developed alongside newly
formed feelings of national pride in independent Cape Verde.
One might say that the national psyche sought out symbols
exemplifying the Cape Verdean character and found that the
sounds and image of the Badiu evoked by funana satisfied this
demand.

During this period of time, some Cape Verdeans found

a fulfilling identity as part of a grassroots Pan-African
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movement.

Funana in its new form contributed to the momentum

of this movement.

Through participation in the Pan-African

movement, they reached out to the rest of the world and asked
In

to be acknowledged as members of the African Diaspora.

the years since independence, Cape Verde's African heritage
has been increasingly appreciated, both informally and
through government-sponsored cultural programs.

The funana

movement has served as an important catalyst and focal point
in the formulation of a new national identity.
While Katchas is the man most often credited with
founding the funana movement, there are other musicians who
made significant contributions to the genre.

For example,

the brothers Zeze and Zeca di nha Reinaldi have been at the
center to the electronic tradition since its beginnings.

If

Katchas is the father of modern funana, Zeca is the voice of
modern funana.

He is the singer who is most admired and

emulated by other popular musicians, as the lead singer of
Bulimundo and, later, of Finayon.

He has a slightly raspy,

high, resonant voice. It is quite different from the trained,
"Western Art Music" voices desirable in morna singers. Like
Katchas, Zeca and Zeze went to the source of the funana
tradition to learn more about the style: they worked with
Kode di Dona, Caeteninho and other gaita players.

Zeze and

Zeca sometimes performed the compositions of these
traditional musicians--for example, Kode di Dona's "Forni
1959," which they recorded with Finayon as "Forni 47."

At

other times, they used the melodic material and ideas of
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traditional funana players as inspiration for new songs
without reproducing exactly the material.

Traditional funana

players often complain that popular funana musicians "stole
their songs" and made money from them.

Songs were often

appropriated and recorded by bands without crediting the
acoustic players, although some albums do list the
composers 125 .

Many of the songs which the popular bands

recorded fall into the realm of public domain" repertoire
with no known composer.
Although Katchas and the di nha Reinaldi brothers are
most strongly associated with early popular funana, they were
not the first to record it.

Norberto Tavares, a musician

from Santiago who moved to Portugal in the early 1970s,
recorded the album containing funana entitled "Black Power,
Volume 1" in Portugal in 1975.

Although Tavares's music was

popular in the early days of the funana movement in Cape
Verde (especially his albums, "Nos Cabo Verde di Speran<;a"
[1977), and "Volta Pa Fonti" [1979]), Katchas and Bulimundo
had a greater impact on the movement as a whole.

Unlike

Tavares, the musicians from Bulimundo were living in Cape
Verde at the time the music became popular.

The public had

consequently much exposure to the music of Bulimundo.
Nevertheless, Tavares made a significant contribution to the
funana movement of the 1970s.

He has remained one of the

most popular and influential songwriter/performers from
125For example, FinaGon does credit Kode di Dona as the
composer of "Forni 47."
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Santiago in contemporary Cape Verdean music.

Tavares is

particularly admired for his distinctive style of funana, for
the messages in his songs, and for his superb musicianship.

I

Born on June 6, 1956 in Santa Caterina, Santiago, Norberto
Tavares is the son of a well-known local musician, Aristides
Tavares, who played violin and other string instruments.
After his father's untimely death when Norberto was nine,
Norberto learned how to play guitar, keyboards, and accordion
on his own.

He was encouraged by a local priest to play the

organ as a boy and practiced on the instrument in the
Catholic church in Assomada.

Norberto began making a name

for himself as a songwriter in his early teens.
Verde for Portugal in 1973.

He left Cape

Accompanying himself on guitar,

Norberto composed his own funana and batuko songs, styles he
knew well from his upbringing in a musical Badiu family from
Santa Caterina.

He eventually formed a band in Lisbon with

other musicians from Cape Verde.

Norberto released his first

album of "electric funana" in 1975, slightly before Katchas
made his version of funana widely popular with Bulimundo.
Norberto produced several more recordings in Portugal and
toured widely with his band, Black Power, before immigrating
to the United States in 1979.
Norberto Tavares now lives in New Bedford, Massachusetts
where he makes his living as a musician 126 .

Norberto has

126Tavares and his band's full length albums and compact
disks include: "Black Power, Volume l" (1975); "Nos Cabo
Verde di Sperarn;;a" (1977}; "Black Power is Back" (1978};
"Volta Pa Ponti" (1979); "Mundo Sta di Boita" (1982);
"Tropical Power--A Musical Connection" (1984}; "Jornada di un
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continued to produce high quality recordings in his studio in
America.

Although he has lived in the United States for many

years now, his songs still reflect the concerns and interests
of the people of Santiago: his people remain close to his
heart.

Tavares often uses his music to express his

dissatisfaction with social conditions in Cape Verde.
Because of this, he has developed a reputation as a political
activist, although he considers himself a critic of unjust
social conditions rather than a supporter of a specific
political party.

Tavares performs regularly in Cape Verdean

communities in America and Europe with his band, Tropical
Power.

He returned to Cape Verde with Tropical Power in 1990

for the first time in 17 years and performed for large,
enthusiastic crowds in Santiago.

His last two solo albums,

"Jornada di un Badiu" (1989) and "Hino di Unificac;on" (1993)
are being distributed in compact disc format by Melodie in
France.
The success of funana bands in post-independent Cape
Verde has much to do with the images evoked by their songs,
as well as with the simple act of performance by groups
advocating African heritage and traditions in a culture with
little previous appreciation for Africanisms.

The subjects

of songs performed by popular funana musicians are very
similar to those performed by traditinal artists.

In both

Badiu" (1989) ; "Hino di Unificac;on" (1993) . He has also made
numerous recordings with other artists including Nho Balta
(1976), Joao Cirilo (1989), Naiss Roberto (1994), Julinho and
Ze di Teta (1994), and Zeca di nha Reinalda (1995).
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instances, songs deal with incidences from daily life in
rural Cape Verde.

They may be about love or relations

between the sexes or they may critize a situation that is
unjust.

Typical funana songs are based on the nostalgic

recollection of meaningful places and people from the island.
Funana texts abound with agricultural imagery, from the
planting and harvesting of seeds to animal husbandry.

Funana

texts always use the distinctive Santiago Krioulo dialect and
described events are clearly situated in Santiago.

The

sounds of the music also remind the listeners of the music's
Badiu origins.
While never turning away from the music's roots in
Santiago, the songs of some musicians (Tavares, for instance)
began to have themes expressing hopes for an improved Cape
Verde society: one which transcends its racial, economic, and
ethnic differences and works together in building a better
nation; ideals very much relevant to Cape Verdeans after
independence.

This type of theme is clearly expressed in one

of Norberto Tavares's most popular songs, "Nos Cabo Verde di
SperanGa" (1977).

The following is the translated text of

that song:
Nos Cabo Verde di Speranca (Our Cape Verde of Hope)
Our Cape Verde of Hope;
hope that someday we will live well;
hope that someday we will be able to return to her.
Return to our land;
and live in our land.
(Refrain:)
Return to our land, Cape Verde!
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Return to the one land that is ours.
But our hope should not be
to sit and wait.
We should not wait for the government
to do everything for us.
We should give each other a hand
To fix our land;
and we should know that
we are the ones who must do it.
Each one of us is a Cabral;
for his faith has remained with us.
Cabral's faith with us has stayed.
Our Cape Verde is living on hope;
hope that we will live well;
hope that some day
we will plant the seed that will grow.
And we will collect the harvest and eat it.
We will live in our land;
our land, Cape Verde.

Tavares's songs also provide illustrations of typical
themes in both popular and acoustic funana using pastoral
imagery.

His poetic vignettes of life in rural Santiago are

his public's favorites, perhaps because they remind listeners
of the joys of a simpler existence.

Indeed, some of his

songs including "Mariazinha," from the album, "Volta pa
Fonti" {1979, "Return to the Wellspring"}, have become part
of the folk repertoire in Santiago.

"Mariazinha" is a song

expressing a universal theme: it is about lovers whose union
is prohibited because of the disapproval of the girl's
parents.

It is given a Santiago flavor through its setting,

its use of language, and its funana sound, with all of its
associations.

A young man asks a girl, Mariazinha, to meet

him near the spring, a public location where their meeting
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will look innocent to onlookers.

He cautions, however, that

her parents should not see them together because they will
know what is going on and they do not like him.

The young

man asks her to bring not only her water bucket, but a
decision about whether she loves him in return:
Mariazinha by Norberto Tavares
Mariazinha, Ba rubera;
kanba na orta bu spera-m.
Mi, N sta bai ku nha boi;
N sta ta libra so paes ka odja-m.
Mariazinha, Mi dja N kre-bu;
ma bu mai ku bu pai ka kre
pa'n kre bu.
Ma si bo, bu kre-m sima kre-bu;
Nen ke fin di mundu N ta bai.
Mariazinha leba lata;
N ta leba nha boi.
Mariazinha leba-m bu palabra;
N ta leba-bu mi interu.
Little Maria, go to the spring;
Go into the garden and wait for me.
Me, I'll bring my bull;
but I can't let your parents see me.
Mariazinha, I do love you;
But your mother and father don't want me
to have you.
But if you love me like I love you,
I'll go with you even to the end of the world.
Mariazinha, take your water tin;
I will bring my bull.
Mariazinha, bring me your word;
I will bring you my heart and soul.
In another song, "Maria Incantada, Trabadjadera" (1992),
"Enchanted Maria, Worker," Tavares sings of an enchanted (and
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enchanting) woman he observes while she is working in the
countryside.

She works without resting, as if she were

possessed by a spirit.

The protagonist falls in love with

Maria Incantada and sings that if she would marry him, he
would provide her with a good life; one in which she would
not have to work so hard.

He would even help her with her

daily chores (this is an unusual promise for a Cape Verdean
man to volunteer to do "women's work!").

The images in the

song convey, among other things, the demanding daily work
routine faced by poor women and the protagonist's recognition
of, and sympathy with, the difficulties faced by Cape Verdean
women.
Maria Incantada, Trabadjadera

by Norberto Tavares

See the enchanted one at the riverbed
spreading the wash;
That enchanted one is climbing the slope;
going to pick little beans.
Beautiful female is returning to the riverbed;
going to fetch water.
That enchanted one is leaving for the vegetable garden;
going to get manioc.
(Refrain:)
Enchanted girl, good worker, I want to marry you.
Enchanted Maria, good worker, I want to marry you.
0 beautiful female, good worker;
Marry me and I will help you do
Everything.
I
I
I
I
I

will
will
will
will
will

help
help
help
help
help

you
you
you
you
you

separate the grain husks;
pick the little beans;
pluck the chicken;
gather firewood;
start up the fire.

I will help you fetch water;

I will help you wash the dishes;

I will help you wash the clothes;
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I will help you iron the clothes;
I will help you make the bed;
I will help you sweep the house.
Another of Tavares's popular songs tells of Cape Verde's
chief problem: lack of regular rainfall.

This singular

problem has consequences on many other aspects of life, as
Tavares explains.

The song expresses the frustration of a

rural Santiago farmer who plants his crops, but is once again
frustrated in his efforts by the fickle rainfall.
Tchuba by Norberto Tavares (1993)

N simia nha midju te kabon;
cu karapate N faze tapum.
N finka un spantadju na kutelo;
N'chinta spera pa tchuba tchobe.
Ma korbu pretu abri-m tudo koba;
Minhoto panhem pinton;
Nha baka dja sta ta seka leti;
Tudo so pamodi tchuba.
(Refrain:)
Tchuba, tchuba, tchuba;
pa tchube tchobe.
Tchuba,
Tchuba,
Tchuba,
Tchuba,
Tchuba,
Tchuba,

sen
sen
sen
sen
sen
sen

bu
bu
bu
bo
bu
bu

fonti ka ten agu;
sementi ka ta nasi;
limeria ka ten padje;
nada ka kria;;
surisu e poku
festa e ka bedju.

Nton, tchuba, tchuba, tchuba
pa tchube tchobe
I sow my corn until the edge
with aloe plants to fence my field.
I put a scarecrow on the hill;
I sit waiting for rain to rain.
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But black crows open all my seed hills;
Grey crows take my chicks;
My cow's milk is drying up;
All these things are just because of rain.
Rain, rain, rain
to rain rain.
Rain,
Rain,
Rain,
Rain,
Rain,
Rain,

without
without
without
without
without
without

you,
you,
you,
you,
you,
you,

springs have no water;
seeds don't sprout;
beasts have no fodder;
nothing grows;
smiles are small;
a party isn't grand.

Then rain, rain, rain;
to rain rain.

In sum, with the exception of themes pertaining to a
united, independent Cape Verde, the songs performed and
recorded by funana bands are intentionally similar to those
of traditional artists.

As I indicated, the songs of

traditional artists may be recorded virtually unchanged aside
from the instrumentation.

In both styles of funana, one

finds songs which revolve around daily life in Santiago: love
songs, tales of hardships, memories of beautiful places, and
songs commemorating significant historical events such as
famine years.

All funana songwriters use the Santiago

dialect to tell their stories and images of rural life
abound.
A generation has now reached adulthood in independent
Cape Verde.

In 1996, more than twenty years after Cape Verde

became an independent nation, the musicians who initially
popularized funana as a recorded dance music are now
approaching their forties.

The music that they made popular
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is still played in Cape Verde, but the popular music scene is
undergoing many changes.
always known independence.

The youth of Cape Verde today have
Consequently, they have a

different view of the world than the generation who lived
through the struggle for independence and who helped to form
a new nation.

Like most young people, they tend to reject

the music of their parents and to seek out new musical forms
which express their point of view.

In the past decade, young

Cape Verdeans have embraced many different types of music
including reggae, a wide variety of American popular music
forms, Zouk from the French Caribbean, and most recently,
music with the "Zaire Sound" popular in clubs throughout
Africa.

While they still listen and dance to Cape Verdean

music, many reject their national music in favor of foreign
music.

Bands including Fina�on, Tropical Power, Os Tubaroes,

and Bulimundo must play many types of music to satisfy their
public.
The constant demand by youthful Cape Verdean audiences
for the latest musical fad, at the expense traditional forms
of Cape Verdean popular music, puts recording artists in a
classic bind.

Should the artists remain true to their

musical roots, or perform the music that the new generation
demands?
My close work with Norberto Tavares has made me aware of
the tensions he feels pertaining to this issue.

Tavares

still feels deeply rooted in the funana tradition of Santiago
and would prefer to compose music inspired by his life
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experiences in Cape Verde.

When his latest solo album was

reviewed in the local paper in Praia following its release in
1993, a critic wrote that although the music was well-written
and well-performed, funana as a musical form had already been
explored to its creative limits.

The reviewer urged artists

such as Tavares to express themselves in new ways.
What is the performer to do in such situations? This is
a conflict which develops in music-cultures time and time
again.

If performers make music to meet the ever-changing

demand of the (fickle) public, musical forms are inevitably
lost.

Rather than simply accepting the Darwinian

consequences of this phenomenon, folklorists predominantly
from Europe and America urge Cape Verdean bands (and
traditional acoustic artists) to remain true to their
traditions and play their nationally-inspired musics.
Norberto Tavares experiences this tension in the
microcosm of his own band.

He is the oldest member of

Tropical Power, and the musician in the band with the
greatest ability to attract an audience through his
reputation.

Several of the younger members of the band have

spent their formative years in America and were not
originally from the island of Santiago.

They prefer to think

of themselves as international citizens (American, African,
European, Caribbean, Lusophone, Cape Verdean, and in one
case--Junior Gregor--Native American).

They do not identify

with the funana movement and its roots in Badiu culture to
the extent that Tavares does.

This results in
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representation problems for the band.

Tropical Power is

frequently invited to play folk festivals in America as a
band which plays Cape Verdean music.

Conflicts frequently

occur between band members when Tavares asks the band to play
sets consisting exclusively of funanas, coladeiras, and
mornas, traditional musical forms associated with Cape Verde.
The younger band members, who are fine musicians in their own
right, feel stifled by the traditional Cape Verdean
repertoire.

They (understandably) want to play their own

Cape Verdean American hybrid musical compositions.

Their new

hybrid music goes over well in the clubs of New Bedford and
Cape Verde, but it is not what folk festival organizers or
record producers specializing in ethnic music want to hear.
Tavares recognizes this and walks a delicate line attempting
to keep his band and his sponsors happy.

He is in the

unfortunate position of not being traditional enough to
satisfy some audiences (the people selecting Cape Verdean
artists for the Smithsonian Festival of American Folklife,
for instance), and not contemporary enough to satisfy the
wants of the youngest generation of Cape Verdean listeners.
Funana bands in Cape Verde face similar dilemmas.
future is uncertain.

Their

Will funana bands become museum pieces,

preserved by outside intervention?

Will the Cape Verdean

public develop a new appreciation for their national musics?
We can only wait and see.
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Conclusions
In Part Three I have discussed funana from many
perspectives.

I began by describing funana in narrative

fashion, situating it in the context of an informal
performance, and then presented it in the context of the livf
of a typical funana performer, Toi de Barros. I continued
with an ethnography of funana which included a general
description of the genre, followed by discussions of its
musical structure, its transmission, its settings, its
current performers, and its history. Numerous photographs
provided additional information about the genre. Selected
funana texts were transcribed, translated and discussed, in
order to begin to understand the songwriters' messages and
sentiments. I drew Part Three to a close with a discussion of
funana as a popular music movement. I traced its short
history and showed that despite the changes in funana's
instrumentation from an acoustic to an electronic genre, the
music remains remarkably the same in sentiment, song texts,
and structure.
In all, I believe that many of the conclusions reached
concerning batuko in Part Two hold true for funana.

Batuko

and funana express the same sentiments; the attitudes and
emotions of the Badius of rural Santiago. There are important
differences between the traditions, however. While batuko is
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an ensemble music primarily performed by a female group of
participants and a leader, funana requires just two
musicians, usually males. Additionally, batuko is unanimously
perceived by Badius as an African-influenced music, while
funana's origins are much less clearly defined.
Although there are many differences between the genres,
there are still significant similarities.

Common to both

genres are the song texts dealing with issues of topical
concern. Funana and batuko have song texts which express
nostalgia for the familiar and compassion for the cruel turns
of fate in their lives: songs protesting their conditions
without specifically naming a human foe.

Musically, the two

genres have more in common than a surface glance might
suggest. They both have: 1) harmonic structures based on
alternation between two chords, 2) much repetition, 3) call
and-response structures, 4) polyrhythms (in funana, only at
times), 5) similar melodic structures, 6) dances which focus
on hip movements, 7) the extensive use of vocables, and 8)
some of the same repertoire.
Interestingly, the desired affect of both funana and
batuko has been described as "making the whole world shake."
Although the total physical involvement participating in a
batuko can understandably "make one's world shake," the
volume and intensity of either an acoustic or electronic
funana performance may have a similar effect.

The diatonic

accordion and especially the ferrinho are penetrating,
"outdoor" instruments. The overpowering sound of the music,
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particularly when one allows oneself to be caught up in its
rhythms and repetitions, can be a transcending experience.
In any case, funana and batuko have made a strong
contribution to the musical world of Cape Verde in recent
years, encouraging people to acknowledge their African roots.
The music of the Badius has captured the imagination and
interest of Cape Verdeans from other islands and economic
classes, as well as the outside world. Although funana and
batuko express the sentiments and concerns of a small group
of people from a very small island, these musics, and the
issues expressed in them, have a wide appeal when people
begin to understand them. I hope that my work with musicians
in Santiago will bring their messages and melodies to a wider
audience and will serve as a learning impetus for others.
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